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INTRODUCTION 
  

After the fiasco of the Bay of Pigs (1961) and the ongoing escalation of the Vietnam 

War (1964-1967) scholars became interested in explaining foreign policy decision 

making (Janis, 1972; Khong, 1992; Kramer, 1998). Why, for instance, did President 

Johnson continue the Vietnam War despite mounting costs, especially military and 

civilian lives lost, and growing opposition back home? The answer partly came from 

within the Johnson administration itself. In a 1965 draft memorandum for then-

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, the Undersecretary of Defense John 

McNaughton listed US aims in Vietnam, the first of which was “70% - to avoid a 

humiliating US defeat” (Steinberg, 1996:101)  

 

Foreign policy decisions shape how a nation acts on the international stage. Those 

decisions are characterized by high stakes, uncertainty, and risk (Renshon & 

Renshon, 2008). Yet, politicians also face domestic audiences (e.g., the media, 

voters) who hold them accountable for their actions. Leaders depend on their 

followers for support since it legitimizes their power. So, why do politicians, if they 

want to avoid loss of power, follow through on unsuccessful and costly military 

interventions, such as recent interventions into Afghanistan and Iraq? The aim of my 

dissertation is to assess what types of strategies democratic governments and 

political parties use once confronted with casualties during military interventions. In 

so doing, I attempt to answer the main research question of this project: how do 

democratic governments deal with, and respond to, military casualties?  

 

Governments risk being held accountable by the electorate for military losses that 

resulted from the decision to militarily intervene in a conflict. Democracies offer 

regular opportunities in the form of elections for the voters to “sanction” the 

government for the negative consequences (in this case military losses) of their 

policies, and hinder their reelection. If we assume that all governments want to be 

(re)elected (Aldrich, Gelpi, Feaver, Reifler, & Thompson Sharp, 2006; Bueno De 

Mesquita & Siverson, 1995; Kisangani & Pickering, 2011), a significant incentive is to 

avoid losses, like military casualties. This reward-punishment hypothesis, in which 

voters retrospectively punish bad policy performance, is prevalent in the economic 

voting literature and underpins the idea that citizens hold officials accountable 
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(Fiorina, 1981; Key, 1966; Lewis-Beck & Paldam, 2000; Nadeau, Lewis-Beck, & 

Bélanger, 2012). Findings from the economic voting literature have confirmed, on 

both macro and micro levels, that economic circumstances drive voting behavior. In 

a nutshell: when the economy is doing poorly, the incumbent gets punished. 

Numerous empirical studies have examined whether this effect also applies to 

military casualties and the effect on public support for a military presence (Baum, 

2003; Bennett & Paletz, 1994; Berinsky, 2009; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006) or on 

presidential approval rates (Jentleson & Britton, 1998; Meernik, 2001; Mueller, 1970; 

2005; Ostrom Jr. & Job, 1986). Just as increases in inflation and unemployment are 

associated with increased voter dissatisfaction with the government, so too are 

increasing military casualties produced from a country’s military conflict (Bueno De 

Mesquita & Downs, 2006; Bueno De Mesquita, Siverson, & Morrow, 2003). In sum, I 

expect governments to respond to the military losses they suffer to avert punishment 

from “angry” voters (or as the case of the Johnson Administration, to “avoid 

humiliation”), and formulate strategies based on this expectation.  

 

How policy performance relates to voters’ opinion of the government and how voters’ 

opinions influence their choices at the ballot box remains the subject of academic 

debate (Anderson, 2007). This debate centers on the dynamics between voters and 

politicians. Not only do voters have limited access to information, but also several 

factors influence the incumbent’s perception of policy performance (Anderson, 2007; 

Brader & Tucker, 2012; Koch & Sullivan, 2010; Mello, 2012). Empirical studies on 

public opinion in wartime showed the extent to which voters accept the costs of war. 

The number of military casualties is influenced by political events, such as military 

casualties, and by elite cues, such as the influence on the public by (e.g., party or 

media) elites in the formation of policy opinion. First, events (in particular successes 

on the battlefield) “will determine whether the mass public will support military 

excursions” (Berinsky, 2007:975). Clear objectives for an operation (e.g., regime 

change or capturing a wanted terrorist) and higher chances of achieving that goal will 

increase public support for war (Lockwood & McCaffrey, 2007). Hence, the public 

makes a rational cost-benefit calculation: the military casualties suffered are 

accepted if this means winning the war (Boettcher & Cobb, 2006; Gelpi & Feaver, 

2006; Gelpi, Feaver, & Reifler, 2009). For instance, public opinion during the 1993 

American intervention in Somalia, despite the deadly Battle of Mogadishu and 
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President Clinton’s decision to withdraw, was in favor of continuing the mission and 

finishing the job by capturing Somali warlord Aydid (Gelpi et al., 2009).  

 

A second explanation is found in elite cues. According to Berinsky and Zaller, even 

though the public is largely uninformed when it comes to events taking place in 

wartime, the public appears to be rational since it takes its cues from well-informed 

elites (Berinsky, 2009; Zaller, 1994). Once political elites start to disagree “on the 

wisdom of the intervention, the public divides as well” (Berinsky, 2007:975). For 

instance, even though the Democrats were in favor of using force against the Iraqi 

regime in October 2002 they started to rally against the Iraq War in late 2005 when 

Representative John Murtha (a Vietnam veteran who voted to authorize the war) 

introduced a resolution calling for the redeployment of US forces outside Iraq. In 

early 2006, when it became clear there were no weapons of mass destruction in 

Iraq, the American public deemed the intervention in Iraq a mistake for the first time 

(PEW Research Center, 2008). These two oftentimes competing explanations 

describe one of the big debates in public opinion literature: are individual attitudes 

primarily shaped by events (e.g., news on military casualties during the mission) or 

primed by elites (e.g., position of the preferred political party on the mission)? 

 

Irrespective of whether public opinion is driven by events or elites, democratic 

governments can assess their prospects for re-election by tracking public opinion 

polls. There is ample evidence of governments keeping close track of their popular 

standing in times of war, such as the Johnson Administration during the Vietnam War 

(Jacobs & Shapiro, 1999) or the Bush Administration during the Iraq War (Berinsky, 

2009). Democratic leaders have used information on public opinion to formulate their 

strategy. To avoid being punished in the polls, American presidents have even 

offered a rationale for not following public sentiment. Faced with large 

demonstrations against American involvement in the Vietnam War (such as the 1969 

“March Against Death” in Washington) and slow peace negotiations, President Nixon 

appealed to the “silent majority,” those who did not participate in public debate like 

the older generation of World War II veterans and a younger generation of US 

military members from the Midwest, West, and South, to support his Vietnam policies 

(Nixon, 1969). This suggests that governments would also consider strategies to 

bypass public outrage resulting from military casualties. My dissertation aims to 
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investigate what type of strategies both governments and political parties apply once 

they are confronted with military casualties and the possible public outrage over 

deadly interventions.  

 

Figure 1 shows the causal model underpinning this dissertation. Below, I will also 

provide a summary of my findings. As described, earlier empirical findings suggest 

that military casualties effect both the public and government. I assume that negative 

policy consequences, such as military casualties, can affect incumbent popularity 

decreasing (in turn) political security – that is, the degree of (un)certainty of being re-

elected. I make this assumption based on a comparison I made (together with 

Barbara Vis and Wolfgang Wagner) between the findings from the diversionary use 

of force literature and studies employing prospect theory (Chapter 1). However, since 

most empirical research on this topic is based on the US experience, I draw from the 

insights of selectorate theory to select a sample of Western democratic governments 

that operate within similar incentive structures. Thus, I collected data on the set of 

eleven Organization for Cooperation and Development (OECD countries (Canada, 

Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States) in the period 1990-2014. The results of this 

data collection effort, which maps government responses over time during military 

interventions, are discussed in Chapter 2.  

 

US-based research has shown that the public does not always respond negatively to 

military casualties. The aim of Chapter 3 is to establish whether this is also the case 

outside the United States, by testing when and how military casualties affect 

incumbent popularity. By so doing, I can ascertain under what circumstances 

democratic governments become less secure of their position in office. After all, 

unpopular governments have a smaller chance of being re-elected. I found that 

democratic governments experience increased popular support during war, in this 

case a military intervention. This effect is known in the literature as the rally-around-

the-flag-effect, and it seems to last longer than the literature anticipates. 

Governments can reap the benefits for at least one year (and up to 4.5 years) into 

the intervention.  

 

Second, I will investigate democratic governments’ responses to military casualties. 
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Governments can change either their narrative or their policy. In Chapter 4, I will test 

whether military casualties effect how political parties talk about the military. If indeed 

military casualties have a negative effect on popularity and perhaps even political 

security, we would expect to see different strategies (and thus an adjustment in 

policy) from governing political parties since they risk re-election. In Chapter 5, I will 

investigate if military casualties effect policy outcomes. Does government adjust its 

policy by sending more troops, or less?   

 

Figure 1: Causal model describing the expected effect of military casualties on 

popularity and policy change 

 

 

I expect to see the public respond to military casualties (Chapter 3) and that 

governments will (sometimes even pre-emptively) account for the public’s response, 

and might consider changing their strategic narrative (the way they “talk,” Chapter 4) 

or even the military deployment itself (the way they “walk,” Chapter 5). Empirical 

research on potential strategies that governments use once confronted with military 

casualties shows that governments sometimes only give lip service to policy 

changes. After all, a change can be seen as an admission of guilt over bad policy 

(Preston, 2011). By testing hypotheses aimed at political communication and actual 

policy change, I can shed more light on the interplay among military casualties, 

popularity, and policy. The premise of this research is that governments with military 

casualties, risk reelection and employ strategies in word and deed to avoid being 

voted out. In Chapter 4, Gijs Schumacher and I found this to be the case: for 

opposition parties, increasing military casualties are a good opportunity to talk about 
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the military and the failure of the government to use the military effectively. For 

government parties it is better not to talk about the military at all and opt to avoid 

(electoral) blame. Interestingly, I conclude in Chapter 5 that industrialized 

democracies all tend to escalate conflicts after having lost military lives. In addition, 

and contrary to the expectations in the literature, I found that popular governments 

have an even higher tendency to escalate and send in more troops once confronted 

with military casualties. 

 

The implications of these findings will be discussed in this chapter, which is 

organized as follows. First, I will discuss the theoretical and empirical contributions 

made in solving this empirical puzzle: why do politicians, if they want to avoid loss of 

power, follow through on unsuccessful and costly military interventions, such as 

more recently in Afghanistan and Iraq? In the concluding remarks, I will discuss the 

overarching implications for future research. 

 

Moving away from a US-centric approach 

Since a considerable share of the empirical research is based on high-profile cases, 

such as the Vietnam War or the Gulf War, or limited to a US sample alone, which can 

also be considered a military outlier, it is hard to generalize these findings across 

Western democracies.  To test whether we can generalize from the US case, I have 

chosen to test my hypotheses on a sample of eleven OECD countries. How and why 

I came to this set of countries will be discussed below. 

 

To ensure that I compare countries that operate under largely similar incentive 

structures, for which I could formulate clear testable hypotheses, I made use of 

selectorate theory, developed by Bueno de Mesquita and colleagues (2003). This 

theory provides a formal model of a polity to examine how political leaders make 

policies to ensure their political survival. Political leaders depend on the selectorate 

for their political survival, which comprises three groups that can affect political 

leaders: (1) the nominal selectorate (e.g., in a democracy, every citizen who is 

eligible to vote); (2) the real selectorate (e.g., those citizens who vote); and (3) the 

winning coalition (e.g., the voters who casted their vote on the winning candidate). 
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For the democratically-elected American president, the winning coalition is the 

popular votes needed to translate into 270 electoral college votes. However, 

autocrats, need only maintain support from a smaller group of security forces, senior 

administrative officials, and business elites. Selectorate theory’s core assumption is 

that politicians especially depend on maintaining support from the group of people 

they also depend on to acquire or maintain power, the “winning coalition.” Whenever 

leaders are confronted with small winning coalitions, such as autocrats, they have 

much to gain in keeping these elites fat and happy to secure their position. In return, 

the members of these winning coalitions have much to lose if their leader is replaced 

and thus tend to be more loyal. However, larger winning coalitions, such as those in 

democracies, create weaker support for leaders. The average American voter, for 

instance, has less to lose when the president they voted for is replaced as opposed 

to an oligarch who pledged their loyalty to the autocrat du jour.   

 

Defecting – that is, switching who one votes for – is even less costly for citizens in 

multiparty systems: if voters are unhappy with a policy from a left-wing party, there 

are often other similar left-wing parties to vote for in the next election. The low cost 

associated with defecting from the winning coalition in a democracy, according to 

Bueno de Mesquita and colleagues, is the reason why non-democratic leaders are 

the most successful in maintaining their position in office. In other words, “democracy 

is the worst form of government for political leaders, and the best for almost 

everyone else” (Bueno De Mesquita & Smith, 2009: 167). Selectorate theory 

assumes that political leaders design their policies so that it helps to keep 

incumbents in office by sustaining the support of the winning coalition. After all, once 

the incumbent can no longer garnish support from their winning coalition “the 

incumbent is ousted” (Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003: 266).  

 

Following this line of reasoning, political leaders should not care about negative 

policy outcomes per se, such as losses suffered during military interventions, but 

they should care about the public response to those losses. Once negative 

consequences diminish popularity within the willing coalition, it can translate into a 

loss of support and maybe even office. One side effect of using the insights from this 

theory to select my sample of countries is that I have also tested this theoretical 

expectation by investigating if indeed military casualties always translate into loss of 
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public support (Chapter 3). I have compared this to the government’s response to 

military casualties (Chapters 4 and 5). If indeed governments keep track of public 

opinion to assess their chances of political survival, we would expect to see similar 

patterns: if the public responds negatively, governments will use strategies to counter 

this negative response.  

 

Since many of the countries in my sample have multiparty systems, where parties from 

different ideological backgrounds are sometimes in government (e.g., Liberals and 

Christian-Democrats, Conservatives and Social-Democrats), it might influence how 

they discuss the military. Therefore, the unit of analysis in both Chapter 3 and Chapter 

4 are governing parties instead of government. I found that governing parties are not 

punished in the polls when military casualties increase, but they do use blame 

avoidance strategies by actively distancing themselves from the military. Gijs 

Schumacher and I found that governing parties generally adopt a negative tone in their 

party manifestoes toward the military as military casualties increase.   

 

Even though the public does not respond negatively to military casualties, the 

incumbent nonetheless distances him/herself from the policy field during an electoral 

campaign. This shows that even though selectorate theory expects governments to 

assess their political survival prospects by keeping close track of public opinion, they 

do not act accordingly. This could suggest that governments do not always 

necessarily choose their strategy based on what the public thinks, but rather in line 

with what they expect the public to think. Empirical research on US public opinion 

during the intervention in Somalia suggested something similar. Despite public 

support for the continuation of the mission, President Clinton decided to withdraw the 

troops out of fear of public backlash after the Battle of Mogadishu (Gelpi & Feaver, 

2006). Even though neither this dissertation, nor Gelpi and Feaver, state it explicitly, 

these findings show there is reason to further unpack this possible mechanism at 

work in future research.  

 

However, an important footnote is required. Given selectorate theory, it is important 

to make a distinction between public support in general and support within the 

winning coalition. People who (dis)agree with a political leader for whom they have 

not voted and never will are irrelevant in this context. Only when voters from the 
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winning coalition start to defect and withdraw their support in the next election does it 

become tricky. Since these analyses are done with aggregate level data, it does not 

allow for “filtering out” of the winning coalition let alone identify shifts within this part 

of the electorate. Future research will benefit from gathering data that can make this 

distinction since it will allow selectorate theory to connect to the debate on factors 

driving public opinion. Making this connection will allow researchers to test strategies 

undertaken by governments (or political parties in general) to maintain public support 

in times of crises. Empirical studies based on individual level data have suggested 

that the public response in times of crises are shaped by the same political interests 

and group affiliations that influence our ideas about domestic issues; thus, they are 

heavily influenced by partisanship (Berinsky, 2009; Fordham, 1998; Koch & Sullivan, 

2010). Once party elites start to disagree over the wisdom of the intervention, so 

does the public (Berinsky, 2009). This suggests that elites have a significant 

incentive to blame someone in their midst for bad (and earlier approved) policy to 

maintain support from the winning coalition.  

 

Another implication of selectorate theory is the assumption that the institutional system 

in which politicians operate shapes their expectations (such as expecting to get 

punished in the polls for military casualties) and thus behavior (Bueno De Mesquita & 

Siverson, 1995). Consequently, I expected to see similar patterns across similar 

incentive structures, which I have operationalized by regime type. Even though each 

chapter has a unique design, the empirical chapters share two main commonalities: 

the hypotheses are tested on equal samples and on similar time periods. First, the 

sample selection. It is important to test my hypotheses on a sample of countries where 

power is similarly organized to provide a systematic test on how governments respond 

to military casualties. By so doing, I can ensure the incentive structure in which 

politicians operate is largely constant, and test whether they respond as with military 

casualties. I have tested all my hypotheses on an identical sample of eleven OECD-

countries. These are advanced industrialized democracies and have thus a similar 

regime type and similar incentive structures, according to selectorate theory. This does 

not mean that all these countries are identical. There are countries with presidential 

systems (e.g., the United States), semi-presidential systems (e.g. France), 

proportional representation systems (e.g., Denmark and the Netherlands), and 

majoritarian systems (e.g., the United Kingdom). Although these differences in 
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specifics of government arrangement and party systems, they share broad similarities 

in the functioning of the democratic process. Most importantly, according to the ranking 

used by De Mesquita et al. (2003) to distinguish different regime types, all countries in 

my sample are scored equally.1  

 

To move from a US-centric approach to a systematic test across similar regime 

types, I needed data on how governments respond during military interventions. This 

endeavor led to the Government Responses to Military Interventions Dataset, which 

codes 1,642 government responses to 494 military interventions undertaken by 

eleven OECD-countries in the period 1990-2014. Importantly, the dataset employs 

government responses to military interventions as the unit of analysis; other datasets 

either focus on the event of a military intervention taking place (with a six-month 

interval, such as the International Military Interventions-dataset, Pickering & 

Kisangani, 2009) or the event of a militarized dispute (e.g. Militarized Interstate 

Dispute dataset, Jones, Bremer, & Singer, 1996). In this chapter, I lay out four 

theoretical reasons why approaching military interventions as a series of political 

responses rather than a single event will contribute to the quantitative field of foreign 

policy analysis. I will elaborate on the reasons below. 

 

Despite a lively debate in the literature on whether Western democracies are facing 

“new wars” in which international institutional cooperation becomes increasingly 

important (for a review, see: Kaldor, 2013), there has been little systematic comparison 

between interventions over time. My dataset will address this issue because it allows 

for different operationalizations of military interventions, which in line with Pickering 

and Kisangani, I define as “the movement of regular troops or forces (airborne, 

seaborne, shelling, etc.) of one country inside another, in the context of some political 

issue or dispute” (Pearson & Baumann, 1993:1; Pickering & Kisangani, 2009). 

Scholars can decide to approach the interventions during the Iraq Wars as one long-

term involvement by Western democracies (e.g., the United Kingdom and the United 

States, which from the Second Gulf War onwards, maintained a continuous military 

presence in Iraq), or as three separate interventions: 1991 (Desert Storm), 2003 

                                                             
1 De Mesquita et al. (2003) use the ratio between the size of the selectorate and the size of the winning 
coalition to express the so-called “loyalty ratio.” All countries in my sample for the post 1990-period 
have a ratio of 1.001425, indicating that these operate in similar incentive structures. 
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(Invasion of Iraq), and 2014 (coalition against ISIS). Second, since all government 

responses, including those during UN and NATO missions, are split per country and 

coded by their individual contribution in terms of troops, researchers can investigate 

short-term military alliances over time. This is important for the field of foreign policy 

analysis because even though the role of international institutions has increased 

during military involvement how these institutions relate to each other has never been 

systematically tested over time. Institutional preferences can reveal information on 

how countries prefer to operationalize their interests (Abbott & Snidal, 1998; Foot, 

MacFarlane, & Mastanduno, 2003; Oneal, Russett, & Berbaum, 2003). Third, by 

coding military actions against both state and non-state actors, researchers can focus 

on questions related to the increasing number of counterinsurgency operations and 

third-party interventions. Fourth, by approaching military intervention as a series of 

events of government responses rather than a single event the issue of 

interdependency is in part reduced.  

 

In addition, I provide detailed descriptions of the main variables in this dataset: (1) the 

unit of analysis and the practical benefits thereof; (2) number of troops deployed as a 

part of the response; (3) the type of troops (e.g., air force or marines); (4) the duration 

of the mission at the time of a new response; and (5) the “costs” of the intervention, 

operationalized in line with the literature by the number of military casualties suffered 

in the intervening country. This dataset can help to shed better light on the inner 

workings of military interventions in the post-Cold War period, from both a political 

decision-making perspective and a strategic military perspective. 

 

All the countries in my sample show that an increase in military casualties has a 

positive effect on the approval rates of governing parties in the first 4.5 years of the 

intervention, but also cause governing parties to negatively discuss the military in their 

party manifestoes. Even though the former finding is not necessarily in line with 

expectations (since the “grace period” of 4.5 years is longer than the literature 

stipulates), the latter finding confirms the expectation brought forward by the literature 

that governing parties in democracies nuance their position and pay less attention to 

less successful policy areas in election time. However, governments display the 

tendency to escalate their commitment to a military intervention by sending in more 

troops once confronted with military casualties. These findings suggest that regime 
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types, in this case Western democracies, display similar behavior suggesting that they 

adhere to the same mechanisms (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003; Kisangani& 

Pickering, 2009). 

 

Escalate to avoid losing: Diversionary use of force and Prospect 
Theory 

Where I use selectorate theory to identify which countries operate in similar incentive 

structures, I turn to several theories that explain decision making under external 

pressure. In the first (theoretical) chapter of this dissertation, written with Barbara Vis 

and Wolfgang Wagner, I turn to two decision-making theories that shed more light on 

the conceptualization of political insecurity. Assuming politicians want to stay in office 

and avoid electoral punishment, it is important to examine which domestic indicators 

can show the degree of government security. For this, we turn to two theories, which 

despite their differences, share some striking commonalities. Both the literature on 

the diversionary use of force and prospect theory use worsening political situations 

to explain high risky foreign policy decisions. According to the diversionary use of 

force, incumbents facing domestic turmoil have a higher incentive to use force since 

it allows them to redirect attention away from domestic troubles and onto a common 

(external) threat or enemy. Prospect theory, on the other hand, predicts that people 

are risk averse when facing gains (“domain of gains”), but risk-acceptant when facing 

losses (“domain of loss”). We propose that most domestic indicators used in the 

diversionary literature to operationalize a political insecure position, namely downfall 

in approval ratings and worsening economic conditions, can also serve as indicators 

of the domain of loss in prospect theory. 

 

What are the theoretical consequences of my findings, and mainly for the 

diversionary use of force and prospect theory (as discussed in chapter 1)? First, the 

implications of the diversionary use of force. The results from Chapter 5 – that only 

secure governments tend to escalate - pose challenges for the diversionary use of 

force theory. Because of the openness of the system, the needs of democratic 

leaders are more often clear to their rivals. As a result, potential targets have a high 

incentive to maintain a low-profile to avoid conflict (Clark, 2003; Gent, 2009; Meernik, 

2005; Miller, 1999). I have argued, in line with Miller (1999), that if democracies do 
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employ diversionary tactics, we expect to see it in the escalation within an ongoing 

dispute, rather than in the initiation of new ones. I found no evidence that unpopular 

governments are more prone to the use of force, and thus no evidence of Western 

democratic leaders using diversionary policies. However, I did find evidence of a rally 

effect in Chapter 3, which means that even though incumbents benefit in the polls 

from military casualties, there is no evidence of unpopular governments making 

instrumental use thereof. 

 

The consequences for prospect theory are less clear. Even though in this 

dissertation I have tested for policy outcomes (escalate, keep the status quo, or de-

escalate), the main dependent variable in prospect theory is the degree of risk 

acceptance. These are inherently different variables. After all, a possible limitation 

lies in the assumption that a risky choice (e.g., increasing troop numbers and 

escalating) in of itself implies risk acceptance. An action is not the same as the 

propensity to take risks (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; O’Neill, 2001). For instance, a 

state’s policy choice that seems risky at first can be nuanced by other explanatory 

variables, such as alliances (e.g., other states backing the decision). Ideally, one 

would address this issue by tracking the decision-making process. But is this doable 

in large n-settings? Escalation by secure governments could indicate they either (1) 

assume they can afford the losses and send in more troops, or (2) send in more 

troops to play it safe to avoid future losses that might change their secure status in 

office. For instance, when it comes to loss aversion, one might argue that 

calculations are made based on future losses, which means that secure 

governments have more to lose. Facing the prospect of losing their popular status, 

these governments may become risk acceptant (Schumacher, van de Wardt, Vis, & 

Klitgaard, 2015) and send in more troops. Even though such an approach would 

explain why popular governments tend to escalate, the issue surrounding the 

conceptualization of the dependent variable still stands. While the conceptualization 

of indicators of political insecurity (such as popularity, economic circumstances) 

provides the reference point, their effect cannot be measured with no clear 

operationalization of prospect theory’s main dependent variable. In other words, it is 

difficult to ascertain which option is the most-risky gamble a government can take, 

escalate, or de-escalate. In the first case, a government runs the risk of being faced 

with even more losses and subsequent public backlash that could eventually 
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endanger political survival. Yet, de-escalating might signal to the electorate that the 

government was wrong to intervene in the first place, which could be interpreted as a 

sign of admitting incompetence.   

 

The same argument can be made for the findings of Chapter 4, where the outcome 

variable measures change in the tone of party manifestoes on the military, and does 

not measure variation in risk attitude. Not mentioning a war one could trigger the 

opposition at election time. For instance, during the 2016 US elections, the 

Republicans kept referring to the intervention in Libya and the events in Benghazi 

because Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton would not. However, active damage 

control could also potentially backfire, which we hypothesized, but found no 

supporting evidence. The most striking finding in this chapter was that of governing 

parties increasing negativity, and indications of parties from different party families 

adopting similar strategies as the opposition and governing parties. On the other 

hand, Chapter 5 shows that governments tend to escalate and send more troops 

when confronted with military casualties. This could mean that either the narrative at 

home is the opposite to actual policy on the ground, or that sending in more troops is 

motivated by damage control. Unfortunately, my data only allows me to 

systematically test the outcome in terms of used strategy, not for any underlying 

motivations or reasoning. Hence, we can only draw inferences based on the 

outcomes and not on the underlying preferences in play. Even though my analyses 

shows countries tend to escalate once faced with casualties, and become 

increasingly more negative about the military in their manifestoes, it is not certain 

what mechanisms drive this outcome, such as loss aversion. 

 

So, how do democratic governments deal with and respond to military casualties? 

Even though anecdotal evidence suggests governments talk more about policy than 

implementing it (Preston, 2011), my findings show the exact opposite. Political 

parties in office tend to distance themselves from the military once confronted with 

increasing casualties, but at the same time, tend to send more troops once they are 

confronted with military casualties.  
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Implications for future research 

My research has shown that even though governing parties do not get punished in the 

polls for military casualties, they do use blame avoidance strategies during the next 

election to distance themselves from the military. In addition, governments display the 

tendency to escalate their commitment to a military intervention (i.e. send in more 

troops) once confronted with military casualties. Where does this leave us and what 

are the implications? 

 

Scholars in the field of foreign policy have tried to explain policy outcomes (and 

strategic decision making) by reconstructing individual level decision making during 

high profile events, such as the Cuban Missile Crisis, and conducted experiments 

attempting to simulate mechanisms, such as escalated commitment, suspected to 

underpin decision making during large-scale interventions, such as Vietnam and Iraq. 

Often these empirical studies are limited to high profile cases from a US sample. Since 

the United States is an outlier both politically and militarily, scholars are confronted 

with the difficulty of trying to generalize from an obvious outlier. This is the first study 

in which political communication, approval rates, and government responses during 

military interventions are systematically compared across advanced democracies for 

a longer period of time. Even though it is encouraging that we can indeed identify 

similar mechanisms across both American and European democracies, the study has 

some limitations.  

 

Most importantly, I used selectorate theory to outline the incentive structure in which 

politicians operate, and assumed that similar political incentive structures lead to 

similar strategies to retain office. And, I have made the case that insights on the inner 

workings of public opinion during wartime from the individual level data can be 

systematically tested using aggregate level data, which paints an incomplete picture 

of decision-making behavior. Combining both aggregate and individual level data (as 

done by e.g., Berinsky, 2009; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006; Williams, Brulé, & Koch, 2010) 

permits modeling individual voter choice in response to events, such as military 

casualties. Are voters more tolerant when losses incur whenever “their” party is in 

government, as US-based studies established (e.g., Berinsky, 2007; Fordham, 1998) 

Unfortunately, due to time constraints, I was unable to gather cross-national and cross-
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temporal individual level data to compare individual attitudes on and during military 

interventions.  

 

The limitation of aggregate level data, as used in this study, is that it only allows us to 

make inferences on the entire selectorate. Future research will benefit from combining 

these insights with individual level data. For instance, individual level research led to 

doubts over casualty aversion, the negative correlation between popular support and 

military casualties, and brought forward intervening variables, such as group-

belonging (in this project: rally effects). Once we can combine these insights more 

systematically, we can establish a more fine-grained level to determine under what 

circumstances the winning coalition starts to crumble. In addition, the winning coalition 

consists of more than voters alone. Politicians need to retain support within their party, 

and governing parties need to keep (future) coalition partners happy as well. Hence, 

apart from keeping voters happy, politicians also depend on the ruling elites for their 

political survival. Just as voters can vote representatives out of office, party leaders 

can be ousted by their fellow party members. In addition, low approval rates are not 

necessarily an imminent threat to one’s political survival, if in the case of a multiparty 

system, the politician still enjoys the support of other ruling parties. Once these ruling 

elites, including the opposition, start to mobilize against the government, the threat 

becomes more imminent. Future research would benefit from using more fine-grained 

data, which allows for identify shifts within the winning coalition, to provide a more 

precise test of the assumptions brought forward by selectorate theory. 

 

I have encountered similar challenges when using individual level decision-making 

theories to explain patterns detectable in the aggregate, proven especially challenging 

for prospect theory. Even though I could think about conceptualizations of indicators 

that can establish domains of gains or losses, they are useless unless the main 

dependent variable, risk attitude, is conceptualized. However, this should not stop 

researchers from combining insights from individual and aggregate level studies to 

take further steps in operationalizing risk attitude on an aggregate level.  

 

In addition, I have argued that this dissertation also brings some practical implications 

to the table. For instance, the observation that politicians pre-emptively changing 

policy and outfit soldiers with unpractical force protection-gear to avoid public outrage 
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over military casualties before it even arises. To fully understand conflict escalation, 

we need to integrate the various theories that show us the incentive structure in which 

politicians operate. Even though this dissertation is a first attempt to do so, a greater 

sensitivity to the different stakes in play will allow us to better understand decision 

making in wartime.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

Diverting from Domains: Re-reading the Diversionary Use of Force 

Literature from a Prospect-Theoretical Perspective 

(Co-authored with Barbara Vis and Wolfgang Wagner) 

 

 

Abstract 

Prospect theory’s main finding, that people act risk-accepting when facing losses and 

risk averse when facing gains, has been used to explain why some governments take 

the risky decision to use military force while others do not. The case studies were 

typical, not large-n quantitative studies. One reason for the absence of quantitative 

studies is the lack of a theory of the reference point that allows for an ex ante 

specification of the conditions under which actors can be considered in a domain of 

gains or in a domain of losses. In case studies, this is regularly done on an ad hoc 

basis, which limits the generalizability of the findings. Consequently, it remains an 

open question whether prospect theory applies to a larger set of cases of military 

intervention. 

  In this paper, we argue that quantitative studies on the diversionary use of force 

can be read as an unintended test of prospect theory, since these studies examine 

government decision making under conditions that qualify as a domain of losses (e.g., 

declining popularity or economic crisis). Such a reading suggests some support for 

prospect theory in the realm of security policy. Furthermore, it explains why studies on 

the diversionary use of force have found so little evidence for upcoming elections as a 

trigger for diversionary policies.  

 

I. Assessing Prospect Theory Outside the Laboratory 

Numerous experiments have confirmed prospect theory’s (Kahneman & Tversky, 

1979) main finding that people are typically risk averse in the so-called domain of 

gains, but risk acceptant in the domain of losses. Prospect theory’s explanatory 

potential for political science has been revealed in a series of observational studies, 

especially in international relations (for reviews, see e.g., Levy, 2003; McDermott, 
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2004). A major issue in prospect theory is how to determine an actor’s reference point 

(cf. Levy, 2003: 234), the point that determines whether the actor is in a domain of 

losses or of gains and thus how much risk the actor is willing to take. Because there 

is no theoretical foothold in prospect theory to determine an actor’s domain, the 

“temptation to reason backwards, from choice to domain to frame, is strong” (Mercer, 

2005: 4), hindering more widespread empirical applications.  

  Extensive case knowledge may make it easier to establish an actor’s reference 

point, which likely explains why most empirical applications of prospect theory were 

case studies, typically in the field of foreign policy (e.g., Farnham, 1994; McDermott, 

1998), with the downside that establishing an actor’s reference point is regularly done 

ad hoc and with considerable discretion (cf. McDermott, 2004). More generally, when 

analyzing governments’ decisions to use military force, researchers may search for 

evidence of a domain of losses such as a government’s declining popularity or a 

deteriorating economy. This search makes finding some evidence for prospect theory 

likely. For prospect theory´s full potential impact to materialize, we therefore need 

empirical evidence from a larger set of cases (cf. McDermott, 2004: 306). Although 

DeRouen’s (1995) study includes a reference to prospect theory, to the best of our 

knowledge, only one large-n study of prospect theory in the area of foreign policy has 

been undertaken (see Levi & Whyte, 1997). Consequently, we do not know the extent 

to which prospect theory’s predictions hold more generally in this area (cf. Levy, 2003: 

235). 

We propose that the diversionary use of force literature offers a first step in 

addressing the issue of how to establish an actor’s reference point and the lack of 

large-n empirical tests. The findings of the diversionary use of force literature can be 

read as a thus far unacknowledged assessment of prospect theory’s predictions in a 

larger-n setting; in this case, the realm of military missions. The diversionary use of 

force theory argues that leaders make instrumental use of the “rally-around-the-flag” 

effect, according to which the public rallies behind the incumbent in times of external 

threats and crises (Mueller, 1970; Waltz, 1967). Diverting the leader makes for the 

risky gamble of political resurrection (Downs & Rocke, 1994; Goemans & Fey, 2009). 

The diversionary argument largely builds on rational choice2 and expected utility 

                                                             
2 For a discussion on the differences between rationalist and non-rationalist approaches, see: Haynes, 
2017 
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models of decision making, which hold that governments deflect the public’s attention 

onto an external adversary and away from domestic troubles to stay in office. The 

empirical support for diversionary policies is bedeviled by so-called strategic conflict 

avoidance: because potential targets understand a government’s diversionary 

incentives, they make concessions to avoid being targeted (Smith 1996; Fordham 

2005; Davies 2008). Consequently, “just when a state leader might be most willing to 

act aggressively, he or she is likely to have the least opportunity to do so” (Leeds & 

Davies, 1997: 814). However, despite strategic conflict avoidance, empirical studies 

indicate that governments have used force in a diversionary way (e.g., Kisangani & 

Pickering, 2009; Meernik, 2001; Tir, 2010). 

 

II. Diversionary Use of Force Literature as an Unintended Test of Prospect 

Theory 

Is prospect theory’s key factor the need for diversion comparable to being in a domain 

of losses? When examining the domestic factors in the diversionary use of force 

literature, we argue that this is indeed the case. Even though expected utility theory, 

the theoretical foundation underpinning the diversionary use of force literature, 

assumes that the context (domain) in which an individual finds oneself should not 

influence the decision, commonalities in both expected utility and prospect theory 

remain. First, both theories share the assumption that individuals are independent 

agents who make deliberate choices leading to a desired outcome (Masters, 2004; 

McDermott, 2001). Both also focus on individual decision‐making and choice rather 

than on structural determinants (Weyland, 2002: 37). Prospect theory assumes that 

individuals are self‐interested actors, but that the environment surrounding them – the 

macro level – shapes how they perceive alternatives and hence their decision making 

(Masters, 2004). It is precisely this macro level that is captured by the indicators used 

in quantitative, large-n studies on the diversionary use of force.  

Table 1 provides an overview of the indicators typically used to assess political 

insecurity in quantitative, large-n studies of the diversionary use of force. We can 

distinguish political and economic indicators, which we discuss in turn.  
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Table 1. Indicators of political insecurity used in quantitative research on the 

diversionary use of force 

Indicators Studies (examples) 

POLITICAL 

INDICATORS  

Mass unrest Kisangani & Pickering (2007); 

Pickering & Kisangani (2005); 

Miller (1999); Wilkenfeld (1968) 

Public approval  Brulé (2008); Meernik & Waterman 

(1996); Moore & Lanoue (2003) 

Partisan support (from 

within ruling coalition) 

Morgan & Bickers (1992); Morgan 

& Anderson (1999); Brulé (2006) 

Proximity of the next 

election  

Brulé (2008); Gaubatz (1991); 

Gowa (1998); Howell & 

Pevehouse (2005); Leeds & Davis 

(1997); Meernik & Waterman 

(1996); Oneal & Tir (2006); Ostrom 

Jr. & Job (1986); Stoll (1984); Tir 

(2010); Williams (2013); Yoon 

(1997) 

ECONOMIC 

INDICATORS 

Economic growth Arena & Palmer (2009); Brulé & 

Williams (2009); DeRouen (1995); 

James & Oneal (1991); Kisangani 

& Pickering (2009, 2011); 

Pickering & Kisangani (2005); 

Leeds & Davis (1997); Miller 

(1999); Oneal & Tir (2006); Powell 

(2012); Tir & Jasinski (2008) 

Inflation Arena & Palmer (2009); Kisangani 

& Pickering (2009, 2011); 

Pickering & Kisangani (2005) 

Unemployment Arena & Palmer (2009); Fordham 

(1998); DeRouen (2000) 

Misery Index Brulé (2008); Meernik & Waterman 

(1996); Ostrom Jr. & Job ( 1986) 
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In the diversionary use of force literature, the domestic factors are typically political 

performance measures indicating whether a government faces a domestic crisis that 

needs diverting. Lack of public approval may undermine a political leader’s ability to 

secure office. Therefore, diversionary policies are mostly geared towards the 

popularity of the actor that decides over the use of military force. Especially in studies 

of autocracies where valid public opinion data are not available, mass unrest, such as 

strikes, riots, and anti-government demonstrations, is used as a rough proxy for 

political insecurity (Kisangani & Pickering, 2007). In studies of democratic regimes, 

however, public approval ratings provide a more accurate measure of political 

insecurity. In the context of the United States, the president’s popularity is a commonly-

used indicator of political insecurity (DeRouen, 1995; Morgan & Bickers, 1992). 

According to Morgan and Bickers (1992), popularity within the ruling coalition, rather 

than the public at large, is more relevant than public opinion as such. Unpopular 

incumbents who still enjoy support from the ruling coalition may indeed have no strong 

incentive to opt for an “if all else fails” diversionary policy since the threat to their 

political survival is not imminent. Only once this ruling coalition starts to mobilize 

against government will the threat to political survival become serious. Brulé (2008) 

added political support in Congress as an indicator and found that presidents facing 

low approval ratings combined with opposition in Congress were more likely to turn to 

the diversionary use of force, whereas popular presidents, who combine high approval 

rates and success in passing bills in Congress were not more prone to use force in 

times of economic despair.  

 To measure political insecurity, most studies on the diversionary use of force 

use economic indicators. Such studies draw on the economic voting literature’s finding 

that governments will be held accountable for the economy’s poor performance and 

their popularity will suffer accordingly (e.g., Nadeau, Lewis-Beck, & Belanger, 2012). 

Economic indicators also come with the advantage of being available for many 

countries, for democracies and autocracies alike, and for long periods of time. The 

most widely used indicators are economic growth, inflation, and unemployment. The 

evidence regarding economic growth is inconclusive. Oneal and Tir (2006) found slow 

economic growth increased the likelihood of governments using armed force but only 

for democracies; James and Oneal (1991) and DeRouen (1995) found no effect. 

Fordham (1998) and DeRouen (2000) found unemployment to be correlated with the 

use of force. Arena and Palmer (2009) demonstrated that the effect of economic 
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indicators also depends on the political composition of the government: right-wing 

governments are more receptive to inflation, whereas left-wing governments are more 

vulnerable to unemployment when deciding on the use of force. To combine the 

strengths of several indicators, Ostrom Jr. and Job (1986) designed a “misery index,” 

operationalized as “the sum of the unemployment and inflation rates multiplied by the 

percentage of the U.S. public identifying the economy as the most important problem” 

(1986: 553). Ostrom Jr. and Job (1986) as well as James and Oneal (1991) found 

evidence for the diversionary use of force using the misery index.  

We propose that most domestic indicators used to operationalize the incentive to 

use force diversion qualify as indicators in a domain of losses in a prospect-theoretical 

sense.3 Some studies of the diversionary use of force focus mainly on economic 

indicators, such as (slow) economic growth, unemployment, or inflation, while others 

focus primarily on political ones, such as approval rates, yet others combine both.  

Empirical studies on the diversionary use of force are interested in decision 

makers’ political insecurity (in relation to t-1). Hereby, these studies focus on the key 

point of interest of prospect theory: namely, improvement or deterioration in relation to 

a reference point (t-1), or to the status quo. Hence deteriorating conditions during the 

leader’s tenure would prompt the risky choice to use force (and thus a turn for the 

worse), not negative economic conditions per se. As we noted already, the incentive 

structure in which incumbents operate (i.e. regime type) provide key conditions for 

political survival.  

  

III. Politically Insecure, Yet Not in a Domain of Losses: Imminent 
Elections and the Use of Force 

Some students of the diversionary use of force have used the proximity of elections 

as an indicator of political vulnerability. From rational choice expected utility 

perspective, diversionary use of force should be especially likely just before an election 

                                                             
3 While the dependent variable in the diversionary use of force literature is the use of (military) force, 

the main dependent variable in prospect theory is the degree of risk acceptance. There are possible 

limitations in the assumption that a risky choice (e.g., to use force) in of itself implies risk acceptance 

since an action is not the same as the propensity to take risks (see: Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; O’Neill, 

2001). 
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because to stay in power governments only need to be popular at the time of an 

election. Surprisingly, from rational choice expected utility perspective, empirical 

evidence for the impact of imminent elections on the diversionary use of force is 

particularly weak. Stoll (1984) found that the United States visibly uses military force 

more frequently in re-election years during wartime. Ostrom Jr. and Job (1986), 

Fordham (1998), Gowa (1998), Howell and Pevehouse (2005), and Meernik and 

Waterman (1996), however, all found such correlations to be statistically insignificant 

or entirely absent. Studies comparing democracies also found no evidence (Leeds & 

Davis, 1997; Oneal & Tir, 2006). Gaubatz (1991) found imminent elections to be 

associated with less frequent use of military force, suggesting that governments show 

more pacifying behavior whenever the election approaches. Estimating the probability 

of future elections in different parliamentary systems, Williams (2013) confirmed 

Gaubatz’ (1991) finding that imminent elections have a constraining effect on decision 

makers.4  

The poor performance of imminent elections as a predictor of military force is 

puzzling from the perspective of rational choice expected utility theory, which informs 

most studies on diversionary use of force. From this perspective, imminent elections 

are the single most severe threat to political survival, whereas economic misery and 

unpopularity are only threatening in combination with imminent elections. Moreover, 

because the “rally around the flag” effect is known to be short-lived, use of force may 

suffice to secure re-election if timed cleverly.  

What appears puzzling from the point of view of rational choice expected utility 

theory, makes perfect sense from a prospect-theoretical point of view. In contrast to 

economic misery or government unpopularity, imminent elections simply do not 

indicate that governments are in a domain of losses. A prospect-theoretical reading of 

the diversionary use of force literature can therefore also contribute to a better 

understanding of the causal mechanisms triggering governments’ use of force.  

 

 

                                                             
4 Except for Stoll (1984), the only study we are aware of that finds empirical support for approaching 

elections to increase the likelihood of the use of force is Tir (2010). However, this study is limited to the 

study of territorial conflicts.  
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IV. Conclusion 

Even though prospect theory has different micro-foundations than the diversionary use 

of force literature, both theories are similar in linking risky decisions to the political 

(in)security of the decision maker(s). Both describe the tendency of decision makers 

to opt for the risky gamble (in this case) of war whenever their political survival 

prospects deteriorate. The rich empirical body of diversionary literature can provide a 

first step in establishing the reference point in a larger set of cases. We do note that 

since key political indicators can more easily be operationalized for democracies than 

for autocracies. Democracies seem more apt to (1) establish whether the incumbent 

is in a domain of losses, and from there (2) formulate a reference point and (3) 

establish whether there is a divergence from the status quo in a positive or negative 

sense.   

  In addition, a prospect-theoretical reading of the diversionary use of force 

debate can explain why more support has been found for the influence of executive 

unpopularity than for the electoral cycle even though a rational choice expected utility 

perspective would expect the opposite. Real-life politics is much murkier than a 

controlled experimental environment, yet we have argued that similar incentive 

structures in which politicians operate provide an anchor to establish a reference point. 

Even though diversionary incentives can arise from a completely conventional account 

of expected utility (in which risk acceptance is identical in the domain of gains and the 

domain of losses), we argue that the dynamics of risk acceptance suggested by 

prospect theory increases already existing diversionary incentives. Nonetheless, 

comparing these two theories on foreign policy behavior is a first step in the 

development of a more generalizable theory of risky foreign policy behavior.  
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CHAPTER TWO: 
Politics pursued by military means: 

Presenting the Government Responses to  
Military Interventions Dataset, 1990-2014 

 

Abstract 

This chapter introduces a new dataset that I built. The Government Responses to 

Military Interventions Dataset codes 1,642 government responses to 494 military 

interventions undertaken by eleven OECD-countries in the period 1990-2014. Here I 

take government responses as my unit of analysis, rather than the event of conflict 

from which I deduct political behavior. This allows me to answer my research question 

on how governments deal with the negative consequences of military interventions. 

Where other datasets focus on the event of conflict of military intervention happening 

(or not) with six-month or one-year intervals, this dataset approaches military 

intervention as a series of political responses during an intervention. The first unit of 

analysis is the initial response with the decision to intervene; the others are the follow-

up responses on that intervention. 

 

By approaching a military intervention as a series of (political) responses rather than 

as a single event, this dataset contributes to the field of (quantitative) foreign policy 

analysis by allowing more fine-grained analyses, such as: (1) using different 

operationalizations of military interventions; (2) investigating short-term military 

alliances over time; and (3) coding the type of troops deployed, researchers can focus 

on questions related to type of deployment in counterinsurgency operations and third-

party interventions. In addition, and as a fourth contribution, by approaching military 

intervention as a series of events (responses) rather than a single event the issue of 

interdependency is (in part) reduced. By splitting the intervention into a North Atlantic 

Treaty Organization (NATO), UN, and (multi)national component, scholars can map 

institutional preferences of Western democracies during interventions. This can reveal 

information how countries prefer to operationalize their interests (Abbott & Snidal, 

1998; Foot et al., 2003; Oneal et al., 2003), and allow for further development of liberal 

theories and theories on institutionalism.  
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Major wars are becoming more and more uncommon while foreign military 

interventions are becoming “increasingly prevalent on the international scene” 

(Pickering & Kisangani, 2009: 589). As the data I present here show, most advanced 

democracies have troops committed to war zones, with quite different reasons for 

deploying troops in conflict zones: some missions are only observatory, others supply 

relief aid to distressed areas, yet others are aimed at enforcing peace. Also, the 

intensity of the deployment varies: some governments decide to send in a small 

medical team, while others send in large numbers of ground troops. The scope of an 

intervention, but also the size of a military deployment, can vary over time. A central 

question in this dissertation is: under what type of circumstances do democratic 

governments change their commitment (in terms of the number of troops deployed) to 

an intervention? Do they reconsider their deployment out of fear of public outrage (e.g., 

president Clinton withdrawing from Somalia after the Black Hawk incident in 1993) or 

because newly chosen leaders need to distance themselves from the previous 

government (e.g., Spanish prime minister Zapatero withdrawing from Iraq in 2004)? 

Or do they keep sending in more troops despite public outrage (e.g., the American 

experiences in Vietnam and Iraq)? 

  

Scholars interested in answering these types of questions are faced with one main 

shortcoming. Existing datasets, such as UCDP/PRIO, Correlates of War, or 

International Military Intervention, indicate whether an intervention took place or not 

within a certain time-interval (Eriksson, 2015; Ghosn & Palmer, 2003; Pickering & 

Kisangani, 2009). The follow-up responses after governments have already intervened 

are not studied. To fill this gap in the field of foreign policy analysis, I have updated 

and extended Kisangani and Pickering’s International Military Intervention (IMI) 

dataset (Pickering & Kisangani, 2009)for the period 1990-2014 for eleven OECD 

countries. I have done so by (1) reconstructing the follow-up response to the 

interventions coded in their dataset, and (2) added missing interventions retrievable 

through open sources to the dataset. Moreover, I have (3) split the multinational 

missions that were coded as UN or NATO missions on a country level. By so doing, 

scholars can systematically evaluate not only how democratic governments use the 

instrument of foreign military intervention (Pickering & Kisangani, 2009), but also how 

democratic governments respond during military interventions once they have already 

intervened, and study under what circumstances countries deploy troops through UN, 
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NATO, or unilateral missions. These efforts resulted in the Government Responses to 

Military Interventions Dataset coding 1,642 government responses during 494 military 

interventions in the period 1990-2014.   

 

This chapter is organized as follows. First, I will discuss how this dataset contributes 

to the (quantitative) field of foreign policy analysis and which puzzles can be solved by 

using government responses to interventions as the unit of analysis. The second 

section provides a discussion of the dataset’s main variables, illustrated with 

descriptive statistics. The codebook (see appendix) provides a description of the data 

collection-efforts and discusses the (open) sources used for each variable. 

 

I. Which puzzles can be solved? 

The increase in military deployment to intervene as a third party has caused a debate 

in the literature on whether Western democracies are facing “new wars” in which 

international institutional cooperation becomes increasingly important (for a review, 

see Kaldor, 2013). Several researchers have tried to establish determinants for 

(non)participation or sudden withdrawal from these multinational military missions 

(Baum, 2013; Dannenbaum, 2011; Tago, 2009), but less attention has been paid to 

how these determinants can change over time and shape long-term interventions. 

Thus far, researchers have examined shifts within military coalitions only on a case-

to-case basis, such as the coalition composition during the 2001 war in Afghanistan 

(Stephen Biddle, 2002; Morelli & Belkin, 2009; Noetzel & Schreer, 2009; Sperling & 

Webber, 2009), the 2003 war in Iraq (Dannenbaum, 2011; D. Levy, 2005; Schuster & 

Maier, 2006; Springford, 2003), or examined how specific alliances change over time, 

such as the US-Turkey alliance from the Cold War to the Iraq War (Güney, 2005; 

Larrabbee, 2004). By employing the government responses of Western democracies 

during military interventions as the unit of analysis, researchers can further unpack 

these types of short-term military alliances (e.g., Spain as part of “coalition of the 

willing”) and systematically compare country contributions over time across 

institutions. This is important for the field of foreign policy analysis because although 

the military role of international institutions (such as the UN and NATO) has increased, 

how the UN component of an intervention relates to, for instance, the NATO 
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component of the mission in terms of troops and type of deployment, has never been 

systematically studied over time. Which democracies participate in either UN or NATO 

missions and for how long? Institutional preferences can reveal information on how 

countries prefer to operationalize their interests (Abbott & Snidal, 1998; Foot et al., 

2003; Oneal et al., 2003), and allow for further development of liberal theories and 

institutionalism.  

 

Focusing on all government responses during military interventions will provide four 

contributions to the (quantitative) field for foreign policy analysis and will help to solve 

certain puzzles. I will discuss these below in turn.  

 

The first two arguments are related to the theoretical contribution resulting from 

employing responses given by countries on military interventions as the unit of 

analysis. First, it allows for different operationalizations of military involvement. This 

dataset codes interventions during 32 conflicts in which these eleven countries 

intervened.5 To illustrate, I take as an example the conflict in Iraq in which Western 

democracies undertook several military interventions since 1991. Even though this 

conflict is well documented in the literature, the literature’s primary focus lies in the two 

high profile interventions that took place in 1991 (Operation Desert Storm) and 2003 

(Operation Iraqi Freedom). However, several countries, such as the United States, the 

United Kingdom, and France maintained a military presence in the region throughout, 

making the Iraq conflict particularly apt to illustrate how researchers can use different 

operationalizations. When approaching this conflict by looking at the troop numbers, 

as illustrated by Figure 1, Operation Desert Storm (1991) and the invasion of Iraq 

(2003) constitute two “peaks” within a small, but nonetheless renewed increase of 

troops in 2014 due to the coalition against ISIS. Using this dataset, researchers can 

approach military involvement during the Iraq conflict in different ways. For instance, 

scholars interested in international coalition shifts over time, can   consider the 

Invasion of Iraq in 2003 a follow-up (or an escalation) of the missions to control and 

monitor Iraqi airspace (Operation Southern Watch, 1991-2003), which followed 

                                                             
5 The 32 conflicts are: Afghanistan, Angola, Burundi, Cambodia, CAR, Congo, Cyprus, East-Timor, El 
Salvador, Ethiopia, Georgia, Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan Heights, 
Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, Nepal, Nicaragua, Pakistan, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, 
Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Tajikistan, and Yugoslavia. 
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immediately after Operation Desert Storm (1991). While, researchers interested in 

government responses in wartime might decide to treat involvement in Iraq in 1991, 

2003, and 2014 as three separate events.  

 

In a nutshell, researchers can approach a military intervention as a series of 

government responses (e.g., during the non-stop involvement of the United States in 

Iraq from 1990 to 2014), or overall participation in a conflict as a series of interventions 

(e.g., government responses during Desert Storm and a new series of responses 

given during Operation Iraqi Freedom). Exploring different operationalizations of 

military involvement by Western democracies during conflict is of theoretical 

importance for several reasons. Since the Cold War, these democracies have 

legitimized interventions for several reasons, such as the protection of human rights 

to democratization of certain regimes (Finnemore, 2008; Pickering, 2002), leading to 

the debate on whether warfare has been transformed and we could speak of “new 

wars” (for a review, see: Kaldor, 2013). However, to my knowledge this has never 

been systematically tested. Even though the IMI dataset provides a variable on the 

“scope” of the intervention (e.g., humanitarian), the scope can change over time. By 

allowing researchers to approach military involvement during conflicts in several ways, 

they can analyze how Western democracies engage militarily in conflicts and identify 

shifts over time.  

 

Figure 1: Total number of troops deployed in the Iraq conflicts by year 

 

Note. This graph shows 

the total number (sum) of 

troops deployed on a 

yearly basis during the Iraq 

conflict, for all missions 

undertaken (UN, NATO, 

and (multi)national) for all 

the countries in my sample. 

The horizontal lines in the 

bars represents the troop 

sealing for the individual 

countries in my sample. 
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Second, the consequence of focusing on political responses on the country-level is 

that all multinational missions are split per country. In the IMI-dataset, multinational 

missions are sometimes coded as unilateral within a multinational context. And 

sometimes the institutions (UN and NATO) have their own separate intervener code. 

So-called “ad hoc” multinational coalitions (such as, ISAF in Afghanistan before NATO 

took over) receive their own individual codes. Since these ad hoc coalitions involve a 

higher number of troops, higher casualty risks, and can be considered high-profile 

missions in terms of public and political discussion (such as, the French-led 

intervention in Rwanda, the US-led intervention in Somalia, Afghanistan, and Iraq), 

significant information is lost; for instance, which countries contribute how many troops 

(for how long) during these missions. These country contributions in terms of troops 

reveal considerable information since participating countries negotiate in detail the 

terms of participation for UN and NATO missions (Doyle & Sambanis, 2000, 2006). 

Unpacking and systematically comparing country contributions across countries and 

institutions will allow scholars to operationalize (military) alliances in a more fine-

grained way; for instance, based on the level of burden sharing during missions.  

 

The third contribution is coding military action against both state and non-state actors 

(such as, the Taliban in Afghanistan in 2001) or rebel groups (such as, the French 

deployment to counter rebel forces in Djibouti in 1992). With the interventions in 

Afghanistan and Iraq, Western democracies have been increasingly involved in such 

counterinsurgency operations as third parties (Boot, 2014). Coding these type of 

interventions is important for three reasons. First, it can help solve the puzzle of 

suboptimal strategies during counterinsurgencies. Despite the knowledge that 

firepower-intensive military doctrine (and more conventional capabilities) is poorly 

suited for combating insurgencies, democracies have pursued these strategies over 

long periods in several counterinsurgency conflicts (e.g., Vietnam, Afghanistan, see 

Caverley, 2010; Kitzen, 2000). Coding these types of missions, including the type of 

military forces deployed (e.g., air power, ground forces) allows scholars to 

systematically test the use of conventional warfare in unconventional settings, such as 

counterinsurgencies by Western democracies. Second, research has shown that third-

party intervention can significantly prolong armed conflict (Bueno De Mesquita & 

Downs, 2006; Hegre, 2004; Regan, 2002), which is especially tricky for democratic 

leaders. The longer the intervention takes, the higher the chances a government runs 
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into opposition at home (e.g., Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 1995; Koch & Sullivan, 

2010; Mueller, 1971). Third, the UN increasingly employs the so-called “robust 

mandate” during third-party (humanitarian) interventions, which allows contributing 

countries to use “all means necessary” to implement the mandate (Hultman, 2013; 

Tardy, 2011). Missions with such mandates (e.g., current mission in Mali, MINUSMA) 

are amongst the deadliest (96 soldiers killed as of April 2013) since the peacekeeping 

mission in Yugoslavia (UNPROFOR, which saw 198 fatalities from February 1993-

1995). Since research has shown that a high number of military casualties can 

negatively affect public support for military presence in that conflict (Aldrich et al., 

2006; Berinsky & Druckman, 2007; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006), incorporating these 

missions allows for systematic testing of casualty aversion hypotheses. 

 

In addition, and as a fourth contribution, approaching a military intervention as a series 

of events (responses) rather than a single event, we can partly reduce the issue 

brought on by the interdependency of international events, which much of the current 

literature seems to neglect, posing potential challenges to the inferences made (Cook, 

2014). For instance, President Kennedy’s response in 1961 to the situation in Vietnam 

by sending in 1,000 US military trainers made President Johnson’s subsequent 

response in 1965 to send ground troops to Vietnam one of increasing an existing 

military presence on the ground. The IMI dataset codes the event of President Johnson 

sending troops as a separate and new intervention since Pearson and Bauman 

consider “resumption after six months (…) a new intervention” (Pearson & Bauman, 

1993:1). Here, the unit of analysis is the event of a military intervention (with a six-

month interval) rather than the initial response and possible follow-up (and thus 

dependent) responses leading from that. Other datasets – like the UCDP/PRIO Armed 

Conflict dataset (2010) – also make no distinction between a first-time intervention and 

follow-up interventions in an ongoing conflict.  

 

Data on when, where, how, and under which circumstances democratic governments 

not only intervene, but also change the way they intervene, will contribute to our 

understanding of international cooperation (or lack thereof) in the post-Cold War 

period. Since this dataset also allows researchers to address important questions on 

current day missions, such as the use of conventional warfare strategies during 
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counterinsurgencies or which (NATO) countries contribute and to what extent, it adds 

to real world relevance.  

 

II. The Government Responses to Military Interventions 
Dataset 

Whenever governments decide to initiate a military intervention, they commit both time 

and troops to reach certain foreign policy goals. The unit of analysis of this dataset is 

the “country response to a mission” level. In total, this dataset codes 1,642 government 

responses during 494 military interventions undertaken by eleven OECD countries in 

the period 1990-2014. Below I will discuss the (1) unit of analysis, the governmental 

responses (and the operationalization hereof), and the (2) case selection. Then I will 

discuss the other variables, such as (3) the number of troops; (4) the type of troops 

(e.g., air force or marines); (5) duration; and (6) the number of military casualties. Even 

though largely discussed in the section below, a separate description of the data 

collection efforts and the (open) sources used for each variable is incorporated in the 

dataset’s codebook as well.  

 

Unit of analysis: the government response 
Since the IMI dataset (2009) served as the basis for this dataset, the operational 

definition is similar to that of Pearson et al., namely by defining military interventions 

as “the movement of regular troops or forces (airborne, seaborne, shelling, etc.) of one 

country inside another, in the context of some political issue or dispute” (Pearson & 

Baumann, 1993:1; Pickering & Kisangani, 2009). Entities not part of the regular 

uniformed military (such as, paramilitaries or government-backed militias) are 

excluded. In addition, since this dataset codes political governmental responses, all 

events are purposeful and do not include random border crossings or unintentional 

confrontations between forces. Soldiers (semi permanently) stationed in foreign basis 

(e.g., the American base in Aviano, Italy) are excluded, unless actively engaging in a 

mission (e.g., once the earlier mentioned air force base was used in a NATO air 

operation). As in the IMI-dataset, military advisors are only included if they actively 

participate in direct combat (Kisangani & Pickering, 2008).  

 

A new response starts whenever the intensity (e.g., number of troops) or scope (e.g., 

changes in UN Security Council mandates) of the intervention changes due to a 
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political response. The dataset provides a detailed description of the government 

response itself and does not incorporate tactical decisions taken by the army itself 

(e.g., sending reinforcements during an ongoing door-to-door counterinsurgency 

operation), but political responses undertaken by the government (e.g., mandate 

renewal or contributing extra troop to the efforts in a country). Hence, not every 

government response involves extra troop numbers, but can be operationalized as 

responding by either escalation or de-escalation. Researchers can thus classify the 

government responses given after the first decision to intervene, as escalation based 

on fluctuation in troops, change in the type of troops (e.g., shifting from air force 

monitoring skies to deployment of troops on the ground), or changes in the mandate.  

 

For instance, the Congress voted to allow US troops in offensive operations during the 

Gulf War, and the Dutch government responded by allowing Dutch ships (already 

deployed in the region) to move into the Persian Gulf, are coded as a follow-up 

response (and as an escalation). Likewise, President Clinton’s decision of 5 October 

1993 (two days after the Battle of Mogadishu where American lives were lost) to cease 

all military action is another example of a government response (in this case one of 

de-escalation). This dataset only codes executed government responses, which this 

is not the same as either Congress or parliament approving the mission. For instance, 

even though the US president should consult Congress, not all presidents do. 

President Clinton, for instance, bypassed Congress in the wake of the 1999 Kosovo 

intervention. Another example of a political response not followed through on is the 

Canadian government cancelling the deployment of ground troops during the Gulf War 

(Operation Broadsword). Since these types of responses are rare (and are often 

associated with either an increase or decrease of troop numbers), I have 

operationalized (de)escalation in my research project by looking at fluctuations in the 

number of troops that are the direct result of a political response (see Chapter 5).  

 

Here, it is important to note that changes in the mandate as formulated by the UN 

Security Council on the mission serves as a proxy for governmental responses on UN 

missions. Due to limited availability of open sources on governmental responses for 

all the countries in this sample, changes in UN mandates by the Security Council are 

counted as a government response (since mandates are also the end-product of 

political co-decision by participating governments). Unfortunately, it is not feasible to 
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extract a great level of detail from many cases in a cross-national and cross temporal 

dataset. Even though reconstructing the political responses from changes in 

international mandates on missions is less fine grained, and infers from observed 

behavior, this ensures that I keep constant the criteria of what constitutes a 

government response for all countries in my sample that participate in UN missions.  

 

Consequently, an intervention consists of (reconstructions of) several government 

responses: (1) initial response by deciding to intervene; (2) (de)escalate (in terms of 

troops or mandate); and (3) retreat. For instance, the German contribution to NATO’s 

Operation Dead Eye in August 1995 to disrupt old Soviet integrated air systems in 

former Yugoslavia, consisted of eight Tornado planes. The next month, Germany 

responded by contributing extra non-NATO forces and one BR-1150 for the follow-up, 

named Operation Deliberate Force. Both operations, however, are part of the overall 

German contribution to the NATO component of the (international) intervention in 

former Yugoslavia. Germany’s military intervention into the former Yugoslavia 

consisted not only to contributions through the NATO-efforts, but also to deployed 

troops in support of UN missions (e.g., UNPROFOR) and a multinational mission (e.g., 

US-led humanitarian airdrop). To illustrate, Figure 2 breaks down the various 

components of the German military intervention from 1992-1995. 

Figure 2: Break-down of the German military intervention in Former Yugoslavia 

1992-1995 

 

The intervention in 
Former Yugoslavia

German contribution 
to missions

(Component level)

•NATO component
•UN component
•Multinational component

German 
participation in 

operations

(Mission level)

• NATO (Sharp Guard, Deny 
Flight, Sky Monitor, Dead 
Eye, Deliberate Force)

• United Nations (UNPROFOR, 
UNPTF)

• Multinational (Support US-led 
Operation Provide Promise)
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Note: This chart shows the German intervention in Former Yugoslavia from 1992-1995 (from outbreak 

of the civil war to the signing of the Dayton agreements) on both a component as a mission level. 

 

In some cases, the mission consists of one response only, rather than a series of 

government responses. This means that the missions consisted of one operation; for 

instance, short-term humanitarian relief operations where countries provide air drops 

to support the local population or swift evacuations of embassy personnel from conflict 

zones. 

 

In contrast to the IMI dataset, multinational interventions are not treated as one 

intervention by one international actor: each participating country is separately coded. 

Even though differentiating unilateral and multinational interventions follows earlier 

practices (Regan, 2002; Pearson & Baumann, 1993; Pickering & Kisangani, 2008) this 

approach does not allow for state level comparisons within multinational missions by 

keeping track of each member state’s contribution. Since the EU only mentions the 

total number of troops deployed, not on an individual state level, EU military operations 

were excluded from the sample. 

 

So, what are the benefits of employing the responses by increasing (or decreasing) 

troop numbers as a unit of analysis? First, by coding government responses, 

researchers can assure themselves that the changes they are seeing over time are 

purposeful, unlike other indicators like fluctuation in troop numbers. If we were to 

include unauthorized incidents (as is the case in the Militarized Interstate Dispute 

(MID) dataset, Ghosn & Palmer, 2003; Jones, Bremer, & Singer, 1996), we are only 

able to test for certain outcomes (conflict) rather than under what type of 

circumstances democratic governments use military force (or not). By focusing on 

purposeful events alone (operationalized by government responses) this dataset 

allows for testing of monadic theories, such as the diversionary use of force (Pickering 

& Kisangani, 2009). Second, it allows for mapping of subsequent responses given by 

countries after the initial response by deciding to intervene. Even though there are 494 

interventions in my dataset, the eleven countries produced a total of 1,642 government 

responses during these missions. These responses could entail mandate renewal, 

increasing or decreasing the number of troops, or changing the scope of the operation.  

By adding information on troop levels that accompany a government response, 
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scholars can map changes in troop commitment over time (and within different 

institutional contexts). Below, I will discuss my case selection by addressing what 

changes and additions were made to the original IMI dataset. 

 

Case selection: the extension of the IMI-dataset.  
The Government Responses to Military Interventions Dataset can also be used as an 

update and extension of the IMI dataset. I added several multinational UN and NATO 

missions not coded in the IMI dataset. For instance, the UN mission in Lebanon 

(UNIFIL, started in 1978) was missing in the IMI dataset, even though countries 

deployed significant numbers of troops. By December 1990, France contributed 501 

troops, Norway 887 troops, and Sweden 641 troops to UNIFIL. In other instances, 

NATO missions were mentioned in the IMI dataset but follow up missions are left out. 

For instance, some NATO-missions during the Yugoslav War can be found in the IMI 

dataset (e.g., Operation Deny Flight), while other similar operations (e.g., Operation 

Sharp Guard, Operation Sky Monitor) are missing. By (1) including ongoing missions 

that started before 1990, (2) NATO-missions conducted in Yugoslavia and 

Afghanistan, but also the training mission in Iraq and the UN-supported mission in 

Sudan, and (3) coding the contributions to these multinational missions separately for 

each country in my sample, I have increased the number of observations from 106 to 

494 interventions.  

 

Thus, I made an inventory of all UN and NATO missions that occurred from 1990-2014 

and added them to the dataset. Information on these missions was retrieved through 

UN and NATO websites. In this dataset, the UN observer missions or police missions 

(264 out of the total 292 UN missions) are not incorporated since these are not in line 

with the sample criteria as used by Kisangani and Pickering for their IMI dataset. In 

addition, these missions are often accompanied by regularly automatic mandate 

renewal and therefore do not constitute purposeful events. This extended version also 

includes decisions on short-term missions, such as providing humanitarian relief 

during natural disasters or evacuating embassy personnel in times of crises. Since 

these missions constitute only one response, these are dropped from this dataset as 

well. However, for researchers also interested in these types of missions, a larger 
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dataset, including these observer missions and their renewals, is available through the 

project’s website.6 

 

The number of interventions in this dataset was also extended by splitting NATO, UN, 

and multinational coalitions on the country level into separate units of analysis. This 

allows researchers to map in each mission to a country’s level of commitment. Table 

1 summarizes the unit of analysis and shows how many interventions took place for 

each country as well as how many government responses were (on average) given 

and during which conflicts. 

 

Table 1: Summary of the Unit of Analysis 

Country No. of 

interventions 

Average no. of 

government 

responses  

Conflicts in which they intervened 

Canada 31 15.31 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Congo, 

Cyprus, East-Timor, El Salvador, Ethiopia, 

Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, Ivory Coast, 

Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan Heights, Libya, 

Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, Nicaragua, 

Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, Sudan, 

Syria, Yugoslavia 

Denmark 24 12.7 Afghanistan, Central African Republic, 

Congo, Cyprus, East-Timor, Ethiopia, 

Georgia, Iraq, Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan 

Heights, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, 

                                                             
6 The  additional dataset includes missions with military advisors even if they do not actively participate 

in direct combat (Kisangani & Pickering, 2008). This allows researchers to use the dataset that includes 

or excludes observers in their analysis, based on their research interest. A military observer is a military 

representative wearing the uniform of their own country and has different tasks than an attaché, whose 

primary role is to serve as a liaison with their host nation (Chersicla, 2016). Military observers focus on 

the actual combat-issues, such as the use of terrain, tactics, and strategy. This knowledge can be used 

for future engagement elsewhere, or can serve as a preliminary reconnaissance before larger 

deployment. A larger version of this dataset, which includes these observer mission and consists of 

3,641 responses, is available through the project website (http://www.highriskpolitics.org/ under 

“research”). 
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Nepal, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, Somalia, 

Sudan, Syria, Tajikistan, Yugoslavia 

France 26 12.97 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Central 

African Republic, Congo, East-Timor, El 

Salvador, Ethiopia, Georgia, Guatemala, 

Haiti, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Kosovo, Lebanon-

Golan Heights, Liberia, Libya, Mali, 

Morocco, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Somalia, 

Sudan, Syria, Yugoslavia 

Germany 23 10.34 Afghanistan, Cambodia, East-Timor, 

Ethiopia, Georgia, Guatemala, Iraq, 

Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan Heights, Liberia, 

Mali, Morocco, Nicaragua, Rwanda, Sierra 

Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yugoslavia 

Italy 28 8.69 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Congo, 

Cyprus, East-Timor, El Salvador, Ethiopia, 

Haiti, Iraq, Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan 

Heights, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Mozambique, 

Pakistan, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, 

Yugoslavia 

Netherlands 27 10.45 Afghanistan, Angola, Burundi, Cambodia, 

Central African Republic, Congo, Cyprus, 

Ethiopia, Haiti, Iraq, Kosovo, Lebanon-

Golan Heights, Liberia, Libya, Mali, 

Mozambique, Rwanda, Somalia, Sudan, 

Syria, Yugoslavia 

Norway 32 11.56 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Central 

African Republic, Congo, Cyprus, East-

Timor, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, 

Haiti, Iraq, Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan 

Heights, Liberia, Libya, Mali, Morocco, 

Mozambique, Nepal, Pakistan, Sierra 

Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yugoslavia 

Spain 26 11.69 Afghanistan, Angola, Burundi, Central 

African Republic, Congo, East-Timor, El 

Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, 

Ivory Coast, Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan 

Heights, Libya, Mali, Morocco, 

Mozambique, Nicaragua, Rwanda, Sierra 

Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Yugoslavia 
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Sweden 34 11.88 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Central 

African Republic, Congo, Cyprus, East-

Timor, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Georgia, 

Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, Ivory Coast, 

Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan Heights, Liberia, 

Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, Nepal, 

Nicaragua, Pakistan, Sierra Leone, 

Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yugoslavia. 

United 

Kingdom 

22 15.43 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Congo, 

Cyprus, East-Timor, Ethiopia, Georgia, 

Haiti, Iraq, Kosovo, Liberia, Libya, Mali, 

Morocco, Nepal, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, 

Somalia, Sudan, Yugoslavia 

United States 28 13.32 Afghanistan, Angola, Cambodia, Central 

African Republic, Congo, East-Timor, 

Ethiopia, Georgia, Guatemala, Haiti, Iraq, 

Kosovo, Lebanon-Golan Heights, Liberia, 

Libya, Mali, Morocco, Mozambique, Sierra 

Leone, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, Yugoslavia 

Note. This table shows (on average) how many government responses are coded in the dataset during 

how many interventions during what conflicts at any given moment in time between 1990-2014. The 

average number of responses is based on the sum of responses governments gave during all type of 

interventions (NATO, UN, and (multi)national). 

 

The third way of extending the cases in the dataset was done by updating and adding 

new interventions based on the definition as used by Kisangani and Pickering. For 

eleven countries in the period 2006-2014, I have added 44 NATO interventions (e.g., 

several anti-piracy missions, air police missions in the Baltic region), 65 UN 

interventions (e.g., missions in Darfur and follow-up missions in Congo), and 35 

(multi)national interventions (e.g., relief operations after earthquake in Pakistan and 

the Dutch mission to Ukraine after the downing of civilian flight MH17).  

 

Description of the government response variable 
How many times do governments respond on average? It depends. On average, 

countries respond 8.7 times during UN missions followed by (multi)national (5.51) and 

NATO (5.4) missions. Figure 3 shows the increase annually of the responses for all 

countries divided by the institutional context in which they took place. Thus, the 

increase of (multi)national missions from 0.85 in 1990 to 0.95 in 1991 that 0.10 more 
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responses were given in 1991. This (small) increase corresponds to the coalition 

upping their efforts in the Gulf War when Operation Desert Shield became Operation 

Desert Storm. The increase in NATO operations in the early 1990s and the late 1990s 

correspond to the NATO air operations and stabilization force in the Yugoslav civil war 

and the Kosovo conflict. Whereas the 2005 peak corresponds to the NATO training 

missions in Iraq and the ISAF efforts in Afghanistan. The increase of government 

responses during NATO missions in 2010 and 2011 correspond to the anti-piracy 

missions and the intervention in Libya.  

 

Figure 3: Average increase of government responses during UN, NATO, and 

(multi)national missions on a yearly basis 

 
Note. This graph shows the distribution of the increase number of governmental responses (in relation 

to the previous year) by all countries in my sample disaggregated by UN, NATO, and (multi)national 

missions.  

 

Mapping the number of government responses on each type of mission over time (but 

also across conflicts) can help researchers to gain more insight on how institutions, 

like the UN and NATO, relate to one another during conflicts. Thus far, empirical 
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studies have focused on each institution separately. Examples are voting alignment in 

the UN Security Council (Kim & Russett, 1996; Malone, 2004), differences in UN 

mandate (S. H. Allen & Yuen, 2014; Hultman, 2013) and the consequences of certain 

conflicts for the transatlantic alliance (Noetzel & Schreer, 2009; Saideman & 

Auerswald, 2012; Sperling & Webber, 2009). But to my knowledge, no comparison 

across institutions conducting military operations (UN and NATO) has been 

undertaken. Similar data on these institutions (e.g., the number of government 

responses) can allow researchers to do exactly that. 

 

Each government response in this dataset is accompanied by additional explanatory 

variables: (3) the number of troops deployed as a result from that government 

response; (4) the type of troops deployed (e.g. air force, marine, land forces); (5) 

duration of the mission (how many months a country is already involved); (6) the 

number of military casualties suffered between the current response (t) and the next 

(t+1). 

 

(1) The number of troops 
Information on the number of troops is retrieved through open sources and as much 

as possible from official governmental sources, like the Department/Ministries of 

Defense. Some institutions, e.g., the Dutch DoD, provides access to weekly 

operational reports, or provides operational information online, e.g., NATO 

“placemats” (for the post 9/11 interventions) and UN monthly reports (from 1990-2015) 

that provide information on the number of contributed troops per participating country 

on a (bi)monthly basis. Whenever such data was unavailable through open sources, 

available information on the operation was used to estimate the number of troops. This 

was done using averages of the standard troop numbers assigned to different levels 

within the military organization. 

 

The Governmental Responses on Military Interventions Dataset accounts for 

differences between countries, and the additional information provided by the 

“operation” variable uses the (NATO) standard ranking. This is important to mention 

since some countries use traditional names, which can lead to confusion; for example, 

British/Canadian armored regiments (battalion) are divided into squadrons 
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(companies) and troops (platoons), while American cavalry squadrons (battalions) are 

divided into troops (companies) and platoons. 

 

Several estimation techniques were used. One was to combine different sources. For 

instance, country contributions for NATO’s Stabilization Force (SFOR) in former 

Yugoslavia were listed as percentiles of the total deployment by a RAND report 

(Larson et al., 2004). Since other contribution countries, such as Italy (“Ministro della 

Difesa - contributo nazionale,” 2016) and the Netherlands (“Ministerie van Defensie - 

Missies,” 2016) have online databases providing detailed information on previous 

and ongoing missions, it is possible to calculate the number of troops for the other 

participating countries by using the percentiles mentioned in the RAND report. 

Second, the number of troops estimates involved looking at the units 

mentioned. For instance, with Operation Volcano in Afghanistan (February 2007), the 

United Kingdom deployed the 42 Commando, M-company (10-11 troop), one 

company with elements from the 59 Commando Royal Engineers, Intelligence, 

Surveillance, Target Acquisition, and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) 2x Apaches. Even 

though sources do not mention the exact number of troops, this deployment 

information provides enough detail to come up with a rough estimation of the number 

of troops. Two companies (2 x 80 troops = 160) and two Apaches that function as an 

ISTAR platform (two platoons = 30 troops) comes down to an estimated 190 troops.  

  Third, rough estimates were made by examining the deployed hardware. This 

proved especially useful for naval and air operations. For these type of operations 

(the NATO operation Sharp Guard) often online lists provide detail information on the 

deployed material. As for Sharp Guard for instance, the Canadian contribution 

consisted out of deploying Her Majesty's Canadian Ship (HMCS) the Iroquois and 

the HMCS Preserver; a Lockheed CP-140 Aurora; airborne radars (AWACS); and a 

supported forward logistic site (FLS). According to Wikipedia sites, a R class 

destroyer houses maximum 280 soldiers (2 x 280 troops), and operating a Lockheed 

CP-140 Aurora takes a 15-member crew. NATO websites and information from 

earlier operations, like the Dutch DoD weekly reports that did provide for several 

instances the number of persons deployed for NATO AWAC support from Aviano, 

Italy) allowed us to estimate the number of persons for the NATO Forward Logistic 

Site for AWAC on (average) 15 persons. It is thus estimated that the Canadian 

contribution to the NATO Operation Sharp Guard was 590 troops.   
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Fourth, rough estimates were also made by looking at the number of troops 

deployed in earlier and similar operations, and using the earlier number of troops as 

an estimation for the follow-up. For instance, during the first months of the 

intervention in Afghanistan, American and British troops were involved in a campaign 

in the Shahi Kot Valley to oust Taliban and Al Qaeda forces. Sources mention 1,000 

US troops involved in Operation Anaconda drawn from the Navy SEALs (Teams 2, 3, 

and 8), Air Force Combat Controllers and Pararescuemen, and Army Special Forces. 

During the direct follow-up of that mission, the Jacana Operations (consisting of 

Operation Ptarmigan, Operation Snipe, Operation Condor, and Operation Buzzard) 

US troops continued their efforts by supporting the leading British 45 Commando, 

and providing air support and a smaller number of special forces. The number of 

involved US troops is thus estimated at 1,000 for the Jacana Operations as well. 

 

Figure 4 shows the number of troops countries committed to NATO missions from 

1990-2014, corrected for population. Not surprisingly, the United States contributed 

the largest number of troops to (multi)national missions, which reveals a preference 

for working outside international institutions, such as the UN and NATO. For European 

countries, we see a similar preference with the United Kingdom and France. Denmark, 

Germany, and the Netherlands seem to prefer NATO contributions over UN 

contributions, while Canada, Norway, Italy, Spain, and Sweden contribute relatively 

more to UN missions. 
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Figure 4: Troop population ratio by country and type of mission 

 
Note. This graph shows the distribution of the troop:population ratio for each country in my sample 

disaggregated by UN, NATO and (multi)national missions. The horizontal lines in each bar show the 

troop:population-sealing for the individual missions that are coded in the dataset. 

 

Figure 5 shows the percentage of troops by type of mission (UN, NATO, or 

(multi)national) on the conflict level for all countries in my sample. Here we can see 

that the international military interventions in Afghanistan, Angola, Central African 

Republic, Georgia, Haiti, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Libya, Mali, Rwanda, and Somalia were 

dominated by (multi)national troops. The conflicts in Afghanistan, Kosovo, Libya, 

Syria, and (former) Yugoslavia show a relatively large NATO commitment, while others 

are entirely comprised of UN troops. 
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Figure 5: Percentage of UN, NATO, and (Multi)national during conflicts 1990-

2014 

 
Note. The percentages are calculated based on the average numbers of troops for all countries in the 

sample. This graph shows the average for all deployments from 1990-2014. 

 

Comparing troop levels on both country and conflict level will help researchers to 

answer theoretical questions on burden-sharing within alliances by systematically 

testing the commitments made during interventions or conflicts. In addition, this data 

can be used in combination with other domestic variables, such as the type of 

government (left wing or right wing) responding to military interventions, or institutional 

differences across countries, such as parliamentary powers (Auerswald & Saideman, 

2009; Philip H. Gordon & Shapiro, 2004). 

 

(2) Type of troops 
Unlike the IMI dataset, military advisors are included even if they do not actively 

participate in direct combat (Kisangani & Pickering, 2008). This allows researchers to 

include or exclude observers in their analysis, based on their research interest. Since 

military observers gather information, such as use of terrain, tactics, and strategy, they 

can serve as a preliminary reconnaissance before larger deployment. A political 

reason for governments to deploy military observers instead of troops is to bypass 

parliaments. For instance, early in the Vietnam War President Kennedy sent military 

advisers, not combat troops because a combat troop deployment would have meant 
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going to Congress. Instead, Kennedy deployed 1,000 military observers in 1961, and  

eventually increased those numbers to 3,000 in 1962 and 12,000 in 1963 (Gettleman, 

Young, Franklin, & Franklin, 1995). Since the unit of analysis is het government 

response in the event of a military intervention, the Government Response to Military 

Interventions Dataset allows researchers to take these initial small deployments into 

consideration as well since they can signal the beginning of a larger intervention.  

 

Apart from a dummy variable separating the military observers (0) from other military 

forces being deployed, I have incorporated details on the type of troops and forces 

deployed whenever reliable data was available, for example from DoD-websites and 

veteran organizations on the deployment like the type of fighter planes deployed. This 

“mission” variable gives information on the type of mission, the scope and deployment, 

such as the number and exact type of fighter planes deployed, for examples see 

codebook. Researchers can use this information for specific case selection (e.g., all 

NATO air campaigns) or to make an inventory on what type of countries contribute 

what types of (fighter) planes. This level of detail allows scholars to identify the 

specialization of certain countries within military alliances (meaning certain countries 

operating within a certain “niche capacity” and consistently contributing similar 

capacities to multinational missions, such as submarines or special forces) and can 

use this data to code army divisions. Furthermore, and as mentioned in the 

introduction, this information can help researchers to solve the puzzle of great powers 

(like the United States) using sub-optimal strategies during counterinsurgencies by 

coding under what circumstances countries deploy conventional forces during 

counterinsurgency operations (Eikenberry, 2013; Kitzen, 2000; Metz, 2007).  

 

(3) Duration 
 

How long do interventions take? It depends, both on the conflict and the country. 

Figure 6 illustrates the maximum number of months countries in my sample were 

involved in the Iraq conflict. Here we see the relative short-term deployments for 

Canada (during the Gulf War), Italy (2006 withdrawal), and Spain (2005 withdrawal), 

but also long-term involvement of the United Kingdom and the United States, which 

kept monitoring Iraqi airspace between the Gulf War and the 2003 Invasion in Iraq.  
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Figure 6: Maximum duration of military deployment during the Iraq conflict 

 
Note. This graph shows the maximum number of months countries were involved in any mission (NATO, UN, or 

(multi)national) during the Iraq conflict at any given time between 1990-2014.  

 

Again, there are large differences between countries in terms of contributions: some 

countries deploy their troops for longer periods of time during (multi)national 

missions (e.g., the United Kingdom and the United States), while other countries are 

engaged longer in UN missions (e.g., Canada and Sweden). 

 

Figure 7 shows the total number of months countries have been deployed during the 

32 conflicts in my dataset. There are several missions that extend throughout the 25 

years coded in this dataset, but these are only UN missions monitoring peace (e.g., 

in Cyprus, Morocco, and Pakistan). Only in three instances did countries send 

NATO, UN, and (multi)national troops: Afghanistan, Iraq, and Somalia. 
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Figure 7: Maximum numbers of months deployed by conflict 

 
Note. This graph shows the maximum number of months countries were involved in (multi)national, 

NATO, and UN missions from 1990-2014 during all 32 conflicts in the sample. 

 

As in the original IMI data set, which is set up for survival analysis, researchers can 

use this dataset to solve puzzles related to the duration of deployment (Pickering & 

Kisangani, 2009). The benefit of this dataset is that by coding the conflict in which 

interventions took place as well, analyses can be conducted on both country and 

conflict level (see Chapter 5) and mission level. The wide swath of interventions 

coded, meaning all interventions that could be found that were known to the public, 

from military observers to large scale invasions, scholars interested in the use of 

military force can finetune their sample and focus on the type of missions necessary 

to answer their theoretical questions. 

 

(4) Military casualties  
 

The military casualties variable codes the number of military casualties between 

government response 1 (t) and government response 2 (t+1) for each UN, NATO, or 

(multi)national mission for each country. More fine-grained data (the total number of 

military casualties suffered for each country monthly) is also available through this 
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project website.7 The data on the number of soldiers killed monthly is gathered 

through open sources and (as much as possible) from official governmental sources, 

such as the Department/Ministries of Defense. They are also assigned to the specific 

operation and/or deployment in the dataset. For UN missions, they should be treated 

as estimates: the UN only reports the number of soldiers killed annually, and their 

numbers include civilian personnel. To circumvent this issue as much as possible, an 

estimate was made based on the total number of soldiers killed monthly minus those 

killed during NATO and ad hoc operations. Since there are often simultaneous 

missions deployed during a conflict, for example a NATO-mission, a UN-mission, and 

a national contribution to an ad hoc international coalition, and the EU is not 

incorporated in our sample, the UN numbers should be regarded as estimates. 

 

As Figure 8 shows, the United States is clearly an outlier in my sample: not only 

were most soldiers killed during (multi)national missions, but also it outranks all the 

other countries in my sample with a maximum of 173 soldiers killed in one month 

(during operation Desert Storm, in February 1991). While most countries in my 

sample experience most of their military casualties during NATO deployments, 

France is the only country where UN, NATO, and multinational casualties in any 

given month are almost equally high. France lost nine soldiers in one month during 

the UNPROFOR mission in Yugoslavia (1995), nine during NATO missions in 

Afghanistan (2008), and ten during a (multi)national mission in the Ivory Coast 

(2004). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7 The datasets used for this specific project will be uploaded on http://www.highriskpolitics.org/ under 
“research.” 
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Figure 8: Maximum number of military casualties suffered during military 

missions by country 

 
Note. This graph shows the maximum number of military casualties suffered during (multi)national, 

NATO, and UN missions from 1990-2014.  

 

Since a fair share of the studies use military casualties to operationalize the so-called 

“costs of war” (e.g., Gelpi, Feaver, & Reifler, 2009; Hayes & Myers, 2009; Karol & 

Miguel, 2007), researchers can use this data to test hypotheses on casualty risks 

during certain conflicts or missions, or combine this variable with the number of troops 

committed to measure coalition burden sharing during conflicts or missions. 

 

III. Conclusion  

With foreign military interventions becoming ever more “prevalent on the international 

scene” (Pickering & Kisangani, 2009: 589), developing systematic knowledge on why 

these interventions unfold as they do is needed. Thus far, research on how 

democracies respond to events during military interventions has been limited to high 

profile or US case studies. This innovative Government Response to Military 

Interventions Dataset aims to theoretically contribute to the (quantitative) field of 

foreign policy analysis by coding 1,642 government responses on 494 military 

interventions undertaken by eleven OECD-countries in the period 1990-2014. 

By employing government responses to military interventions as the unit of analysis, 

researchers can use this dataset in several ways. First, it allows for different 
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operationalizations of conflict. Scholars can decide to approach the interventions 

during the Iraq Wars as one long-term involvement by Western democracies, or as 

three separate interventions in 1991 (Desert Storm), 2003 (Invasion of Iraq), and 2014 

(coalition against ISIS). Second, since all responses during missions, including UN 

and NATO missions, are split out per country and coded for their individual contribution 

in terms of troops, researchers can investigate (short-term) military alliances over time. 

By so doing, researchers can systematically compare democracies over time and test 

theories on institutional preferences since they reveal information on how countries 

prefer to operationalize their interests (Abbott & Snidal, 1998; Foot et al., 2003; Oneal 

et al., 2003), and allow for the further development of liberal theories and theories on 

institutionalism. Another consequence of using “country response during a mission” 

as the unit of analysis is that I approach military interventions as a series of (political) 

government responses rather than a single event, reducing the issues surrounding the 

interdependency of responses (and thus events) during a military involvement. 

 

The wide swath of interventions coded, from military observers to large scale 

interventions, allows scholars to finetune their sample and focus on the type of 

missions necessary to answer their theoretical questions. Since I have also coded in 

which conflicts these interventions take place, researchers can focus on conflicts like 

counterinsurgencies. Researchers interested in the event of an intervention, rather 

than the government responses during an intervention, can use this dataset as an 

update to the Kisangani and Pickering IMI dataset, where the number of observations 

have increased from 106 to 494 interventions.  

 

In a nutshell, then, data on when, where, how, and under which circumstances 

democratic governments not only intervene, but also change the way they intervene, 

will contribute to our understanding of international cooperation (or lack thereof) in the 

post-Cold War period. Since this dataset also allows us to address important questions 

on current day missions, such as the use of conventional warfare strategies during 

counterinsurgencies or which (NATO) countries contribute and to what extent, it adds 

to real world relevance.  

 

In this dissertation, this dataset will be used as follows. In the next two chapters, I will 

use the military casualties variable from this dataset to examine how both the public 
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and political parties respond to the event of a military casualty during military 

interventions. In the final chapter, Chapter 5, I will employ the government responses 

as my unit of analysis to establish whether democratic governments change their 

commitment to an intervention once confronted with military casualties. To study this, 

I will use (apart from the military casualty variable) the troop level variable to establish 

whether the next response involved sending more troops into warzones (or not). 
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CHAPTER THREE: 
Rally around all the flags:  

The effect of military casualties on incumbent popularity  
in 10 countries 1990-2014 

 

Abstract 

It is often assumed that military casualties push down the incumbent’s popularity. 

Studies analyzing the popularity of American presidents consistently find that even 

though casualties drag down approval rates over time, there is a temporarily positive 

effect in the beginning of the mission (also known as the rally-effect). Are these 

findings generalizable to other advanced industrial Western democracies? This latter 

question has not yet been answered convincingly, because of two issues identified 

by comparativists in this branch of literature: many studies are (1) either limited to 

high profile cases (such as the Iraq War) or (2) based on US data only. To assess 

whether the findings regarding the effect of military casualties on the incumbent’s 

popularity is generalizable to other advanced industrial Western democracies, I 

examine the effect of rising or falling military casualties on the change in the 

popularity of governing parties for 10 OECD countries using a novel dataset that 

comprises monthly polling and economic data for these 10 countries in the post-Cold 

War period.  My analyses show that governing parties benefit from an increase in 

military casualties for at least a year – that is, there is a rally effect during this period 

–, but get punished from 4.5 years into the intervention. Interestingly, and in line with 

empirical findings, they only get punished for long-lasting and costly wars such as in 

Afghanistan and Iraq.  
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Do military casualties have negative consequences for the incumbent’s popularity or 

are voters under certain circumstances more tolerant towards negative policy 

outcomes? Numerous observational studies have examined the effect of military 

casualties on public support for either military presence in a conflict (Baum, 2003; 

Bennett & Paletz, 1994; Berinsky, 2009; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006) or for the American 

president (Jentleson & Britton, 1998; Meernik, 2001; Mueller, 1970; 2005; Ostrom Jr. 

& Job, 1986). The negative effect of military casualties on approval rates or 

popularity, and the subsequent conclusion that the public acts “as a rational god of 

vengeance and reward” (Saris & Sniderman, 2004:169), has become deeply 

entrenched in both civil and military elites, and stimulates casualty aversion (Gelpi et 

al., 2009; Lacquement, 2003). In a nutshell: conventional wisdom stipulates that the 

general public will not accept high levels of (military) casualties.  

  Under particular circumstances, voters tend to become more tolerant of 

negative policy outcomes such as military casualties (Baum & Groeling, 2009; 

Berinsky, 2009; Brader & Tucker, 2012; Fordham, 1998a). One of these 

circumstances is described in the literature as the “rally ‘round the flag effect”. It is 

characterized by the tendency of increased public support for the incumbent in times 

of international crises. This effect is explained by feelings of patriotism (Mueller, 

1970) incited by the mutual feeling of being under attack as a nation, leading to more 

positive opinions about the leadership (e.g. Arena & Bak, 2013; Hetherington & 

Nelson, 2003; for a review, see: Levy, 1996) .  

  Democratically elected political leaders (or in multiparty systems: governing 

parties) all face similar pressure: public perceptions of bad policy performance can 

translate into poor electoral performance, and endanger the political survival of the 

leader. So far, empirical studies have shown that military casualties can negatively 

influence the tenure of leaders (Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 1995), electoral 

outcomes (Gartner, Segura, & Barratt, 2003) but also change decision-making 

behavior by framing an intervention as a matter of national security  (Gartner & 

Segura, 1998; Smith, 1998) and the duration of peace-negotiations (Filson & 

Werner, 2004; Pillar, 1983; Werner, 1998). Such a change in behavior suggests that 

politicians assume that voters will hold them accountable for military casualties. 
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However, the question is whether these findings are generalizable outside the United 

States (US).  

 

To evaluate whether the results hold in general, my paper analyzes 4,055 changes 

in opinion polls for 104 governing parties for the post-Cold War period in 10 

advanced democracies (Canada, Denmark, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States). This paper’s main 

goal is to systematically test the implications brought forward by selectorate theory 

(Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003). Assuming that politicians want to stay in power, 

the institutional system in which they operate shapes their expectations (e.g. getting 

electorally punished for negative policy outcomes) and thus behavior (Bueno De 

Mesquita et al., 2003; Bueno De Mesquita & Smith, 2012). As a consequence, we 

should be able to identify similar patterns (such as casualty aversion and rally-

effects) across similar incentive structures operationalized by regime type. OECD-

countries provide “the most reasonable approximation of advanced industrialized 

democracies” (Dalton & Wattenberg, 2000:14), which ensures that that factors 

brought on by the incentive structure in which the incumbent operates are held 

constant through the selection of countries. At the same time, these countries differ 

on a national level: some countries have multiparty systems (e.g. Denmark and the 

Netherlands), others a two- party system (e.g. United States). The sample comprises 

presidential systems (e.g. United States), semi-presidential systems (e.g. France) 

and parliamentary systems (e.g. Canada). Although these countries differ in specifics 

of government arrangement and party systems, they share broad similarities in the 

functioning of the democratic process (Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 1995; 

Davies, 2008; Lijphart, 1971). Advanced Western industrialized democracies are 

thus particularly apt to test hypotheses on public opinion (Dalton, 2000). Comparing 

and contrasting mechanisms of more countries allows the isolation of specific 

variants but also the revealing of common similarities (Moraviksic, 1993; Ragin, 

2014). A comparative approach balances between the need for comparison while 

being attentive to national differences, and thus allows for will allow me to (1) 

identification of similar patterns of behavior in different democracies, and (2) if not, 

an assessment to what extend these differences might be driven by national political 

structures.  
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  Since several European countries in my sample have multiparty systems and 

thus form coalition governments, my unit of analysis is governing parties instead of 

countries. Even though governing parties form coalitions, some governing parties 

could be punished harder than others. For instance, the German Green party 

clashed with its pacifist sub constituents over possible German involvement in 

Kosovo. Taking the average popularity of all governing parties in a coalition might 

cloud other mechanisms brought on for instance by party ideology that might explain 

the effect (if there is any).  

   All the democracies in my sample have participated in several multinational 

coalitions (e.g. Somalia, First and Second Gulf War), contributed troops to large 

scale peacekeeping missions (e.g. former Yugoslavia) but also conducted relative 

small scale missions monitoring peace agreements (e.g. Georgia) for various periods 

of time since the Cold War. I use a monthly average of polling data from several 

national agencies from 1990-2014 and combine that with various datasets 

measuring the number of military casualties in a conflict,8 while controlling for 

important variables such as changes in economic conditions (misery index and 

consumer confidence), the early term honeymoon effect, and the number of months 

a country is involved in large scale military missions.  

  My analyses show that the rally effect lasts longer than anticipated: governing 

parties benefit from an increase in military casualties for at least a year, but get 

punished on average from 4.5 years into the intervention. The countries in my 

sample were only involved for such long periods during the Afghanistan and Iraq 

intervention. This finding falls in line with theoretical expectations as well as earlier 

empirical findings (e.g. Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 1995; Kriner & Shen, 2012). 

 
I.    Testing casualty aversion 

Is the general public casualty averse? After the public outrage over the casualties of 

the Vietnam War scholars had to re-examine the long-held wisdom that public 

opinion on foreign policy was volatile, ill-informed and had no impact on foreign 

policy decision-making (Holsti, 2009). The academic debate was invigorated by the 

                                                             
8 Data gathered through open sources (databases of national departments of Defense, rolls of honor, 
veteran-websites etc.), for more information see appendix. 
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negative experiences in Lebanon (Beirut Barrack bombings,1983) and Somalia 

(Black Hawk incident, 1993), and the subsequent public outrage. Various empirical 

studies have examined the effect of casualties on popularity of the incumbent (e.g. 

Gelpi et al., 2006; Kriner & Shen, 2013; for a review see: Smith, 2005). The 

conventional wisdom that the mass public is casualty adverse inspired scholars to 

describe several manifestations hereof. Examples are the “Vietnam syndrome” 

(reluctance to use military power abroad due to the Vietnam experience), the “Dover 

test” (named after Dover Airforce base where casualties arrive, the test describes the 

assumed effect of US-flag-draped coffins returning), and the “CNN effect” (purported 

impact of images of war casualties on public opinion) (Lacquement, 2003).  

 Recent studies have challenged this conventional wisdom that the public is 

casualty adverse (Berinsky, 2007; Boettcher & Cobb, 2006; Gelpi et al., 2006; Kriner 

& Shen, 2012; Larson & Savych, 2005). In a survey experiment conducted by Gelpi 

et al. (2009), members of the general public, civilian elites and military senior officials 

were asked for three hypothetical intervention scenarios how many casualties they 

would tolerate. They found members of the mass public to be more willing than the 

two groups of elites to accept military casualties (Gelpi et al., 2009), suggesting 

different levels of casualty tolerance between elites and the mass public.9 This 

finding can be explained by the assumption among civil and military elites that in the 

post-Cold War era, the public no longer tolerates military casualties (Dunlap Jr., 

1999; Hyde, 2000; Smith, 2005). Empirical studies suggest that this conventional 

wisdom is widespread amongst elites from different strands: the media, politicians 

and their staff (Kull & Destler, 1999; Lacquement, 2003). It is even widespread 

among Western industrial defense companies who changed the way they advertise 

(Schörnig & Lembcke, 2006). As for military elites, the evidence is largely anecdotal. 

A fair share of the literature on casualty aversion interprets the stringent military 

measures that were taken during the engagement in Kosovo (1999) as a sign of 

casualty aversion brought on by the negative experiences of the US in both Vietnam 

and Somalia (e.g. Cornish, 2003; Dunlap Jr., 1999). An example hereof is the US-

instigated instruction for NATO forces during the air campaigns over Kosovo not to 

                                                             
9 Even though it is not possible to control for this within the European context, it is worth noting that US-
studies that controlled for the number of soldiers killed per state found casualty tolerance to be lower 
amongst voters in those particular states that endured heavy military losses in wartime (Hayes & Myers, 
2009; Kriner & Shen, 2013), and could vary over time as well (Althaus, Bramlett, & Gimpel, 2011) 
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fly lower than 15,000 ft. This tactical decision is explained as motivated by the 

negative American experience in Vietnam where the army lost around 4,000 aircrafts 

due to low-level small arms fire, and seen as evidence of assumed casualty aversion 

amongst military elites (Cornish, 2003). The main issues identified by comparativists 

in this branch of literature is that many studies are (1) either limited to anecdotal 

evidence from historical, high profile cases (such as the wars in Vietnam, Somalia, 

Afghanistan, and Iraq) and (2) mainly based on American experiences (for 

exceptions, see: Chapman, 2004; Lai & Reiter, 2005). Can these findings be 

generalized to advanced industrial Western democracies, and is the general public 

casualty adverse? My first hypothesis aims to systematically test whether this is the 

case by analyzing the relationship between increasing military casualties and 

fluctuations in governing party’s popularity. I label this expectation the casualty 

aversion-hypothesis. 

   

H1 An increase in military casualties decreases governing parties’ popularity. 

 

II.      Rally ‘round all the flags? 

Despite the conventional wisdom that military casualties negatively affect incumbent 

popularity, several arguments have been brought forward to explain the opposite: 

voter tolerance towards casualties. One branch of literature looks specifically into the 

mediating effect of unified elites in wartime – operationalized by the so-called rally-

around-the-flag-effect. In times of crisis or war, groups display the tendency to 

experience increased cohesion whenever they are in conflict with an external group 

(Gelpi, 1997:255, with references to Coser 1956). Increased cohesion can translate 

itself into patriotism and thus increased support for the incumbent, which has 

become known as the rally effect (for a review see: Levy, 1996). Besides this 

conflict-cohesion hypothesis (which focusses on cohesion by the public in the event 

of a crisis), another, and related explanation for the rally effect focuses on the 

absence of the opposition. Opposing the administration over foreign policy decisions 

in times of conflict can be seen as politicizing military casualties. The absence of 

opposition (and thus the apparent elite consensus in the eyes of the public) can 

subsequently lead to more favorable opinions towards the leadership (Brody & 
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Shapiro, 1989; Lai & Reiter, 2005). Here the assumption is that the mass public 

responds not so much to the event of a crisis, but the unified response in times of 

crisis by (otherwise divided political) elites.10  

 

Another potential underlying mechanism of the rally effect, and one of which my data 

(unfortunately) do not allow further unpacking, is the role of the media (Aday, 2010; 

Baum & Potter, 2008). Even though empirical research is mainly conducted with US 

data, content analyses of newspaper editorials during the Iraq War also identified a 

post-9/11 rally effect (Dimitrova & Strömbäck, 2005). Within the limits of available 

data, it cannot be concluded whether this rally effect is a reflection of the absence of 

opposition or whether media itself was leading (Gelpi et al, 2006). In other words, 

would there have been (such a strong of) a rally effect after 9/11 if the media would 

have reported completely different on the post-9/11 events? Apart from information 

on the intervention itself, the public gets information on how the rest of the public 

perceives the intervention. Perception of collective opinions can influence individual 

attitudes (Baum, 2003; Gartner et al., 2004; Rojas, 2010). Again, the availability of 

data do not allow me to disentangle these mechanisms identified in the literature for 

the time period and countries of interest, so this paper will focus on whether there is 

such a thing as a rally effect. If there is, future research can benefit greatly from 

insights from empirical research on framing (Auerbach & Bloch-Elkon, 2005; 

Boettcher & Cobb, 2006), or the aforementioned elite consensus (Berinsky, 2007; 

Druckman, Peterson, & Slothuus, 2013), and help further investigation into the 

several (and possibly simultaneous) mechanisms that drive the rally effect.  

 

The rally effect has been identified as one of the significant determinants of 

presidential (and wartime) vote in 2004 (Norpoth & Sidman, 2007). It is also 

considered one of the many variables that explain fluctuations in party identifications 

(Baum & Groeling, 2008; Lebo & Cassino, 2007; Norrander & Wilcox, 1993). Such 

favorable opinions towards the government in times of crisis or war are, however, 

short-lived. Mueller found that support for military interventions in the US peaks in 

the beginning of a war but steadily declines over time (Mueller, 1970, 1971, 2005). 

                                                             
10 Even though my data does not allow me to distinguish between these two effects (does the public 
respond to the event of a crisis or to the elite’s response to a crisis?), I can test whether there is such a 
thing as a rally-effect by introducing the element of time.  
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Further research which focused on the duration of the rally effect confirms that 

governments only reap the benefits hereof in the beginning of the crisis: 30 days 

(Stoll, 1987) up to 1-2 months (Lian & Oneal, 1993). The relatively long-term 

increased public support for Bush Jr. after 9/11, over 13 months, can be seen as an 

exception (Hetherington & Nelson, 2003; Schubert, Stewart, & Curran, 2002). 

Following this reasoning, if there is such a thing as a rally-effect the assumed 

negative effect brought on by military casualties should appear later on in the 

intervention, not in the beginning. I label this expectation the rally-around-the-flag 

hypothesis, by proposing that: 

 

H2 Military casualties have no effect on governing parties’ popularity in the beginning 

of the intervention. 

 

Exploring international determinants for government support across democratic 

countries is important, since it allows for systematic testing of the selectorate theory 

developed by Bueno De Mesquita, Smith, Siverson and Morrow (2003). The 

selectorate comprises three groups that affect political leaders: (1) the nominal 

selectorate (e.g in a democracy: every citizen who is eligible to vote); (2) the real 

selectorate (e.g. those citizens who go out to vote) and (3) the winning coalition (e.g. 

the voters that casted their vote to the winning candidate).  The core assumption of 

this theory is that political leaders who want to stay in power depend on support of 

the winning coalition. However, leaders are bound by different political structures – 

such as regime type -  that shape the size of the winning coalition, thus creating 

different patterns of behavior. This suggest we can expect similar patterns for 

democratically elected political leaders (or in multiparty systems: governing parties) 

since they all face similar pressure: perceived bad policy performance by the public 

can translate into bad electoral performance, and endanger their political survival. 

Even though empirical findings suggest that politicians assume that the general 

public will hold them accountable for military casualties (e.g. Bueno De Mesquita & 

Siverson, 1995; Filson & Werner, 2002; Gartner, 2008), the question is whether this 

is indeed (always) the case.  
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III. Design and methods 

Description of the dependent variable 

Since I am interested in whether an increase in military casualties has an effect on 

popularity, and in line with empirical studies testing the rally-around-the-flag-effect, 

voting intention is my dependent variable (e.g. Hetherington & Nelson, 2003; 

Lambert et al., 2010; Norpoth & Sidman, 2007; Schubert et al., 2002). In contrast to 

individual level data such as surveys on military interventions that express levels of 

support for the intervention itself, voting intention is not fielded on an ad hoc basis, 

and polls therefore have regular intervals independent of what happens during an 

intervention (Feaver & Gelpi, 2004).  

  To track changes in popularity, I have built a dataset comprising monthly 

polling data (1990-2014) from all the countries in my sample (Canada, Denmark, 

Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the 

United States). For European countries, I used the monthly average of available 

polling data from several bureaus (see: appendix 1). In order to make sure that 

changes in the polls are not related to changes in the number of polling agencies 

that were used to calculate a monthly average, I have created a dummy variable 

which indicates whether in any given month the average is made up from different 

polling agencies than the month before (1) or not (0). I found no significant effect 

(see: appendix 1, table 2). Since many European countries are multiparty systems 

and thus several parties are simultaneously in government, my unit of analysis is 

governing party_month (instead of country_month). To make sure the found effects 

on popularity are brought on by military casualties (and not the other way around), I 

ran a second diagnostics on my dependent variable and tested for endogeneity. 

Before running a Durbin Wu-Hausman diagnostic, I have conducted a two-stage-

least squares (2SLS) where I took duration as the dependent variable (Y1), military 

casualties as the suspected endogenous explanatory variable (Y2) and popularity as 

the instrumental variable. These tests reveal no reverse causality (see: appendix 1, 

table 3). 

  My dependent variable expresses the difference in the percentage of 

(potential) voters for a certain party (t) and those in the previous month (t-1). Since 

the rally effect lasts for 1-2 months on average (Eichenberg, Stoll, & Lebo, 2006; 

Lian & Oneal, 1993) it is preferable to use data on a monthly rather than a quarterly 
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basis. 

 

Description of the independent variables 

My first and main independent variable of interest, military casualties, is 

operationalized in two different ways: (1) by the number of military casualties during 

missions in a given month and (2) the rate of change of military casualties from 

month-to-month. I have collected these data through open data sources, such as 

army archives, rolls of honor and veteran websites.11 Since military casualties are a 

rare event, this independent variable is not normally distributed. 77.4% of all the 

observations are zeros, with 1 casualty in any given month accounting for 11.7% of 

the observations. In addition, there are large differences between countries in terms 

of the number of military casualties, with the United States accounting for every 

observation of >84 (with a maximum of 173). Even though traditional studies (such 

as Mueller, 1971) use logged cumulative casualties as main independent variable, 

logging eliminates variation in patterns due to casualty build up over time (Gartner, 

2008). I therefore use the absolute numbers of military casualties (“marginal 

casualties”) and control for country effects (see: appendix 2.6) to ensure the United 

States does not consume my model. 

   The second operationalization, rate of change of military casualties, uses the 

difference in the number of military casualties (t) and those in the previous month (t-

1). There are several reasons for doing so. First, rates of change takes into account 

that a monthly casualty figure is relative (Gartner, 2008; Gartner & Segura, 1998; 

Murray, 2001). For example, if there were 50 military casualties in the previous 

month it will be perceived differently if the previous trend was 150, 100 and then 50, 

from when the previous trend were to be 0, 25 and then 50. Second, and related to 

the former, trends influence individuals’ estimates of not only the direction but also 

the possible magnitude of future losses (Gartner & Segura, 1998). As a 

consequence, the Δcasualty growth variable can also take on negative values in a 

certain month (t) when there are fewer military casualties in relation to the previous 

month (t-1, see figure 1). Since many countries are not every month confronted with 

                                                             
11 Even though different countries measure the number of military casualties differently (e.g. whether 
soldiers that have suffered a heart attack are considered ‘killed during a mission’ - or not), the number 
of military casualties in the dataset are based on the numbers reported by the national governments as 
such. Due to limited data availability through open sources, the number of military casualties are strictly 
reserved for army personnel and are thus excluding private (military) contractors. 
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a growing number of casualties, the variable is not normally distributed. As with the 

previous operationalization of the military casualties variable, I have chosen not to 

log it to avoid elimination of variation in patterns. 

 

In order to test the second hypothesis on the rally effect, I use this variable to 

operationalize a rally event. According to Mueller (1970, 1971) “specific, dramatic, 

and sharply focused” events during international crises can increase incumbent 

support. In this paper, I operationalize the event of military casualties as a rally 

event. Participation in active combat is highly related to the number of military 

casualties, and also allows to account for traditional rally events such as the initiation 

of war. For instance, on a US-only sample, Gelpi & Feaver found – when controlling 

for the initiation of war – no effect, since the  “the casualties suffered during the 

major combat phase captures the rally event” (Gelpi & Feaver, 2006:20). In addition, 

many countries in my sample do not (1) often initiate wars, but rather support US- or 

French led interventions (e.g. Iraq or Mali), and (2) relatively rarely suffer military 

casualties. Therefore, the use of military casualties as a rally event is most 

appropriate to test both within and outside the US-context.  

  Approaching military casualties as a rally event has some theoretical 

implications as well. For instance, fair share of the studies on casualty tolerance 

have used (the log of) cumulative casualties (Gartner & Segura, 1998; Mueller, 1970, 

1971). Some of these studies have used the theory of investment to explain varying 

levels of casualty tolerance (e.g. Koch, 2011). Here it is argued that increasing costs 

in a conflict, such as military casualties, can increase the probability that voters will 

support the incumbent. While this paper looks into the question of whether the public 

responds to rally events in times of international crisis (by supporting the incumbent 

when faced with losses), analyses employing cumulative military casualties will help 

answer questions on whether mounting costs an help explain casualty tolerance. I 

have rerun the analysis with cumulative military casualties as a robustness check 

(see: appendix 2.10), and found (in line with model 1 in this paper) no effects.  
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Figure 1. Distribution of Δcasualty growth variable 

 

The second independent variable, duration, is the sum of the total number of months 

a country was involved in missions. Since the unit of observation are those months in 

which countries were involved in a military intervention, the minimum number of 

duration is 1 month. This allows to weigh countries that participate in several conflicts 

at the same time (e.g. both Afghanistan and Iraq, such as the Netherlands) different 

than those that are involved in one intervention at the time (e.g. Afghanistan alone, 

such as France). Countries that participated in both the Afghanistan and Iraq 

interventions show relative high numbers. For instance, the number of months they 

were involved in any given intervention at that time can be as high as 221 (e.g. 

Denmark in 2011) or even 229 months (e.g. United States in 2011). Figure 2 shows 

the total duration of the military intervention by year and conflicts. Here we see that 

certain interventions (e.g. Afghanistan and Iraq) took place around the same time, 

creating a certain degree of overlap. However, it is important to stress that the 

duration variable expresses the total number of months a government is involved at 

a given time (t). Especially since the two long lasting wars of Afghanistan and Iraq 

are two overlapping interventions, the total number of months can add up quickly. 
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Figure 2: Duration per conflict in months (including overlap) 

 

 

The data come from an original dataset I have created which codes all the decisions 

(e.g. prolong mandate, in- or decrease number of troops) related to military 

interventions known to the public (and thus excluding covert operations) from 11 

OECD-countries12 in the period 1990-2014 which allowed me to clearly distinguish 

between (peace) enforcement and post-conflict operations (such as the training 

missions in Afghanistan and Iraq). This is important since (peace) enforcement 

missions operate in (1) a higher specter of violence translating into higher casualty 

rates and (2) incorporating post-conflict missions can significantly distort the image 

of commitment in terms of time. For instance, Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2003 can 

be considered a follow-up (or: escalation) of Operation Southern Watch (1991-2003) 

which itself followed immediately after Operation Desert Storm (1991). Hence, even 

though the literature makes a clear distinction between the military operations in Iraq 

                                                             
12 The analyses in this paper focusses on 10 countries out of the total sample of 11. For France, only 
presidential approval ratings were found through open sources. Since France is (in contrast to the 
United States) a multiparty system, this can be problematic for this particular analysis that employs 
voting intention as a dependent variable and is therefore dropped from the sample for this analysis.   
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in 1991 and those in 2003, when approached from the perspective of military 

interventions – these can also constitute two “peaks” over military involvement during 

a long term conflict with Iraq. All available literature on public opinion in wartime 

treats the involvement in Iraq in 1991 and 2003 as two separate events, and for good 

reason: separating these two provides a more accurate representation of how the 

public and politicians perceived the involvement in Iraq. The same goes for the 

separating involvement in former Yugoslavia (mainly Croatia, Bosnia and Serbia) 

from involvement in the following conflict in Kosovo. It was not until June 1998 

(almost three years after the Dayton accords ending the Bosnian civil war) when 

American president Clinton issued a state of emergency in Kosovo which resulted in 

the following months in the deployment of American and European troops. Even 

though both conflicts are a direct result of the disintegration of the Former Republic 

of Yugoslavia, they are treated as two separate conflicts (and interventions) in 

literature and thus also in this paper (see: table 1). 

 

Table 1: Operations per conflict 

Conflict Operation 

First Gulf War (1991) Operation Desert Shield 

Operation Desert Storm 

 

Yugoslav War (1992-1995) UNPROFOR* until SFOR 

 

Kosovo War (1999) Operation Joint Guardian (KFOR) 

 

War in Afghanistan (2002-2014) Operation Enduring Freedom until ISAF X 

 

War in Iraq (2003-2011) Operation Iraqi Liberation until Multinational 

Force in Iraq 

* established to deter attacks on the safe areas with the use of force (Akashi, 1995) 

 

To ensure that if there is a rally-effect, it is exclusively bound to governing parties, I 

have ran an additional analysis for opposition parties (with a split sample) as a 

robustness check. The effects resulting from the analysis were indeed bound to 
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governing parties only (see: appendix 2.1). 

There is a widespread consensus in the literature that the economic state of a 

country greatly matters for approval rates, and thus a government’s standing (Lewis-

Beck & Paldam, 2000; Nadeau, Lewis-Beck, & Belanger, 2012; Nadeau & Lewis‐

Beck, 2001). To make sure that the effects attributed to military casualties are not an 

artifact of a worsening state of the economy, I have incorporated the OECD 

standardized unemployment rates and inflation allowing me to create the so-called 

misery index on a monthly basis. This is in line with earlier empirical studies on the 

rally effect (Brulé & Williams, 2009; DeRouen, 1995; Ostrom Jr. & Job, 1986). As a 

robustness check, I replaced the misery index for consumer confidence index (CCI) 

(see: appendix 2.2). The CCI measures how voters themselves experience the 

country’s state of the economy rather than using indicators of which we assume they 

have an effect on sentiments (Eichenberg et al., 2006; O’Connor, Balasubramanyan, 

Routledge, & Smith, 2010). Using the misery index or CCI does not influence my 

results. 

 As mentioned in the theory section, besides economic performance, the so-

called early term “honeymoon” effect has been found to influence polls (Cordesman, 

2010; Hetherington & Nelson, 2003; Lai & Reiter, 2005; Norpoth, 1984; G. B. Powell 

& Whitten, 1993). In order to control for this, and in line with earlier empirical studies, 

I have incorporated a count-down variable from the first month in office (rated with 

the highest score: 6) to the sixth month in office (rated with the lowest score: 1) 

based on the maximum duration of this effect as identified in the literature (Beck, 

Carr, & Walmsley, 2012; Cordesman, 2010; González‐Bailón, Banchs, & 

Kaltenbrunner, 2012). 

  Finally, I control by country and include a separate analysis that excludes the 

United States. To make sure the United States (the outlier in the sample) does not 

consume the model, I have ran an extra analysis which controls for troop to 

population ratio which can be found in the appendix (see: appendix 2.3). 

 

Table 2. Operationalization of Main (In)dependent Variables 

Dependent 

variables 

Indicator Data source Mean St.Dev. Min. Max. 

∆Popularity ∆polls = pollst – See: appendix 1 -.062 2.21 -30.8 27.5 
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polls(t-1) 

Independent 

variables 

Indicator Data source Mean St.Dev. Min. Max. 

∆military 

casualties 

military casualties t 

– military 

casualties(t-1) 

See: appendix 1 

 

-.000 5.70 -137 133 

Duration Total number of 

months involved in 

conflict 

 58.12 56.86 0 229 

∆Misery 

index  

Misery index t – 

misery index (t-1) 

 

Standardized on a 

monthly basis 

OECD -.010 

 

 

.566 -10.31 8.40 

Honeymoon Countdown 

variable 6 months 

(starting 1 month 

after elections) 

Parlgov dataset     

Troops Log of troops : log 

of population (ratio) 

See: appendix 1 .456 .065 .106 .683 

 

IV. Estimation method 

I conduct cross sectional time series analyses since this allows me to account for the 

dynamics between my dependent variable, the difference in popularity, and my 

independent variables (see: table 2). Such models have issues with autocorrelation  

(Beck & Katz, 1995). Even though lagged variables incorporate feedback over time 

in my model, they can introduce the issue of heteroskedastic error terms at the same 

time (Stimson, 1985). In addition, the biases of lagged variables associated with 

trends within my independent variables and error term can annul the effect of the 

theoretical model (Plümper, Troeger, & Manow, 2005). When running a fixed-effects 
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(within) regression with a lagged dependent, the results were similar to those when 

applying Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) regression corrected for auto-

correlated errors (see: appendix 2.4). FGLS as an estimation technique is more 

effective, since my panel is unbalanced: not every country in my sample holds its 

election simultaneously, and there are some months in which polling data are 

missing. FGLS allows to correct for this in two ways (1) by estimating autocorrelation 

within panels as well as heteroskedasticity across panels by corrected for auto-

correlated errors and (2) by constructing confidence intervals around relative 

changes and specify the type of standard error reported robust to misspecification. 

Therefore, FGLS will be my estimation technique since it can estimate 

autocorrelation (AR(1)) within panels, as well heteroskedasticity across panels. 

 

V.  Findings 

Do military casualties influence governing parties’ popularity? Model 1 (table 3) 

indicates that military casualties or the rate of change of military casualties have no 

significant effect on popularity. Positive changes in the misery index (indicating a 

worsening economic condition) have a significant negative effect on the polls. An 

increase in the misery index leads to a -.156 drop in the polls the following month. 

Positive changes in the honeymoon variable translate into positive changes in the 

polls. Since the honeymoon variable is a count variable, this indicates that the 

shorter a government is in office the better this is for its standing in the polls. 

However, and contrary to earlier empirical studies (Cordesman, 2010; Hetherington 

& Nelson, 2003; Lai & Reiter, 2005; Norpoth, 1984; G. B. Powell & Whitten, 1993), 

the effect is not significant. Model 2 employs the second operationalization of military 

casualties by looking at the rate of change on a monthly basis. The casualty growth 

is positive and insignificant suggesting there is no effect. The results for the control 

variables are similar. Apart from the negative significant effect of worsening 

economic conditions on the polls (for every one-point increase in the misery index, 

there is a -.155 drop in the polls the next month), all the other indicators are not 

significant.  

  These results indicate that military casualties do not threaten the popularity of 

the incumbent. They demonstrate that the public is not casualty averse, nor does it 
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blame the government once confronted with the costs of war. This means I can reject 

H1. 

 

 

Table 3. Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) regression analyses of 

military casualties on the change in polls for governing parties 

  

Basic model 1:  

Absolute number of 

military casualties 

 

Basic model 2: 

Casualty growth 

 Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties -.001 .003   

∆ Casualty growth   .020 .050 

∆ Misery Index -.156* .067 -.155* .067 

Honeymoon .023 .022 .023 .022 

Constant -.065 .040 -.070 .030 

N (obs) 

N (parties) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

Wald 6.56 6.59 

Note: * p <.05. Time-series cross-sectional regression analyses of changes in voting intention, using 

an AR(1) specification.  We use observations from 39 governing parties (N (groups)), with a total of 

4017 changes.  

 

Are the effects of  military casualties of a temporary nature? Do military casualties 

have an effect only in the beginning of the mission, or only once the intervention 

drags on? Model 3 and 4, which table 4 presents, includes the duration-variable that 

accounts for the total number of months a country is involved in a military 

intervention at any given time (t). Since my hypotheses assume a different response 

of the public towards military casualties depending on the time, an interaction effect 

between the military casualties variables and duration variable is included in models 

3 and 4. Both models confirm my second hypothesis: governing parties are not being 
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punished in the polls for military casualties in the beginning of the intervention. On 

the contrary, every military casualty leads to an increase of .018% in the polls the 

following month. A small, but significant effect. The effect is even larger when there 

is an increase in casualty growth: if the rate of military casualties increases (and 

more lives of soldiers are lost in relation to the previous month) governing parties 

can expect an increase of .25% in the polls. Since one standard deviation in my 

dependent variable is larger (1.73) the effect is significant but small. 

 

Moreover, the positive effect for governing parties disappears over time and turns 

into a significant negative one. This indicates an asymmetrical effect: governing 

parties get rewarded for negative outcomes in the first period of a long term 

intervention, but they get punished for the negative outcomes of their decisions as 

the intervention drags on. This falls in line with the expectations from the literature: 

the longer an intervention takes, and the more costly it becomes (in terms of military 

casualties) the more the general public will doubt the wisdom of the intervention 

(Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003; Levy, 1996). Even though both in the same 

direction and significant, these effect are even stronger for the operationalization of 

military casualty growth (see: figure 2). This suggests that government popularity 

increases even more if the level of military casualties is higher this month than it was 

in the previous one. Again, this falls in line with expectation from the literature 

(Gartner, 2008; Gartner & Segura, 1998). 

 

Table 4. Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) regression analyses of 

military casualties on the change in polls for governing parties 

  

Interaction effect model 3:  

Absolute number of 

military casualties 

 

Interaction effect model 4: 

Casualty growth 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .018* .006   

∆ Casualty growth   .255* .086 

Military casualties x -.000* .000   
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duration 

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.002* .000 

Duration -.000 .000 -.000 .000 

∆ Misery Index -.151* .067 -.156* .067 

Honeymoon .023 .022 .025 .022 

Constant -.088 .041 -.052 .041 

N (obs) 

N (parties) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

Wald 18.85* 17.60* 

Note: * p <.05. Time-series cross-sectional regression analyses of changes in voting intention, using 

an AR(1) specification.  We use observations from 39 governing parties (N (groups)), with a total of 

4017 changes.  

 

Figure 3: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties 
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Figure 3 shows the average marginal effects of an increase in military casualties (in 

absolute numbers and in terms of growth) on the polls over time. Here, I have 

compared several hypothetical populations (for every 25 months) which have the 

same values as the other independent variables in the model. The only difference 

between these hypothetical populations is time (e.g. up to 25 months into the 

intervention, up to 50 months into the intervention, etc.), so any difference can 

therefore be explained by a difference in time. All the values above the zero line 

indicate a positive effect, those below the zero a negative effect. The effects are 

significant if the margins remain either above or below the zero-line. Figure 2 thus 

illustrates how governing parties experience positive effect (and thus go up in the 

polls) once they are confronted with an increase in military casualties, but only in 

month 0-50 of the intervention. This turns into an increasing significant negative 

effect from the 150th month onwards. From the 150th month, for each military 

casualty the incumbent can expect a decrease in the polls of 0.13%, up to 0.29 from 

the 225th month onwards. Since the duration variable expresses the total number of 

months a country is involved in military interventions, these high numbers are only 

found for those countries who participated for either (1) a long period in the war in 

Afghanistan (e.g. Canada who was involved from March, 2002 onwards), or (2) in 

both the Afghanistan and the Iraq War (e.g. the Netherlands, which by May, 2009 

was involved for 80 months in Afghanistan and 70 months in Iraq). Countries that 

were involved in interventions for a longer (total) time period of 200 months are 

limited to Denmark, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the United States, 

with the United States as the only country which was involved for a total number of 

225 months (18,75 years of involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq combined). 

  Contrary to what the literature suggest, we see a relatively long lasting rally 

effect for the incumbent: the significant positive effect lasts when governments are 

up to a total number of 50 months caught up in intervention(s). Since there are 

several missions overlapping each other and are in various stages at any given time 

(t), it is difficult to assess how long the rally effect actually is for each separate 

intervention. To assess whether there are differences for those missions that started 

before 9/11 and after, I ran the analysis for both time periods (from January 1990 

until August 2001 and from September 2001 until December 2014) as a robustness 

check (see: appendix 2.5). The reason for doing so is twofold. First, during the 1990s 
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most interventions (e.g. those in former-Yugoslavia) were humanitarian missions 

with relatively little risk for soldiers. But after 9/11 most interventions were large-

scale large-risk ground operations to first bring about regime change, and eventually 

quell counterinsurgencies. This led to an increase in military casualties for 

participating countries. Before 9/11, the countries in my sample were confronted with 

an average of .108 military casualties per month. After 9/11 this increased tenfold to 

an average of 1.11. Apart from the higher number of military casualties, public 

opinion towards humanitarian mission might be different from missions aimed at 

regime change or anti-terrorism efforts. Contrary to the main consensus in literature: 

there is a rally effect in the beginning of missions but only in the pre-911 period, and 

– in line with empirical findings on the perceived success of a mission – seems 

conditional (Boettcher & Cobb, 2006; Eichenberg, 2005; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006). For 

the Gulf War (the only mission in my sample not coinciding with other interventions) 

there is an increased positive effect from the 6th month (February, 1991) onwards: 

that month, coalition troops initiated Operation Desert Storm and moved into Iraq. 

This advance was swifter than anticipated and by the end of the month, Iraqi troops 

began retreating from Kuwait.  

  For the two large scale interventions after 9/11 (Afghanistan and Iraq), there is 

no rally effect in the beginning of the mission. However, after a total of 100 months 

governing parties get punished. It is not clear whether these differences can be 

explained by either the difference in the nature of these mission, or the differences in 

casualty levels.  

 

Since a fair share of the rally-around-the-flag literature is based on US-findings 

(Arena & Bak, 2013; Groeling & Baum, 2008; Hetherington & Nelson, 2003b; for an 

overview see: Levy, 1989) with the United Kingdom as an exception (Lai & Reiter, 

2005) the question is whether this is purely an American (or Anglo-Saxon) 

phenomenon.  

 To check whether the US does not consume the model, this country is 

dropped from the analysis in Model 5 and 6 of which the results are shown in table 5. 

Again, all the effects hold, indicating that the rally-around-the-flag effect is not 

exclusively bound to the United States. Instead, this effect can be seen as a 

widespread phenomenon in mature, Western industrial democracies (see: figure 4). 

As figure 4 shows, the significant negative effects after the 150th month of the 
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intervention disappear. The effects (both the positive effect in the beginning and the 

negative effect later on in the mission) disappear altogether when using the 

operationalization of casualty growth. This could be explained by (1) the on average 

positive growth experienced by the United States (mean: .178) and the on average 

negative growth by the other countries in my sample (mean: -.074), brought on by 

the relatively lower military casualties non-US countries have experienced. As a 

robustness check (see: appendix 2.6), I have rerun the analysis controlling for 

countries. Here, all the effects hold suggesting that the rally-effect cannot be 

explained by differences in country characteristics. It is worth noting that for some 

countries the direction of the effect (even though insignificant) turns negative, 

suggesting that in these countries governing parties experience overall negative (but 

not significant) effects. This could be explained by the fact that countries 

experiencing these negative effects such as Canada, Spain, the Netherlands, United 

Kingdom and United States, are relatively often “leading nations” during military 

missions and thus experience higher level of military casualties, but unfortunately my 

data do not allow me to further investigate these differences.  

 

Table 5: Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) regression analyses of 

military casualties on the change in polls for governing parties 

  

Two way interaction model 5: 

Military casualties (excl. US) 

 

Two way interaction model 6: 

Growth rate (excl. US) 

Y ∆polls B SE Β SE 

Military casualties .066* .022   

∆ Casualty growth   .157 .095 

∆ Misery index -.128* .063 -.133*  .063 

Duration .000 .000 .000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000 .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.001 .000 
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Honeymoon .014 .021 .012 .020 

Constant -.092* .038 -.058 .038 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

3718 

37 

 3718 

37 

 

Wald 15.90* 7.63 

Note: * p <.05. Time-series cross-sectional regression analyses of changes in voting intention, using 

an AR(1) specification.  We use observations from 39 governing parties (N (groups)), with a total of 

4017 changes.  

 

Figure 4: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for non US- governing parties 

 

 

In addition to the above, in the appendix several robustness checks of my analysis 

can be found with a duration dummy, a re-run of the analysis with a third 

operationalization of the independent variable (Δ intensity) that measures the change 

in the number of military casualties in relation to the total number of troops send 

abroad, and controlled for additional operational factors such as conflict intensity and 
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battle-related-deaths. To ensure the effects hold across party ideology as well, I have 

controlled for right-left orientation of the governing parties as well. Again, all the 

effects hold (see: appendix 2: robustness checks).  

 

V. Conclusion & discussion 

Do military casualties always damage a government’s popularity? No. The increasing 

doubt in literature whether increasing death tolls during conflicts are always 

associated with declining political and public support – is justified on the aggregate 

level as well. My two hypotheses (the casualty aversion and the rally-around-the-flag 

hypotheses) tested whether governing parties get punished for negative 

consequences of their policy in the polls. By doing so, I tested a widespread 

assumption in literature and among political and military elites: long term and costly 

interventions are bad political business for those in government (Bueno De Mesquita 

et al., 2003; Kriner & Shen, 2012; L. K. Williams et al., 2010). I found (partial) support 

for this assumption. 

  In addition, I found a rally effect in the beginning of non-peacekeeping 

missions that seem to last longer than literature anticipates. Governments can reap 

the benefits for at least a year into the intervention. More importantly, the rally effect 

is not an exclusive American phenomenon. This is perhaps the most interesting 

finding, since the tendency in literature is to ascribe the rally effect almost exclusively 

to the United States (Arena & Bak, 2015; Groeling & Baum, 2008; Hetherington & 

Nelson, 2003; Lambert et al., 2010; Norpoth & Sidman, 2007; Schubert et al., 2002) 

.Despite the relatively high opposition and diverging European governmental 

positions during the wars most strongly connected in literature to the rally effect, Iraq 

and Afghanistan (Levy, Pensky, & Torpey, 2005; Schuster & Maier, 2006), European 

governments too experience increasing levels of support whenever death toll rises 

during the first months of the intervention. Moreover, evidence for punishment in the 

polls for long lasting interventions are less robust than the rally-effect in the 

beginning hereof.  

  Debunking the widespread assumption in political and military elites that 

military casualties do not sit well with the electorate is important for several reasons. 

First, on a political level, numerous presidents felt the need to account for military 
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policies and military casualties during their presidential campaigns, such as 

president George W. Bush who had to deal with anti-war sentiments during his 2004 

campaign (Berinsky, 2009; Karol & Miguel, 2007) or were criticized for not doing so, 

such as presidential nominee Hillary Clinton in the 2016 campaign over the events in 

Benghazi.  

  Second, the assumption that military casualties endanger government 

popularity seems to have inspired certain foreign policies and force protection rules. 

For instance, the early US-retreats from interventions such as Bosnia (before 1995), 

Rwanda (1994) and Zaire (1995) have been explained as anticipatory policies 

motivated by the fear of public backlash due to this aversion towards casualties 

(Lacquement, 2003). The Weinberg/Powell doctrine further advanced the 

assumption that public support was difficult to obtain, and easy to loose especially 

when confronted with casualties. This led to overly stringent force protection rules 

during the 1999 Kosovo mission, during which American troops were outfitted with 

every force protection-gadget imaginable in order to prevent military casualties. As 

one American officer noted at the time: “being dressed as a Ninja Turtle gets in the 

way” (Mockaitis, 2004:15).  During the deployment in Afghanistan, this so-called 

“force-protection fetishism” has affected military tactical deployment “in three ways: 

armorizing, employment of forward operating basis (FOBs), and the application of 

heavy firepower” (Gibson, 2009: 4). By doing so, troops have been isolated from the 

populace during missions and have deflected casualties onto civilians, making 

counterinsurgency efforts nearly impossible (Egnell, 2010; Gilmore, 2011; 

Zambernardi, 2010). In addition, and even more important, it signals to enemies that 

Western political leaders are casualty averse, and that defeat is thus brought on by 

Western military casualties rather than military victory. Hence, overly focusing on 

force protection and the prevention of military casualties, military and political elites 

can paradoxically encourage suicide attacks on Western military forces to provoke 

withdrawal.  

 

My results demonstrate how insights from selectorate theory in combination with 

more recent available data allows for systematic testing using aggregate level data. 

Even though some phenomena are sometimes wrongfully interpreted as “typical” US 

(since inferences are drawn based on a US-sample) these results underscores 

earlier findings on how regime types, in this case Western democracies, show similar 
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mechanisms (Bueno de Mesquita et al., 2003; Kisangani& Pickering, 2009). 

Unfortunately, my data does not allow to establish under what circumstances voters 

actually “defect” to another party and if so, to which (opposition) party. This is 

especially difficult to establish on the aggregate level for multiparty systems where 

voters can often choose from more than one liberal, social-democratic or Christian-

democratic party. One way to address this would be to would be to use individual 

level data. Combining both cross-national aggregate and individual level data, such 

as done by Koch (2011), will allow to model individual vote choice in response to 

rally events such as military casualties. Are voters more tolerant when losses incur 

whenever “their” party is in government, as established by US-based studies (e.g. 

Berinsky, 2009; Fordham, 1998)? The limitation of aggregate level data, as used in 

this study, is that it only allows us to make inferences on the entire selectorate. 

Future research will benefit from combining these insights with individual level data 

to establish under what circumstances the winning coalition starts to crumble.  

 

A second shortcoming of this study that could be addressed in future research is the 

difficulties arising when trying to generalize findings from an outlier in the political, 

institutional and military sense such as the United States. Apart from the United 

States, there are no presidential systems in this sample which makes the country not 

only an outlier in terms of the number of military casualties suffered but institutional 

arrangements as well. The United States is also an outlier in terms of burden sharing 

in multinational military interventions, which makes it difficult to establish why other 

operationalizations of military casualties seem less apt. For instance, even though 

most US-based studies employ cumulative casualties as the main independent 

variable, I found no effect on incumbent popularity (see: appendix 2.10). It is difficult 

to assess whether this is due to the limitations of my data or whether this 

measurement is not adequate for a larger set of democracies. It is important to note 

that studies employing (marginal) cumulative casualties (such as Gartner & Segura, 

1998) look at US-interventions in Vietnam and Korea, and thus marked periods of 

US-soldiers engaged in active combat. This is different from the post-conflict 

reconstruction phases in which European countries in my sample were involved (in 

e.g. former Yugoslavia). Distinguishing active fighting troops from those in support 

roles is difficult to disentangle from a month to month basis, especially during 

counterinsurgency operations such as Afghanistan and Iraq. My data does 
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incorporate information on the type of troops that are deployed (e.g. marines, air 

force, land forces etc.) but whether these troops are actually deployed in the theatre 

is not always clear. To establish this, I would need data on the actual size of the 

theatre (on a month-to-month basis) and the exact location of the troops (on a 

month-to-month basis). Unfortunately, this data is not available through open 

sources. Future research could benefit from operationalizing the level of burden 

sharing by countries, to establish the intensity of the deployment. 

 

This evidence of a cross-national rally effect subscribes at the same time the main 

consensus in literature that group membership (in this case to a country, rather than 

to a political party) creates a higher tolerance towards negative policy outcomes in 

times of crisis. Despite the high number of military casualties which are only to be 

found in the United States, I was able to systematically test and compare polling data 

and conclude that both Americans and European tend to rally around their flags. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
Don’t mention the war vs escalating commitment:  

political party responses to military casualties 

(co-authored with Gijs Schumacher) 

 Abstract 

Do political parties change their position when the number of military casualties 

increases in interventions abroad? Several studies demonstrate that once a 

country’s military casualties increase, public support for the military presence in that 

conflict and sometimes even the government itself declines. With this potential public 

opinion backlash, once governing parties are faced with military casualties do they 

(1) maintain that intervention was the ‘right thing’ to do and even escalate their 

commitment by becoming even more pro-military or (2) do they try to avoid the 

blame for the casualties and downplay the issue, i.e. “not mentioning the war”? And 

opposition parties: do they become more negative or more positive about the 

military? To evaluate this we measure the position on military issues in parties’ 

election manifestos. Our dataset comprises 326 party policy changes in 11 OECD-

countries and focuses on post-Cold War military interventions . By using pooled time-

series cross-sectional analysis, we find that opposition parties and government 

parties respond differently to increasing military casualties. Generally, government 

parties become more negative in their manifesto and opposition parties more 

positive. We also demonstrate important differences between party families and 

pre/post 9-11. Our analyses show that whether political parties change policy course 

once confronted with negative outcomes (in this case military casualties) not only 

depends on their position in office, but the direction in which they change policy 

depends on political ideology. 
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Many Western democracies have – almost permanently - troops committed to some 

troubled region in the world  (see: chapter 2). With some regularity soldiers’ lives are 

lost in these missions abroad, especially in large scale missions that entail high-

risks, such as the interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq. Foreign interventions affect 

incumbent support (Mueller, 2005; Norpoth & Sidman, 2007; Tir & Singh, 2013). In 

particular, higher (own) casualty levels in military interventions abroad decrease 

public support for the mission (Eichenberg, 2005; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006) or even the 

incumbent itself (Eichenberg et al., 2006; Karol & Miguel, 2007; Mueller, 1970, 

1971). How do political parties respond to this?  

If a military mission becomes increasingly unpopular due to increasing casualties 

among the nation’s soldiers, government parties have two choices. First, government 

parties defend the intervention and even escalate their commitment by becoming 

more outspoken on the subject in a positive manner (Boettcher & Cobb, 2009; 

Fearon, 1994; Gennaioli & Voth, 2011; Staw, 1976). We label this the escalate 

commitment hypothesis. Second, government parties shift in the same direction as 

public opinion (Adams 2012), by becoming less positive or even negative about the 

military. Public policy analysts claim that if governments carry out unpopular policies 

they engage in blame avoidance strategies to evade electoral punishment (Pierson, 

1994; Vis & van Kersbergen, 2007; Weaver, 1986; Wenzelburger, 2014). According 

to these lines of reasoning government parties try to defuse the issue by focusing 

attention on other issues, and taking a more neutral stance towards the military. We 

label this the don’t mention the war hypothesis.  

  Opposition parties also face a dilemma: do they ride the wave of public 

dissatisfaction with an unpopular military intervention and attack the government on 

the military issue (blame the government hypothesis)? Or would such a move be 

seen as unpatriotic, and will they instead support the troops in the field (rally-around-

the-flag hypothesis)? 

We approach these questions by analyzing the strategic communication of parties in 

their election manifestos. These documents are relevant since parties constitute 

central actors that link and broker the preferences of voters to policy (Gemenis, 

2013; Green-Pedersen, 2007). Even though the content is not often well known to 

the public, they constitute the core of party’s policy and most of all contain promises 
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that parties can later be held accountable for (Walgrave & Nuytemans, 2009). 

Several studies have shown that an increase in military casualties can influence 

electoral outcomes (Dannenbaum, 2011; Gartner et al., 2003; Karol & Miguel, 2007; 

Norpoth & Sidman, 2007), and often have led to heated debates during electoral 

campaigns. For instance, numerous presidents felt the need to account for military 

policies and military casualties during their presidential campaigns, such as 

president George W. Bush who had to deal with anti-war sentiments during his 2004 

campaign (Berinsky, 2009; Karol & Miguel, 2007) or were criticized for not doing so, 

such as presidential nominee Hillary Clinton in the 2016 campaign over the events in 

Benghazi. If parties indeed make a strategic evaluation based on electoral 

sentiments, we should expect to see pre-emptive shifts in party policy positions in 

strategic documents such as party manifestoes (Adams, Haupt, & Stoll, 2008). 

Our paper analyzes 326 changes in issue position  of 75 parties in 11 advanced 

democracies (Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States), for the post-Cold War 

period. Since the Cold War these democracies have fought in several large-scale 

wars (Bosnia, Afghanistan, First and Second Gulf War) and engaged in multiple 

post-conflict and state-building missions (both in earlier mentioned conflict areas, as 

well through participation in UN-missions). We use content-analyzed election 

manifesto data from the Manifesto Project (Volkens et al., 2015). This allows 

measurement of (changes in) party positions on the military. We combine the 

manifesto data with various datasets measuring the military death toll in a conflict13, 

the number of troops committed to an area of conflict (Military Balance data) and the 

total number of battle deaths in conflict areas around the world (UCDP dataset). We 

also explore differences in party responses before and after 9/11 . We found the 

more military casualties during the previous electoral term, the more government 

parties become negative in their next manifesto while opposition parties become 

more positive. 

 

                                                             
13 Data gathered through open sources (databases of national departments of Defense, rolls of honor, 
veteran-websites etc.), for more information see appendix. 
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I. Strategic options of government parties 

Most advanced democracies have troops committed to war zones. The missions for 

which these troops are deployed are very different: some missions are only 

observatory, others supply relief aid to distressed areas. Some missions sought to 

prevent genocide (e.g. Kosovo, 1999), while the aim of other missions was to bring 

about regime change (e.g. Iraq, 2003 and Afghanistan, 2002). Some missions carry 

almost no life-threatening risks for soldiers; the UN mission United Nations Iran–Iraq 

Military Observer Group (UNIIMOG, 1988-1991) had only 1 fatality in 3 years. The 

Second Battle of Fallujah in Iraq, where US soldiers were confronted with the fiercest 

urban combat since Vietnam, resulted in 54 fatalities between 7 and 16 November 

2004. Also, some countries – most obviously the US – have permanent overseas 

military presence, whereas others are much more reluctant to commit any troops 

abroad (such as Germany). Still, it is very rare for these 11 countries not to be 

involved in a mission abroad between 1990 and 2014. Even small countries like the 

Netherlands and Sweden commit on average a 1,000 troops per electoral term to 

missions all over the world. Larger countries like Canada or Italy commit on average 

about 4,000 troops, and the US has on average almost 400,000 troops per electoral 

term in the period 1990-2014. With different numbers of troops committed, it is 

unsurprising that the number of soldiers killed in action also differs markedly. Many 

countries are confronted with either a few dozen military casualties per electoral 

term, or with no military casualties per electoral term. The US is again an outlier with 

almost 1,000 military casualties per electoral term. Of course absolute differences in 

military casualties between-countries matter. Still, the within-country variation in 

military casualties also influences both public opinion and the tone of the national 

debate. This in turn influences the strategic options that government and opposition 

parties have when they are forced to respond to increases in military casualties.   

We first consider the strategic options of government parties. Because they are 

responsible for decisions regarding a military mission, the electorate sees them as 

responsible for military casualties. How can they respond to this? First, we posit the 

escalate your commitment hypothesis. This hypothesis describes the tendency of 

decision-makers to continue with (and sometimes even invest additional resources 

into) a failing course of action (Brockner, 1992; Staw, 1976, 1997) in an attempt to 
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justify the costs made thus far (J. S. Levy, 1997; McDermott, 2004). These so-called 

sunk-costs are being perceived as operating costs and decision-makers believe it is 

unlikely that similar costs would be incurred from new initiatives. Decision-makers 

are even more inclined to escalate their commitment to a failing course of action if 

they need to justify their decisions to others (Karlsson, Juliusson, & Gärling, 2005). 

One of the most frequently mentioned examples hereof is the US commitment to the 

Vietnam War (Ripstein, 2004; Rubin & Brockner, 1985; Staw, 1976; Whyte, 1986). 

Despite the warning by the undersecretary of state George Ball, that it was unlikely 

that the US would meet its objectives in Vietnam (Gettleman, Young, Franklin, & 

Franklin, 1995:283), President Johnson escalated the number of troops from 65,000 

to 537,000 from 1965 to 1968. Apart from foreign policy actions, politicians can 

escalate their commitment rhetorically justify the current course of action despite 

heavy losses. An example hereof is the American president George W. Bush, who 

argued that “retreating from Iraq would dishonor the men and women who have 

given their lives in that country, and mean their sacrifice has been in vain”(Boettcher 

& Cobb, 2009:678). 

           Groups and individuals (Bazerman, Giuliano, & Appelman, 1984; Brockner, 

1992; Whyte, 1993) display this tendency of investing more time and money to a 

decision made earlier despite increasing costs, and basically “throw good money 

after bad” (Garland, 1990:728). In the context of military interventions, increasing 

costs are mainly operationalized by tracking the increase in military casualties over 

the course of a military mission (Boettcher & Cobb, 2009; Nincic & Nincic, 1995; 

Staw, 1976). Several case studies of decision-making by the US government 

regarding the 2003 intervention in Iraq, highlight how psychological processes such 

as groupthink (Mintz & De Rouwen Jr, 2010) and loss aversion (Dyson, 2006) led to 

an escalation of commitment to the intervention in Iraq. 

With the escalate commitment hypothesis, we aim to test whether government 

parties indeed continue or increase their commitment to the military cause, despite 

obvious losses in terms of casualties. Here, and in the remainder of our article, we 

will translate increasing commitment as a shift towards a more positive position on 

the military despite the negative consequences suffered from implementing previous 

policies.   
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H1 The more military casualties in a conflict, the more pro-military government 

parties become in their next election manifesto 

Second, we posit an alternative hypothesis, the don’t mention the war hypothesis. 

Analyses of party policy shifts indicate that parties shift in the same direction as 

public opinion (Adams, 2012), especially if public opinion is moving away from a 

party (Adams, Clark, Ezrow, & Glasgow, 2004). Similarly, Budge and Farlie (1983) 

report that parties stress those issues that work for them and ignore those issues 

that work against them. Both findings suggest that in response to increasing military 

casualties in interventions abroad, parties should become more skeptical about the 

intervention.  

An assumption of this literature is that parties know public opinion, even on a specific 

issue like a military intervention. Several studies, in fact, demonstrate that political 

elites are biased in their beliefs about the effect of military casualties on public 

opinion. That is, elites assume the public to be more casualty averse than it actually 

is (Bausch, 2013; Berinsky, 2009; Berinsky & Kinder, 2006; Druckman, Peterson, & 

Slothuus, 2013; Gartner, 2008; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006; Mintz, Yang, & McDermott, 

2011; Tomz, 2007 for other views see Berinsky, 2007). For example, in a survey 

experiment conducted by Gelpi et al., members of the general public, civilian elites 

and military senior officials were asked for three hypothetical intervention scenarios 

how many casualties they would tolerate. They found members of the mass public to 

be more willing than policy elites to accept military casualties (Gelpi et al., 2009), 

suggesting different levels of casualty tolerance between elites and the mass public. 

This suggests that even if the public does not respond to an increase in military 

casualties, politicians still assume that they do and change their position in the 

direction they believe public opinion is.  In this paper, we explicitly test whether this is 

the case. The political reasons to intervene, and whether intervention was deemed a 

success or a failure set aside: do politicians assume military casualties are a reason 

to change political course when contending in the elections? 

Additional support for the expectation that government parties become less 

outspoken towards the military in response to military casualties comes from the 

literature that analyzes public policy reforms. This literature analyzes how 

governments implement painful retrenchment of popular public policy (e.g. welfare) 
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programs. By cutting back on these programs governments risk electoral punishment 

and to counter this they employ so-called blame avoidance strategies (Pierson, 

2002; Vis, 2016; Weaver, 1986; Wenzelburger, 2014). To give an example from the 

IR literature, when new information on the absence of Weapons of Mass Destruction 

(WMDs) in Iraq came out, the Bush Administration tried shifting the blame of their 

decision to intervene to the intelligence community (Bell, 2007; Preston, 2011). 

Another strategy is to try and change the agenda. By downplaying a difficult issue 

and putting new, more popular issues on the agenda the public might forget about 

the unpopular war.  

Following these lines of reasoning, and contra H1, one can expect government 

parties to shift towards a more neutral or even negative positive vis-à-vis the military, 

as a response increases in the number of soldiers killed during missions abroad. 

 H2 The more military casualties in a conflict, the more negative government parties 

become about the military in the next election manifesto 

II. Strategic options of opposition parties 

What about the options of opposition parties? Opposition parties are often 

considered as the losers of the electoral game (Riker, 1988). Their lack of access to 

office, and thus the rents, prestige and policy access associated with office, should 

motivate them to change strategy, and indeed these parties – in particular parties 

systematically out of office – have been identified as issue entrepreneurs (Hobolt & 

De Vries, 2015). If public opinion moves against the government, there is an 

opportunity for the opposition to blame the government for the mess and reap the 

electoral rewards (Bueno De Mesquita & Downs, 2006; A. Smith, 1998). This 

expectation falls in line with Arena’s observation that wars often “attract widespread 

support early on, with opposition emerging later” (Arena, 2015:109). The analyses 

about party policy shifts mentioned earlier do not differentiate between opposition 

and government parties. They provide the same hypothesis here: with public opinion 

moving against the intervention, parties will shift in the same direction as public 

opinion. Hypothesis 3, labelled the blame the government hypothesis formalizes 

these expectations. 
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 H3 The more military casualties in a conflict, the more negative opposition parties 

become about the military in the next manifesto 

The previous hypothesis is premised on the assumption that public opinion 

eventually moves against a military intervention if more and more soldiers are killed. 

However, shortly after the start of a military intervention, public support generally 

rises in favor of the intervention. Mueller (1970) analyzed the effect of foreign policy 

events on (US) presidential approval rates over time, such as the effects of the 

Korean and Vietnam war. He found that support for military interventions in the US 

peaks in the beginning of a war but steadily declines over time. This is the so-called 

rally-around-the-flag-effect, or rally effect in short (Mueller 1971, 2005). Rally effects 

generally recede during an electoral term. But this does not mean that it is politically 

advantageous to criticize the mission. For instance, when John Kerry 

criticized  president Bush’ handling of the Iraq War during the electoral campaign of 

2004, Democratic Senator Zell Miller, stated that "while young Americans are dying 

in the sands of Iraq and the mountains of Afghanistan, our nation is being torn apart 

and made weaker because of the Democrats' manic obsession to bring down our 

Commander-in-Chief" (McCroskey, 2006:324). Also outside campaign-time it is often 

seen as unpatriotic to criticize an intervention. Content analyses of newspaper 

editorials during the Iraq War (Chesebro, 1997; Dardis, 2006) identified a post 9/11 

rally effect (Aday, Cluverius, & Livingston, 2005; Dimitrova & Connolly-Ahern, 2007; 

Dimitrova & Strömbäck, 2005) in Western media. This effect has even been 

identified as one of the most important determinants of presidential (and wartime) 

vote in 2004 (Norpoth & Sidman, 2007). The rally effect is short lived in general (30 

days,Stoll, 1987) or 1-2 months, Lian & Oneal, 1993), the post 9/11 period marked a 

relatively long-term increased public support for governments as an exception (over 

13 months, Hetherington & Nelson, 2003; Schubert, Stewart, & Curran, 2002 - see: 

chapter 3). In other words, post 9/11 criticism towards the mission may actually 

cause a backlash and therefore, opposition parties motivated to recapture office, 

must show their patriotic credentials and pre-emptively support the mission 

especially if soldiers are getting killed during missions abroad. Here, opposition 

parties are aware of the rally effect and act accordingly since they have nothing to 

gain from opposing the government over its policies. In addition, the open political 

competition within democracies has an effect on the behavior of both governing and 
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opposition parties during international crises. In order for a threat to be credible, 

democracies can show resolve when threats show strong domestic support and thus 

an active opposition is absent (Schultz, 2013). Moreover, increasing legislative unity 

influences the likelihood of a government escalating in a conflict (Foster & Gibler, 

2016). We label this the rally-round-the-flag hypothesis. 

 H4 The more military casualties in a conflict, the more pro-military opposition parties 

become in the next manifesto 

III. Ideology, 9/11, and commitment 

Party policy shifts take place in a specific context. We consider three variables here 

that are likely – from a theoretical perspective – to influence the relationship between 

military casualties and party policy shifts: 9/11, the initial commitment of a party to a 

mission and the party’s ideology.  

First, the differences before and after 9/11. In the 1990s most interventions (e.g. 

those in former-Yugoslavia) were humanitarian missions with relatively little risk for 

soldiers. But after 9/11 most interventions were large-scale large-risk ground 

operations to first bring about regime change, and eventually quell 

counterinsurgencies. This brings about three effects. (1) The post 9/11 interventions 

have a much higher death toll than those in the 1990s. (2) Public opinion towards 

humanitarian missions may differ from missions aimed at regime change. (3) The 

political opportunities differ between humanitarian missions and regime change 

missions. For instance, Dutch opposition parties requested more military intervention 

in Bosnia in the early 1990s and were critical of the government standing idly by. 

Instead, opposition over the interventions in Afghanistan and Iraq focused on 

questions surrounding the legal basis for the interventions, civilian casualties and the 

length (prolonging of mandates) of the interventions. In addition, the change in 

American foreign policy (P. M. Morgan, 2008; Schubert et al., 2002) and grand 

strategy (S. Biddle, 2005) after 9/11, bypassing the UN Security Council, the creation 

of ad hoc alliances in both Afghanistan and Iraq (E. Williams, 2008), and the 

subsequent international debates on transatlantic partnership (P.H. Gordon, 2002; 

Noetzel & Schreer, 2009; Rupp, 2016; Sperling & Webber, 2009) may have further 

motivated political controversy around military interventions. In sum, we expect the 
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impact of our independent variables to be conditioned by 9/11. For that reason we 

run a robustness check in which we separate our analyses in a split sample: the pre-

9/11 and the post-9/11 period.  

Second, party responses to events may be driven by party ideology . Right-wing 

parties, reversely, are traditionally seen as pro-military. In particular, Green parties 

and socialist parties have anti-military and even pacifistic policy positions. Left-wing 

parties are less outspoken on the issue. If your initial belief is that interventions do 

not work, then military casualties reinforce your initial belief. If your initial belief is that 

interventions do work, you are likely to interpret military casualties as an argument 

for putting more effort into the intervention. We consider these arguments and to 

account for within differences between but also within left and right parties, we 

include party family as a variable. The reason for using party family rather than the 

left-right axis is that we do not expect a linear relationship between position on the 

military along this axis, and make a distinction between far-right, right wing, left wing, 

and socialist ecologist parties (Wagner, Herranz-Surrallés, Kaarbo, & Ostermann, 

2017) 

Third, what about a party’s initial commitment to a mission? Government parties may 

inherit conflicts, while they have been opposed to the mission in the past. In practice 

this rarely happens. Most military interventions are in fact widely supported by 

parliament. Radical parties are more likely to oppose missions, but these rarely 

govern. Appendix 3 provides an overview of voting behavior for large scale 

expeditionary missions.  

Currently we do not theorize additional strategic interactions between 

government parties and opposition parties. Taking a position against or in favor of a 

military mission may be more attractive depending on the positions that rival parties 

take (Adams & Somer-Topcu, 2009; L. K. Williams, 2015). Following points 2 and 3 

in this section, we expect party responses to be primarily explained by party ideology 

and party’s initial commitments to the mission, rather than possible external 

pressures that arise from the behavior of other parties.  
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IV. Design and methods 

Our sample comprises political parties elected to parliament (or in the US: to 

Congress) from 11 OECD countries (Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the 

Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and the United States) from 

1990-2014. The sample thus comprises mature Western democracies where we 

would expect the same incentives in order to secure political survival, while at the 

same time differentiating on the national institutional level (e.g. presidential and non-

presidential systems) and international institutional level (e.g. mixed membership EU 

and NATO). We focus on the period since the Cold War and the collapse of the 

Soviet Union (i.e. 1990), because since then, democracies have fought in several 

large-scale wars (Bosnia, Afghanistan, First and Second Gulf War) and engaged in 

post-conflict and state-building missions (such as long-term UN-missions), so there 

are sufficient interventions to study. 

Description of the dependent variable 

We will analyze changes in party positions on the military using data from the 

Manifesto Project. Looking at election manifestoes allows us to track changes in 

political strategic investment by government and opposition parties over a long 

period of time (1990-2014). This dataset contains quantitative content analyses of 

election programs and indicates the percentage of positive or negative references in 

election manifestos to a wide range of policy issues, including the military. In 

addition, it allows us to measure changes over the time period we are interested in: 

the period between the end of the Cold War and 9/11, and the post 9/11 period. An 

alternative, such as the Chapel Hill expert surveys (Bakker et al. 2015) range from 

1999-2014 maximum and measures in this time period political stances of parties 

only on EU foreign and security policy (EFSP). One item measures parties’ support 

for peace and security missions also outside the EU-context, but since this question 

was asked in two waves it only provides a single cross-section of change in position. 

Most military missions take place outside this context. Comparing political responses 

in and outside the US-context over a longer period of time (since the Cold War) is of 

theoretical relevance.  

Almost all inferences on how politicians respond to military casualties are based on 

high profile cases (such as the Vietnam or the Iraq War) and based on the US-
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sample alone. The CMP dataset allows us to look at changes in policy preferences 

from election to election, over a longer period of time for all the countries in our 

sample making it more fit for our purposes. Hence, the CMP data provides data on 

how parties respond in their own communication. We will analyze the change in party 

position on the military (Y1) as expressed in its election manifesto.14 We measure 

this position by subtracting the number of negative references from the number of 

positive references. Positive references are sentences in the manifestoes which 

express the need to maintain or increase military expenditure; to secure adequate 

manpower in the military; to modernize armed forces; or for rearmament and self-

defense. Negative references are those referring to decreasing military expenditure, 

disarmament, and reducing (or abolishing) conscription. Because we are interested 

in change our dependent variable expresses the difference in percentage of 

references to the military between the current election manifesto (t) and the previous 

election manifesto (t-1). A positive number indicates that a party has become more 

positive about the military, a negative number indicates that a party has become 

more negative. The sample mean is .057 (see: table 1) indicating that parties on 

average become more positive about the military in our sample.  

Figure 1. Distribution of military casualties variable 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                                                             
14 Party position on peace is not taken into consideration since this variable measures to what extent 
parties are in favor of peace, but do not give any information on the preferred means to achieve this 
(e.g. diplomacy or the military) 
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Description of the independent variables 

The cost of war will be operationalized by the number of soldiers of a country killed 

during missions abroad between elections (see: figure 1). This variable adds the 

number of these military casualties by month up until the month before the elections 

and is based on the number of military casualties on a monthly basis. These data 

have been collected through open data sources, such as army archives, rolls of 

honor and veteran websites.15 Military casualties are not normally distributed due to 

the large differences between countries such as the United States and Norway in 

terms of the number of soldiers deployed. As figure 1 visualizes, we have used a log-

transformation of the variable. For the same reasons, we have transformed the total 

number of war-related deaths (the sum of battle related deaths and genocide 

victims) into a log-variant. 

Table 1. Operationalization of Main (In)dependent Variables 

Dependent 

variables 

Indicator Data source Mean St.Dev. Min. Max. 

∆Position Position t – position (t-1) Manifesto data 

(position = per104 - 

per105) 

.057 1.811 -11.38 8 

Independent 

variables 

Indicator Data source Mean St.Dev. Min. Max. 

Military casualties Cumulative number of 

soldiers killed between 

elections (log transformed) 

See appendix 1 2.44 1.32 0 8.11 

∆Seatshare ∆seatshare = seatshare t – 

seatshare (t-1) 

  

CMP dataset / 

Parlov.gov 

.000 .126 -.566 .590 

                                                             
15 Even though different countries measure the number of soldiers killed differently (e.g. whether 
soldiers who die of a heart attack are considered ‘killed during a mission’ or not), the number of soldiers 
killed in the dataset are based on the numbers reported by the national governments as such. 
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War deaths War deaths are the sum of 

battle deaths + genocide 

(log transformed) 

UCDP dataset / 

United Nations 

2.88 5.84 -3.23 13.8 

        Observation 

per category 

In office 1 = Government party 

0 = Opposition party 

CMP dataset   1 = 40.9% 

0 = 59.1% 

Party family 0 = Left-wing 

1 = Right-wing 

2 = Socialist/Ecologist 

CMP dataset   0 = 22% 

1 = 55.2% 

2 = 22.8% 

Post 9/11 Post 9/11 party 

manifestoes 

1 = post ; 0 = ante 

CMP dataset   1= 25.7% 

0 = 74.3% 

 Our second independent variable, difference in seat share, measures the change in 

seat share between the previous election (t-1) and the election before that (t-2). 

Several studies demonstrate that losing elections spurs party change (Budge, 1994; 

Somer-Topcu, 2009). Therefore we add it as a control variable.  

War deaths, our third independent variable, accounts for the number of civilians and 

soldiers killed of all striving parties during regular warfare. According to the Uppsala 

Conflict Data Program (UCDP), battle-related deaths occur in what can be described 

as "normal" warfare involving the armed forces of the warring parties. This includes 

traditional battlefield fighting, guerrilla activities, bombardments of military units, 

cities and villages etc. The targets are usually the military itself and its installations, 

or state institutions and state representatives, but there is often substantial collateral 

damage in the form of civilians killed in crossfire, indiscriminate bombings etc. All 

deaths - military as well as civilian - incurred in such situations, are counted as 

battle-related deaths (Eriksson, 2015). If we would measure only the (own) military 

casualties suffered during conflicts, it is not clear whether political parties respond to 

these or (political debate on) the casualties brought on by a conflict in general. For 

instance, despite relatively low (own) military casualties, the ongoing war in Syria is 
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leading to heated political debates (MacAskill, 2013). The UCDP dataset does not 

include one-sided violence directed towards citizens as battle related deaths, so we 

have included data on the Rwanda Genocide (1994), Srebrenica massacre (1995) 

and Darfur (2004-2007) and have chosen the average of the low and high estimates 

indicated by international organizations and NGOs. The reason to include these 

numbers, is that genocides have caused heated political debates on UN-mandates, 

and the episodes in Rwanda and Srebrenica even inspired the so-called 

“responsibility to protect” doctrine aimed at the protection of the civilian populations 

during peacekeeping missions (Hultman, 2013; Tardy, 2011). This can have 

consequences on the level of party politics as well. For instance, Dutch opposition 

parties blamed the government for “not doing enough” during the Yugoslav civil war 

(see: appendix 1 and 3). 

Our fourth independent variable, in office, comes from the Parlgov dataset (Döring & 

Manow, 2015). In office codes whether a political party was in office before the 

election (1) or not (0). A second dummy variable differentiates between elections 

before 9/11/2001 and after 9/11/2001 which allows us to re-run the analysis for a 

pre- and post-9/11 sample. 

The fifth independent variable, party family, is a restructured version of the original 

party family variable from the CMP dataset. Following from our discussion in the 

theory section we distinguish between the far right  (ethnic, regionalist), the center 

right (nationalist, agrarian, conservative, liberal, and Christian-democratic parties), 

left-wing (social democratic parties) and socialist/ecological parties. Since none of 

the far right parties in our sample ever took office, these are dropped from the 

analysis. As mentioned in the theory section, and illustrated by the differences in 

party position per party family in figure 2, we do not expect a linear effect for left-right 

ideology. In addition, left right positions contain much more information than is 

necessary to test our hypothesis. Party family allows us to account for outliers on 

both the right side (ethnic-and regionalist parties) and the left side (socialist and 

green parties). Even though we would have preferred to employ a separate category 

for both far-right and far-left, there are not enough observations in our data to do so. 

For instance, there are only 4 observations in which nationalist parties are in office. 

Such a small-n be problematic when treating this as a separate category in an 
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interaction model. To ensure the far right parties do not influence our result, we have 

ran a separate analysis to check whether the effects for right wing parties change. 

They do not. In addition, there are no observations for ethno-territorial parties that 

were in office in our sample. So these parties are dropped from the analysis.   

Figure 2. Boxplot of position on the military by party family 

Note: The boxplot presents the spread of position on the military per party family. Operationalization of position on the military 

discussed in methods section.  

We do not use public opinion about a mission as an independent variable. From a 

practical perspective, these data are not available for the time frame and country 

selection we are interested in. From a theoretical perspective (as noted on p.6) what 

is more relevant than actual public opinion shifts is the belief that public opinion is 

shifting. We note there that is likely to occur if military casualties increase . 

Estimation method 

We conduct cross sectional time series analyses since this model will allow us to 

account for the dynamics between our dependent variable, the difference in party 
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positions, and our independent variables. Such models have issues with 

autocorrelation (N. L. Beck & Katz, 1995). Even though lagged variables incorporate 

feedback over time in our model, it will introduce the issue of heteroskedastic error 

terms at the same time (Stimson, 1985). In addition, the biases of lagged variables 

associated with trends within our independent variables and error term can annul the 

effect of the theoretical model (Plümper et al., 2005). We want to avoid the lagged 

dependent variable taking up part of the explanatory variance within the theoretical. 

Also since every country in our sample does not hold their election simultaneously, 

our panel is unbalanced. We correct for this in two ways (1) by estimating 

autocorrelation within panels as well as heteroskedasticity across panels by applying 

Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) regression corrected for auto-correlated 

errors and (2) by constructing confidence intervals around relative changes and 

specify the type of standard error reported robust to misspecification. Therefore 

(FGLS) will be our estimation technique since it can estimate autocorrelation (AR(1)) 

within panels, as well heteroskedasticity across panels. Another reason to opt for 

FGLS is a theoretical one. Fixed effect models do not allow for time invariant 

variables (such as party family), and such variables become especially problematic 

from a theoretical point of view when using interactions. We are interested in the 

question whether party family has an effect on our main effect, and not whether party 

family varies over time 

Our hypotheses assume a difference in the response of government and opposition 

parties to military casualties. We model this by means of an interaction effect 

between the government variable and the military casualties variable. We also 

discussed that party responses may differ per party family. To model this we add a 

three-way interaction effect between the government variable, the military casualties 

variable and party family.   
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Table 3. FGLS Regression analyses of the number of military casualties and 

change in position on the military 

   

Model 1 

Basic model 

Two-way interaction 

  

Model 2 

Three-way interaction  

(party family) 

∆position Β SE B SE 

∆Military casualties .195* .043 .249* .008 

Government party .974* .218 1.22* .485 

Gov party x military casualties -.422* .070 -.400* .169 

Party family 

(Left-wing as ref) 

        

Right-wing parties -.369* .120 .040 .332 

Ecological/Socialist .033 .159 1.15* .441 

Party family x military casualties         

Right-wing parties     -.044 .105 

Ecological/Socialist     -.442* .146 

Gov party x party family         

Right-wing parties     -.438 .560 

Ecological/Socialist     2.30 3.50 

Gov party x party family x military 

casualties 

        

Right-wing parties     -.067 .192 

Ecological/Socialist     -.502 .120 

Post 9/11 .312* .106 .353* .102 

War deaths -.062* .006 -.064* .007 

∆ Seatshare 1.75 .516 -1.38 * .536 

Constant -.122* .279 -.513    

N (obs) 326   326   
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Note: 

* p <.05. Time-series cross-sectional regression analyses of party position changes, using an AR(1) specification.  We use 

observations from 65 parties (N (groups)), with a total of 326 party position changes.  

V. Do parties become more positive or more negative about 
the military?  

Do parties change position on the military, that is do they become more positive or 

negative when there are more military casualties? Table 3 presents the results of our 

two regression analyses. Since the main hypotheses are tested with interaction 

effects, it is more informative to interpret the marginal effects of these interactions. 

Figure 3 displays the marginal effects of military casualties for government  and 

opposition parties in general (to the left in figure 3, based on model 1 in table 3) and 

per party family (to the right in figure 3, based on model 2 in table 3). First, let us 

interpret the findings from model 1. We report a significant negative effect of military 

casualties for government parties (b=-.23), and a significant positive effect of military 

casualties for opposition parties (b=.2). To illustrate this, we turn to Denmark in 2011. 

It suffered 36 military casualties in the time between the 2007 and 2011 elections 

(log=3.6). In this situation an opposition party is predicted to become more positive 

about the military (3.6*.2=.72) and a government party to become more negative 

(3.6*-.23=-.83). The model perfectly predicts the shift of the government party the 

Conservatives (-.83), while the other government party the Liberal Party did not shift. 

The main opposition party – the Social Democratic party – became more positive 

(.85), as predicted by the model. A similar result can be found in the US. In 2008 

confronted with increasing military casualties from Iraq and Afghanistan, the 

Republicans (government party) reduce positive mentions of the military (-.28), and 

Democrats (opposition party) increase positive mentions (3.75). For example, the 

Democratic party platform contained promises such as “we will rebuild our armed 

forces to meet the full spectrum needs of the new century” and “we support plans to 

increase the size of the Army by 65,000 troops and the Marines by 27,000 troops.” It 

is remarkable that the Democrats become so much more pro-military, while at the 

same time advocating a retreat from Iraq. Consider a few sentences from the 

“Ending the War in Iraq” section of the Democratic 2008 party platform. “Our men 

N (groups) 65 65 

Wald 336.02* 371.19* 
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and women in uniform have performed admirably while sacrificing immeasurably. 

Our civilian leaders have failed them.” “We will give our military a new mission: 

ending this war and giving Iraq back to its people.” What this suggests is that a 

radical break with policy (retreat from Iraq) can only be justified if a commitment to 

the military is shown.  

As for the other effects reported in model 1, the ‘post 9/11’ variable is positive, 

suggesting that after 9/11 parties on average have become more positive about the 

military. The war deaths variable is negative, thus the more battle-related deaths in 

conflicts over the world, the more negative parties become about the military. Even 

though empirical studies consistently finds the public to deem one’s “own” casualties 

more important than civilian casualties abroad in times of conflict (Gaines, Kuklinski, 

Quirk, Peyton, & Verkuilen, 2007; Hultman, 2013; Kahl, 2007), a higher number of 

war related deaths leads nonetheless to a more negative stance on the military in 

party manifestoes. For party family (with left wing-parties as a reference) the effect is 

negative and significant for right wing parties suggesting that on average right-wing 

parties become less pro-military in our sample. This perhaps is a consequence of the 

fact that our sample starts shortly after the end of the Cold War. Parties that have 

increased their seat share at the previous election become more positive about the 

military at the next election.  
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Figure 3. Average marginal effect of military casualties on changes in party 

position 

 
Note: * p<.05. Dots are average marginal effects from the interaction between government x military casualties (model 1, see 

table 3) and government x military casualties x party family (model 2, see table 3). Bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 

Points to the left of the vertical bar stem from model 1, those to the right stem from model 2.  

Now we move to model 2 and the three-way interaction effects with party family to 

the right of the vertical bar in figure 3. For left-wing parties we find that opposition 

parties, like the general trend, become more positive about the military the more 

military casualties. The effect for left-wing government parties is insignificant. Right-

wing parties fully comply with the findings in the general model. Lastly, we find no 

effect for ecologist/socialist party. Very few of them are government parties. But also 

the general effect of ecologist/socialist party is insignificant in model 1. In conclusion, 

these parties are unresponsive to military casualties. This might fit into the larger 

phenomenon that such parties (e.g. niche parties) are less responsive than 

mainstream parties (Ezrow, De Vries, Steenbergen, & Edwards, 2011).  

VI. Robustness checks 
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We have conducted several robustness checks: (1) excluding the United States, (2) 

whether parties have changed their strategy before and after 9/11, (3) for absolute 

numbers rather than the log-variants of our independent variable of military 

casualties. Appendix 2 contains the full regression tables. 

We exclude the United States because it is a statistical outlier in our sample. In the 

analysis excluding the US the results are in the same direction, but the effect of 

military casualties for left-wing, opposition parties disappears. The significant effect 

in our initial analyses must have been driven by party position changes of the 

Democratic Party (US). The effects for right-wing parties are stable. Opposition, 

right-wing parties become more positive, government, left-wing parties become more 

negative. This means that only our results for right wing parties hold on both sides of 

the pond. 

We ran a second robustness analysis that compares the period before 9/11 with the 

one after. There are two important differences: pre 9/11 there were far fewer military 

casualties, relatedly, the missions post 9/11 are about regime change rather than 

humanitarian missions. Our results from the post 9-11 analysis are similar to our 

analysis of the general sample, regardless of whether we include or exclude the 

American parties. Including American parties in our pre 9/11 analysis show similar 

results as well. When excluding American parties from our pre 9/11 sample the 

effects are no longer significant, which means that the effects before 9/11 only hold 

for non-US democracies. 

With the third robustness analysis, which for absolute numbers rather than the log 

variants, the effects are in the same but become less significant. Only the effect for 

left-wing and right-wing  opposition parties hold, while those for governing parties 

disappear. 

VII. Conclusion & discussion 

To summarize our findings (also see table 4), we reject our commitment hypothesis 

government parties do not increase their commitment to the military the more military 

casualties. We accept our don’t mention hypothesis: government parties reduce their 

commitment to the military. However, this effect is strongly driven by the American 
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parties and the post 9/11 period. For the opposition parties, we reject H3, they do not 

reduce their commitment, instead we accept H4, opposition parties increase their 

commitment to the military. Again, this effect is strongest when including the 

American parties and in the post 9/11 period. As for ideological differences, the 

general findings are the clearest for right-wing parties. For left-wing parties we have 

more null findings.  

Table 4. Summary of effects of the number of military casualties 

  Including US Excluding US 

  Opposition In Office Opposition In Office 

All parties + - 0 0 

Left-wing + 0 0 0 

Right-wing + - + - 

Ecologist/Socialist 0 0 0 0 

How do political parties respond to increasing military casualties in military 

interventions? Several studies demonstrate that with increasing military casualties, 

public support for the military presence in that conflict declines. In line with Budge 

and Farlie (1983) opposition parties respond to this by becoming more positive on 

the military, government parties nuance their position, and pay less attention to it. 

For opposition parties increasing military casualties are a good opportunity to talk 

about the military, the failure of the government of to use the military effectively. But 

they are not critical about the military itself. For government parties it is better not 

talk about the military at all. In contrast to studies of decision-making we do not find 

that governments escalate their commitment in their communication. They do not 

mention the military in a more positive way in an attempt to maintain that the 

intervention was “the right thing” to do. This suggest that governing parties try to 

avoid blame for the casualties primarily by mentioning the war.  

Opposition parties changing their tone after 9/11 could be explained by either the 

fact that the nature of military operations changed after 9/11, or that these missions 

were fare more deadly (with higher soldiers killed-to-troop-ratio’s). Before 9/11, a 

large part of the military interventions undertaken by Western democracies were 

third party, humanitarian interventions and consisted of a mandate to intervene 
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between two (or more) already existing striving parties. After 9/11 Western 

democracies themselves became one of the striving parties by initiating conventional 

military conflict, by invading Afghanistan and Iraq leading to far higher death tolls. 

Here, political elites seem to agree (despite their ideological orientation) on their 

strategy: avoid blame once in government, and escalate commitment once in 

opposition. 

Despite doubts in literature whether the public always responds to military casualties 

(Berinsky, 2009; Boettcher & Cobb, 2006; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006), our study shows 

that most political parties do. Even though we hypothesized active damage control 

from governing parties when confronted with military casualties, we found no 

evidence to support this. The most interesting finding is the consistent finding of 

governing parties become more negative, and indications of parties from different 

party families adopting similar strategies as opposition or governing party. However, 

even though party manifestoes can reveal underlying policy preferences over time, 

they only provide four-year-interval snapshots and thus capture only part of the 

dynamics between government and opposition, namely close before the elections. In 

addition, by design, our study does not include a content analysis on the tone – 

therefore limiting the outcomes only to positive or negative references to the military 

in general. Another point worth making in this context, the fact that the decision to 

intervene is largely a co-decision between government and opposition parties in 

multiparty systems has two consequences. First, it does not allow for our models to 

adequately capture strategic interaction on the domestic level between political 

parties. That is, the strategies of government and opposition parties are likely 

dependent upon events such as military casualties, but also on the behavior of 

opponents. Second, it is hard to specify to what extend the conflict is inherited (or 

not). This is especially the case for the post-911 large scale interventions in 

Afghanistan (average duration of deployment 60 months with a maximum of 225 

months) and Iraq (average duration of deployment 46 months with a maximum of 

180 months). Since governments fear public backlash over military casualties, one 

would expect a higher incentive for shifting the blame to the previous government 

who decided to intervene in the first place. For instance, after being confronted with 

two increasingly unpopular and costly wars (Afghanistan and Iraq) president Obama 

promised during his campaign (both in 2008 and 2012) to end the war in 
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Afghanistan, and took credit in 2012 for retreating American troops from Iraq (which 

already began under president Bush since September, 2007). Unfortunately, our 

data does not allow to differentiate between “inherited” and “chosen” conflicts (see: 

appendix 3).  

Still, despite the high amount of military casualties which are only to be found in the 

United States, we were able to systematically test and compare party strategies and 

conclude that political strategy for right-wing parties does not differ much on both 

sides of the pond.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
“Well, that escalated quickly” 

Testing changes in troop commitment  
during military interventions (1990-2014) 

 

Abstract 

Empirical research suggests that democratic governments need their wars to be 

short and with the least amount of military casualties possible to avoid increasing 

their chances of being ousted from office (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; Bueno De 

Mesquita & Downs, 2006; Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003). After all, the longer a 

war goes on, the higher the number of casualties, and the more opportunities for the 

opposition to mobilize against the government. Still, we are confronted with long-

lasting wars, such as Afghanistan and Iraq, which seem wasteful from both an 

economic and a strategic perspective. According to the diversionary use of force 

theory, this is especially the case for insecure governments that, in attempting to 

steer away attention from domestic troubles, will be even more tempted to display 

the use of (military) force. Is this the case? Will democracies try to divert the public’s 

attention by escalating their commitment to the conflict, i.e. sending in more troops 

once confronted with military casualties? And is there a difference between insecure 

and secure governments? 

  To examine how governments respond to military casualties during military 

interventions, I have built an innovative dataset that codes 1,642 government 

responses by eleven OECD countries during military interventions during all 28 

conflicts they participated in from 1990-2014. Each government response is 

accompanied by variables measuring the change in (1) commitment to the 

intervention (in terms of troops); (2) number of operational losses (military 

casualties), and (3) political losses (negative changes in approval ratings) suffered in 

the previous period. Contrary to my expectations, I found by using multinomial 

logistical analysis, that when confronted with military casualties, especially secure 

governments are more likely to escalate. 

   These findings show, and in line with the assumption of selectorate theory, 

that it matters whether democratic governments are assured of their position in office 
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(or not) when it comes to their response in terms of the degree of military force 

applied. Contrary to the expectation of diversionary use of force by democracies, 

insecure government are no more prone to escalatory use of force. 

 

 

In January 2007, almost four years after the 2003 intervention in Iraq, the US 

government decided to increase troop numbers to stop sectarian violence and to 

reconcile Sunnis, Shiites, and Kurds into one government. According to President 

Bush, a “successful strategy for Iraq goes beyond military operations” (CBS News, 

2007:2). A year later, facing harsh criticism over the costs of this long-term 

involvement, President Bush defended the war in a speech at the Pentagon and 

announced an increase in the number of troops. Despite the high costs of the war in 

terms of military lives lost, he stressed the need to continue the war to “honor [the 

fallen] by making sure their sacrifice was not in vain”(Boettcher & Cobb, 2009:678).   

 

According to selectorate theory, President Bush (and other political leaders) should 

care about negative policy outcomes since it can lead to a loss of public support and 

perhaps office (Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003). This implies that in the case of 

military interventions, military casualties pose a risk. Losses can be interpreted by 

voters as a sign of incompetence. Therefore, democracies require their wars to be 

short, with the least amount of military casualties possible (Bueno De Mesquita & 

Downs, 2006; Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003). And, democracies should only wage 

wars with a low risk of defeat (Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 1995). The higher the 

probability of success, the higher the level of support (Gelpi & Feaver, 2006; Lockwood 

& McCaffrey, 2007). If this is the case, then why do democratic political leaders choose 

to continue fighting costly wars that are wasteful from both an economic and a strategic 

perspective? 

 

Once governments make the decision to intervene and then confronted with military 

casualties during military missions, they have three choices. First, governments can 

respond by sending in more troops and even escalate their commitment (Boettcher & 

Cobb, 2009; Fearon, 1997; Gennaioli & Voth, 2011; Staw, 1976). I label this the 

escalate commitment hypothesis. Second, and in line with empirical expectation from 

the field of public policy analysis, democratic governments can respond by using 
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blame avoidance strategies (Vis & van Kersbergen, 2007; Weaver, 1986; 

Wenzelburger, 2014). For instance, by redirecting the attention of the public to other 

policy areas (Preston, 2011). By so doing, governments can evade potential electoral 

punishment without changing policy that might signal previous wrongdoing. I label 

this the blame avoidance hypothesis. Third, and in contrast with the first hypothesis, 

democratic governments can reassess the wisdom of the intervention and decide to 

undertake a (partial) withdrawal (the de-escalation hypothesis). 

 

Research has shown that democratic governments do respond to military casualties 

by changing their strategic narrative (De Graaf, Dimitriu, & Ringsmose, 2015; Preston, 

2011), but thus far no systematic test to see if they actually change military strategy 

on the ground has been done. Is the change in strategic narrative only lip-service, or 

do governments also follow through by changing their strategy on the ground? From 

government responses during military interventions that result in changes in troop 

levels, I will analyze whether democratic governments change course on the ground 

by committing more troops once faced with military casualties. It is important to stress 

that in this case, I am interested in how democratic governments behave once they 

have made the initial decision to intervene.  

 

Thus far evidence on decision making during military interventions is either largely 

anecdotal and based on high profile American experiences, such as those in Somalia, 

Vietnam, and Iraq (Preston, 2011). Systematically testing whether domestic indicators 

influence chosen strategies during military interventions across democratic countries 

is important, since it allows for systematic testing of several theories. First, it allows for 

a test of the selectorate theory developed by Bueno De Mesquita, Smith, Siverson, 

and Morrow (2003). The selectorate comprises three groups that affect political 

leaders: (1) the nominal selectorate (in a democracy, every citizen who is eligible to 

vote); (2) the real selectorate (those citizens who go out to vote); and, (3) the winning 

coalition (the voters that cast their vote to the winning candidate). The theory’s core 

assumption is that political leaders who want to stay in power depend on the support 

of the winning coalition. However, leaders are bound by different political structures 

like regime type that shape the size of the winning coalition, creating different patterns 

of behavior. This suggests we can expect similar patterns for democratically elected 

governments since they all face similar pressure: perceived bad policy performance 
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by the public can translate into bad electoral performance and endanger political 

survival. Empirical findings suggest that politicians assume that the general public will 

hold them accountable for military casualties (e.g., Bueno De Mesquita & Siverson, 

1995; Filson & Werner, 2002; Gartner, 2008). The question is whether this translates 

into different outcomes for governments whose political survival is (not) threatened.  

 

  Second, it allows for systematically testing an assumption brought forward by 

the diversionary use of force literature. Here it is argued that unpopular political leaders 

might engage in conflictual behavior to deflect the public’s attention to an adversary. 

These leaders anticipate a “rally-around-the-flag” effect (see Chapter 3), which 

describes how the public rallies behind their leader in times of crises. By provoking 

such a crises themselves, these leaders gamble for political resurrection (Downs & 

Rocke, 1994; Goemans & Fey, 2009; Waltz, 1967). Indeed, if unpopular leaders tend 

to seek out conflict to steer the attention away from domestic troubles, one would 

expect an increase in the use of military force throughout interventions. It is important 

to note that this argument is only valid for democracies. Democratic leaders are 

restrained in the possibility to unilaterally initiate a new military conflict (Chiozza & 

Goemans, 2004; Kisangani & Pickering, 2007; Miller, 1999). In line with Miller (1995, 

1999), I expect that potential democratic diverters already engaged in a dispute (by 

participating in a military intervention) have “already selected themselves into a 

situation where diversionary actions would be easier to undertake than if they were 

not involved” (Miller, 1999:391). By focusing on escalation during conflicts, I can 

provide a conservative test of this diversionary argument by formulating a hypothesis 

that fits the expectations for this particular regime type (as has been done in the 

literature, e.g., Kisangani & Pickering, 2011; Leeds & Davis, 1997; Miller, 1999; 

Pickering & Kisangani, 2010).  

 

My paper analyzes 1,642 government responses of eleven advanced, industrial 

democracies (Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, 

Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States) during all 28 conflicts in 

which they participated since the end of the Cold War.16 This allows for the 

                                                             
16 My dataset comprises 32 conflicts, but four conflicts (Burundi, Pakistan, Nepal, and Tajikistan) are dropped from 
the analysis since these military involvements constituted UN-observer missions. 
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employment in changes in troop numbers resulting from these responses as my 

dependent variable, and analysis through multinomial logistic regression what type of 

strategies are more likely once democratic governments are confronted with losses. 

Do they respond by sending in more troops, keeping the status quo, or by (partial) 

withdrawal? Based on my original dataset, which codes (1) the government 

responses; (2) the number of troops accompanied by that response; (3) the number 

of military casualties suffered resulting from the previous decision and domestic 

indicators, such as (4) changes in average approval ratings, and (5) domestic 

economic conditions, I will also explore whether insecure democratic government 

prefer different strategies than secure ones.  

 

Contrary to expectations based on the findings on the diversionary use of force, I 

found that only secure governments confronted with military casualties will increase 

the numbers of troops on the ground. Since all the countries in my sample are 

mature Western industrialized democracies, these findings support the assumption 

of the theory of political survival: governments that operate within similar incentive 

structures take note of indicators that provide information on their position in office 

(such as, changes in approval ratings). In this case, by opting for escalation if their 

position in office is secure. 

 

I. When success matters  

Several studies have revealed that the impact of negative policy outcomes (and thus 

the perception of success) on public opinion is relative and heavily influenced by 

partisanship. In other words, not only does the public tend to be more tolerant to 

losses that are caused by the president of their party (Berinsky, 2009; Gaines et al., 

2007; Howell & Pevehouse, 2007; Koch & Sullivan, 2010), levels of casualty 

tolerance also vary across political ideology (Martini, 2012). Where some voters 

consider military casualties as a necessary sacrifice, avoiding those same casualties 

is a goal in of itself for a worrying family or local community (Hayes & Myers, 2009; 

Kriner & Shen, 2012). Success, or rather perceived success, can be considered as 

another measure of public support for war (Berinsky, 2007) heavily influenced by 

partisanship (Baum & Groeling, 2009; Berinsky, 2009; Gaines et al., 2007; Mello, 
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2012; Norrander & Wilcox, 1993) and the extent to which voters have to (personally) 

bear these losses (Hayes & Myers, 2009; Kriner & Shen, 2014).  

 

Since it is quite difficult to establish whether a military intervention can be considered 

a “success,” the government responses over the course of an intervention are a 

particularly uncertain policy area. Nonetheless, empirical findings show that 

politicians assume that perceived bad policy performance by the public can translate 

into bad electoral performance, thus politicians will adjust their strategies to change 

public opinion. For instance, even though public opinion data does not support the 

conventional wisdom of “strong and precipitous public pressure to withdraw from 

Somalia” (Gelpi et al., 2009:45) after 18 US Rangers died in Mogadishu, President 

Clinton decided to withdraw (Burk, 1999; Mermin, 1997). Another example is the 

response of the American government during the Vietnam War. In 1965, President 

Johnson ordered an increase in troop numbers to conduct so-called search-and-

destroy-operations. Even though these operations did not reduce territory under 

control of the Vietcong, and led to high numbers of military casualties and the 

resignation of several officials (e.g., National Security Advisor McGeorge Bundy, 

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara and State Department official George Ball), 

President Johnson decided to send in 45,000 more troops by 1967 and kept 

reaffirming his commitment (Gettleman et al., 1995; Jacobs & Shapiro, 1999; Nincic 

& Nincic, 1995).  

 

Are these changes in the type of responses during military interventions typical for 

Western industrial democracies, or as the anecdotal evidence could suggest, a 

mechanism that only appears when great powers are involved in large scale ground 

interventions like the French involvement in Algeria?  

 

II. Strategic options for governments 

Option 1: Escalation of commitment 

Since democratic governments are responsible for their response in terms of how 

they shape their military involvement, they assume to be held responsible for any 

negative consequences, such as military casualties (Gelpi & Feaver, 2006; Hyde, 
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2000b; Karol & Miguel, 2007; Lacquement, 2003). Despite the theoretical 

expectations that wars need to be short, low cost, and successful to guarantee public 

support, we are still confronted with a prolongation of costly wars (e.g., Afghanistan) 

that seem to contradict this expectation (Bauer & Rotte, 1997).  

 

According to foreign policy analysts, this recurring pattern of behavior can be 

explained by so-called escalated commitment (Boettcher & Cobb, 2009; Fearon, 

1997; Gennaioli & Voth, 2011; Staw, 1976). Escalated commitment is the tendency of 

people to continue instead of readjusting their course once confronted with losses 

resulting from an earlier response. Empirical research found this bias at work in all 

kinds of decision making: investments in the financial sector (Garland, 1990; Tang, 

1988 for a review, see: Klimek, 1997), projects in the public sector (e.g., the British-

French passenger jet airliner Concorde, Arkes & Ayton, 1999) and the private sector 

(e.g., projects for software implementation, Keil, Mann, & Rai, 2000; Keil & Robey, 

1999; Lauer, 1996), and political decision making during military interventions 

(Lipshitz, 1995; Taliaferro, 1998). Several related arguments have been made to 

explain escalated commitment: (1) self-justification; (2) framing effects, (3) loss 

aversion, and (4) sunk costs. I will discuss each in turn.  

 

First, in the social psychology literature the process of self-justification is identified as 

one of the underlying mechanisms for escalated commitment (Brockner, 1992). To 

alleviate oneself from discomfort when confronted with negative events (e.g., 

suffered losses as a result from an earlier response), individuals tend to rationalize 

their actions and keep a steady course. This way, we avoid having to admit the 

“previous allocation of resources to a chosen course of action was in vain” (Brockner, 

1992: 39). The need can increase when decision makers must justify their response 

to others (Karlsson et al., 2005; Rubin & Brockner, 1985), which is something 

politicians in particular often must do. Domestic audiences tend to punish leaders 

who escalate a confrontation and then back down, rather than those who choose not 

to escalate at all (Dafoe, Renshon, & Huth, 2014; Fearon, 1994; Tomz, 2007). This 

suggests that the costs of backing down, and thus openly admitting one was wrong 

in the first place, are perceived to be higher than the operational costs (e.g., money 

or even the lives of soldiers). 

  A second psychological explanation for escalated commitment is found in 
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prospect theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), in particular reflection effects 

(Rutledge, 1995; Whyte, 1993; Wilson & Zhang, 1997). Prospect theory’s central 

prediction is that individuals are cautious in their decision making (risk averse) when 

facing gains, but tend towards bold decision making (risk acceptance) when 

confronted with losses (Boettcher, 2004; Goldgeier & Tetlock, 2001; Levy, 2003; 

McDermott, 2001, Vis, 2011). However, whether individuals perceive themselves to 

be confronted with losses or gains depends on how a particular choice is presented, 

for example, the choice between military lives lost or saved (Haerem, Kuvaas, 

Bakken, & Karlsen, 2011). Unlike self-justification, the importance does not lie with 

whether the decision maker is (politically) responsible for the suffered losses, but 

rather whether losses have occurred and subsequently perceived as such (Staw, 

1997, Mercer, 2005). Through a prospect theoretical lens, escalated commitment can 

be seen as “an artifact of the framing of decisions” (Whyte, 1986:311). 

  A third explanation, also stemming from prospect theoretical findings, is loss 

aversion. Loss aversion describes the relatively high disutility of losing an object 

compared with the utility associated with acquiring that same object. As a result, the 

possible disadvantages of leaving the status quo – thus losing something - overrides 

the potential advantages, such as gaining something in return (Kahneman et al., 

2000: 163, see also: Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988; Camerer, 2005). In a 

nutshell: individuals dislike losing so much that they prefer a smaller (but certain) 

loss over the risk of a larger expense. Loss aversion and subsequent risk seeking 

can lead states to accept the risks inherent in war, like the growing number of military 

casualties, while a utility calculus would require restraint (Levy, 1992). 

   A fourth explanation of escalated commitment in the literature is the effect of 

sunk costs, which are costs already paid that cannot be recovered. Even though 

economic theory suggests that these historical costs should be irrelevant when 

making new decisions, the sunk cost-fallacy describes how they do. Thaler illustrates 

this fallacy as follows: “a man joins a tennis club and pays $300 yearly membership 

fee. After two weeks of playing he develops a tennis elbow. He continues to play (in 

pain) saying ‘I don’t want to waste the $300!’”(Thaler, 1980:47). This example 

describes how the tennis player feels like he has passed a point of no return after 

having paid $300, and is even willing to pay an even higher price (namely a painful 

elbow plus possible medical costs for keep playing with an injury) than the initial 

$300. This is deemed irrational because the tennis player misallocates resources by 
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depending on historical information (the $300 paid) that became irrelevant in the light 

of new events (the tennis elbow). It is reasonable to assume the tennis player would 

not play tennis with an elbow injury had he not paid the $300.  

  

A foreign policy variant and partially explainable by self-justification and loss aversion 

is how the Bush administration responded during its involvement in the Iraq War. 

Even though by spring 2005 the new Iraqi government was installed, the date also 

marked a shift from an insurgency to a civil sectarian war. Besides an increase in the 

lethality of suicide attacks against US soldiers (Bloom, 2005), the second battle of 

Falluja in December 2004 according to the US military marked “some of the heaviest 

urban combat US Marines have been involved in since the Battle of Hue City in 

Vietnam in 1968” (US Department of Defense, 2006). Despite the worsening security 

situation and an increase in military casualties, President Bush pleaded for a 

continuation of US involvement and regarded completion of the mission as “the best 

way to honor the lives that have been given in this struggle” (Bush, 2005, quoted in: 

Boettcher & Cobb, 2009:678). In 2007, in response to a continued increase in 

violence, Bush announced the commitment of an additional 20,000 American troops 

(Bush, 2007), a response that became known as “a surge.” Here, retreat would not 

have only annulled any chance of a successful outcome, it could also have been 

interpreted by the public as admitting to having wasted valuable resources for 

several years. Just as it is reasonable to assume the tennis player would not play 

tennis with an elbow injury had he not paid the $300, we can assume that President 

Bush would have not escalated the Iraq War in 2007 had he not been confronted 

with the costs of the intervention in terms of lives lost. By continuing to invest 

additional resources, decision makers try to justify the costs made and the losses 

suffered thus far (Bazerman et al., 1984; Boettcher & Cobb, 2009; Rubin & Brockner, 

1985; Staw, 1976). 

 

With the escalation hypothesis, I aim to test whether democratic governments will 

increase their military commitment to the intervention, despite (or because of) 

obvious losses in terms of casualties.  

 

H1 Military casualties in an intervention increases the chances of democratic 

governments increasing their commitment by sending in more troops  
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Here, and in the remainder of this paper, I will interpret the increasing commitment for 

an increase in troops. Troop numbers, especially in a multinational setting, show the 

commitment of military resources, but also the willingness of burden sharing. For 

instance, in 2006 NATO members refused to send in reinforcements for the mission 

in Afghanistan to British discontent, who had already lost 30 soldiers in clashes 

between militants and British troops. According to the then British Foreign Office 

Minister Howells the other member states “need[ed] to put more resources in there” 

(Rennie & Jones, 2006:1). Since absolute troop numbers do not always provide the 

level of casualty risk (e.g., there is a clear difference between 250 UN observers 

deployed to a post-conflict mission, and 250 soldiers on the ground setting up 

parameters in 2003 Iraq), missions to observe and monitor are dropped from the 

analysis. 

  

Option 2: Avoid blame 

Because increasing deaths tolls in a conflict are similarly associated with increased 

dissatisfaction with the government and the mission (Bueno De Mesquita & Downs, 

2006; Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003), it is likely that governments also consider 

blame avoidance strategies in relation to military interventions to deal with the 

potential public punishment. There are several strategies governments may use. 

One is to obfuscate painful aspects of a policy (such as an intervention) and thus 

limit the information supply opponents can use to mobilize against the government. 

For instance, the Obama administration was careful in the provision of public 

information on civilian casualties because of the deployment of drones that targeted 

leaders of terrorist organizations. Another way is to allow embedded journalists to 

provide a more favorable frame in which the media reports on killed soldiers. 

Empirical research on embedded journalism during operation Iraqi Freedom has 

shown it led to a more favorable tone “toward the military and in depiction of 

individual troops” (Pfau et al., 2004:74). Of course this strategy holds the risk of 

public backlash when less favorable facts on the mission and behavior of soldiers 

are exposed to the public, and thus, one can question whether full exposure of the 

facts is not a better strategy (Elmelund-Præstekær, Baggesen Klitgaard, & 

Schumacher, 2014). The goal of limiting information is to reduce the salience of the 

issue for voters. 
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Shifting blame allows governments not to change their policy, since any change in 

policy could be interpreted by voters as admitting they were wrong in the first place. In 

this case, not changing policy (in terms of changing troop levels) is not the same as 

being non-responsive. Sometimes governments say they will consider changing 

course, without (in the end) changing their policy. After the 2007 US troop surge in 

Iraq, President Bush saw himself confronted with a 29% approval rating while 62% of 

the US public deemed the intervention in Iraq a mistake. The White House decided 

not to change military course, but redirected the focus to the future: it called on 

Congress to wait for a full assessment of the effectiveness of the surge, and 

announced that President Bush intended to withdraw troops by 2008 (Preston, 

2011:182).  

 

As empirical research on blame avoidance shows, governments do employ these 

types of strategies (e.g., redirecting attention of the public to something else or shifting 

the blame to a third party) to avoid electoral punishment that might result from 

implementing or continuing unpopular policies (Pierson, 1994; Vis, 2016; Vis & van 

Kersbergen, 2007; Weaver, 1986; Wenzelburger, 2014). Following this line of 

reasoning in a foreign policy context, military casualties will not always necessarily 

lead to readjusting strategy on the ground. Another explanation for governments 

keeping a steady course could be, and contrary to expectations in the literature, that 

democratic governments are not responsive to military casualties, which would 

indicate their behavior during interventions is driven by other (foreign or domestic) 

factors. I will account for these possibilities by employing the blame avoidance 

hypothesis, the 0-hypothesis: 

 

H2 Military casualties in an intervention has no effect on democratic governments’ 

commitment in terms of sending in more troops or withdrawing them 

 

Option 3: (Partial) withdrawal 

Countries can lower their commitment to an intervention by either demobilizing some 

of the troops back home, (re)deploying them to relative safer areas, or ending the 

intervention. The option to withdraw completely once confronted with losses 

eliminates the chances of a successful outcome and for the incumbent government 
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to redeem itself (Boettcher & Cobb, 2009; Gelpi & Feaver, 2006; Norpoth & Sidman, 

2007). Still, governments can conclude there is no other way than to reassess the 

initial decision to intervene, as was the case in the 1993 US intervention in Somalia. 

Immediately following the highly publicized deaths of 18 US soldiers in Mogadishu, 

then-President Clinton decided to immediately withdraw troops from Somalia (Burk, 

1999; Gelpi et al., 2009; Mermin, 1997).  

  

Even though the literature deems the option of using force, commonly known as a 

gamble for resurrection (e.g., Downs & Rocke, 1994; Goemans & Fey, 2009; Kugler, 

Connolly, & Ordóñez, 2012) more likely, some experiments demonstrated adverse 

effects under particular circumstances. For instance, one experiment demonstrated 

how post-escalation regret can reduce subsequent escalation (Ku, 2008). In the 

military context, this could explain why after the long and expensive deployments 

during the Bush-era in Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq (2003), the military interventions 

under President Obama (such as Libya, 2011 and Iraq, 2014) were characterized by 

a so-called “light footprint” military involvement (Goldsmith & Waxman, 2016). Other 

circumstances under which government leaders tend to de-escalate is when they 

can track their earlier investments (Heath, 1995), or when expert decision makers 

receive negative feedback (Garland, Sandefur, & Rogers, 1990). I propose the de-

escalation hypothesis to identify when and how often democratic governments opt 

for de-escalation by reducing the number of troops. This hypothesis aims at testing 

the direct opposite of the classic sunk cost-argument (tested with the first 

hypothesis), where military casualties are considered a reason to continue so that 

earlier troops did not “die in vain” (Boettcher & Cobb, 2006:840). 

 

H3 Military casualties in an intervention increases the chances of democratic 

governments decreasing their commitment by withdrawing troops 

 

III. Domestic political indicators 

Besides operational losses, such as military casualties, democratic governments can 

also be confronted with political losses at home. These are not necessarily brought 

on by an ongoing intervention, but can show whether the governments deciding on 
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the intervention have a secure position in office (or not). There is widespread 

consensus in the literature that the economic state of a country greatly matters for 

approval rates (Lewis-Beck & Paldam, 2000; Nadeau, Lewis-Beck, & Belanger, 

2012; Nadeau & Lewis‐Beck, 2001), and can even influence foreign policy choices. 

For instance, a vast body of international relations literature describes conflicts 

instigated by insecure governments to distract the population from domestic strife, 

the so-called diversionary use of force. Here, it is important to stress that the 

diversionary use of force literature (and thus my fourth hypothesis) focusses on 

whether increased political insecurity for governments increases the chances of 

more aggressive foreign policy behavior. This is different from governments 

responding to public support (or lack thereof) for a specific mission. Here, in an 

attempt to avoid losing effective control over office and therefore power, leaders 

gamble for resurrection by redirecting the public’s attention to a common foreign 

enemy (J. Allen, 2014; Goemans & Fey, 2009). The same expectation is formulated 

by prospect theory. Governments do not accommodate to losses; instead they “take 

excessive risks to recover them” (Levy, 1997:93). In the field of foreign policy, several 

observational studies have used this central prospect theoretical prediction to explain 

risk-seeking behavior (for reviews, see: Mercer, 2005; Vis, 2011), such as President 

Roosevelt and the Munich crisis (Farnham, 1992) and the Iranian hostage crisis 

(McDermott, 2001). Following this line of reasoning, I expect to see an even starker 

increase in commitment once insecure governments are confronted with military 

casualties.  

 

H4 Insecure governments will increase their commitment to the intervention even 

more once confronted with military casualties 

 

IV. Design and methods 

My sample comprises 1,642 government response during all UN, NATO, and 

(multi)national military missions undertaken by eleven OECD from 1990-2014 during 

28 conflicts (organized by country, see: Appendix 1.1). The sample comprises 

mature Western democracies because I expect similar incentives to secure political 

survival within these countries (see also theory section and Chapter 4). At the same 
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time, this sample differentiates on the national institutional level as well (e.g., 

presidential and non-presidential systems, two-party and multiparty systems). I focus 

on the period since the Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union (i.e. 1990), 

because since then, democracies have fought in several large-scale wars (Bosnia, 

Afghanistan, First and Second Gulf War) and engaged in post-conflict and state-

building missions (such as, long-term UN-missions), so there are sufficient 

interventions during different conflicts in different parts of the world to study.  

 

Unit of analysis and Dependent variable 
Since I am interested in how governments behave once they made the initial 

decision to intervene militarily, the unit of analysis is the response outcome of each 

country on each mission. My dependent variable is categorical. It codes either (1) 

de-escalation (2) status quo, or (3) escalation. To track changes in troop levels 

resulting from a government response, I have built a dataset comprising 1,642 

governmental responses during expeditionary foreign military interventions (1990-

2014) for all the countries in my sample.17  

 

The IMI dataset (2009) served as the basis for this dataset, and I use Pearson et al.’s 

operational definition of military interventions as “the movement of regular troops or 

forces (airborne, seaborne, shelling, etc.) of one country inside another, in the context 

of some political issue or dispute” (Pearson & Baumann, 1993:1; Pickering & 

Kisangani, 2009). Entities not part of the regular uniformed military (such as, 

paramilitaries or government backed militias) are excluded. In addition, since this 

dataset codes government responses, all events are purposeful and do not include 

random border crossings or unintentional confrontations between forces. Soldiers 

(semi permanently) stationed in foreign basis (e.g., the American base in Aviano, Italy) 

are excluded, unless they are actively engaging in a mission (e.g., once the earlier 

mentioned air force base is used in a NATO air operation).  

Based on the military missions from the IMI dataset, I have reconstructed the 

sequence of government responses made during these missions by coding 

responses (known to the public) for each country in my sample. These can be either 

low profile responses (e.g., prolonging every six months a UN mandate for a 

                                                             
17 Canada, Denmark, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, and 
the United States, see Chapter 2. 
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particular mission while maintaining troop levels) or high-profile responses (such as 

the coalition of the willing responding by sending more troops to Iraq after the initial 

invasion of 2003).  

The dependent variable codes the outcome of a response, and is coded as a 

divergence from the status quo whenever the change in troop:population ratio (as a 

result from a new response) is larger or smaller than 0.000000001. This means that 

a positive change in troop:population ratio is coded as an escalation and a negative 

change in troop:population ratio as a de-escalation. Even though, in general, 

categorical variables are less apt to account for relative differences between 

countries, taking the lowest ratios within the margin of “no change” can account for 

these differences, nonetheless. For instance, responding by sending 50 troops might 

be a break with the status quo for a small country like the Netherlands but not at all 

for a country with relative large-scale deployments like the United States. As a result, 

from this operationalization, a smaller number of troops are required for smaller 

countries to affect its ratio. As Figure 1 shows, countries, such as the United States 

and the United Kingdom, are no longer outliers since the operationalization of the 

outcome variable is based on relative troop numbers. Overall, countries do opt 

relatively more often for either escalation (44%) or de-escalation (43.4%), than to 

keep the status quo in terms of troop numbers (12.6%). This means that out of all 

government responses during military interventions, in 87.4% of these cases they 

involve changing troop numbers rather than prolonging the mandate or changing the 

area of operations (12.6%). 

 

Figure 1: Distribution of the outcome variable by country 
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Independent variables 
The first and main independent variable of interest, military casualties, signals 

whether a country was confronted with military casualties during the previous period 

(1) or not (0). Operationalizing military casualties as a treatment (dummy) variable 

rather than a continuous variable is motivated by the large differences among the 

countries in my sample. There are 1,371 government responses during military 

missions that did not result in military casualties and 271 that did. Of those 271 

“deadly” responses, 195 resulted in one military casualty, 23 in two, and 53 in three 

or more. The United States represented 34 out of the 53 observations of three or 

more casualties, which leaves little variation between countries to make any 

inferences on the effect of increasing (or decreasing) numbers. However, the 

implication is that countries that have suffered only one military casualty (e.g., 

French Operation Busirus in 1991, providing air support to the United Arab Emirates 

in the case of spill over Gulf War) are in the same category as those who suffered 

several more (e.g., the 129 American lives lost during the first weeks of the Iraq 

invasion of 2003). To ensure this has no large consequences for my findings, I have 

rerun the analysis with military casualties as a continuous variable as a robustness 

check: the main effects hold (see Appendix 2.1). 

  

The second independent variable, government responses, counts the number of 

responses observed during a military involvement in one of the 22 conflicts. A new 

response starts whenever the intensity (e.g., number of troops) or scope (e.g., 

changes in UN Security Council mandates) of the intervention changes due to a 

political response by the government. The dataset provides a detailed description of 

the government response itself (e.g., mandate renewal or contributing extra troop to 

the efforts in a country) and does not incorporate tactical responses from the army 

itself (e.g., sending reinforcements during an ongoing door-to-door 

counterinsurgency operation). Hence, not every government response translates into 

extra troop numbers. The government response variable is thus a sum of the number 

of responses observed during UN, NATO, and (multi)national involvements going on 

at the same time during a given conflict. This way, countries with troops committed to 

e.g., both NATO mission and UN mission in the same conflict, are weighted heavier 

in terms of government responses than countries that have been engaged for an 
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equal number of responses in absolute terms, but only have troops committed to the 

UN-component. If political decision makers are indeed prone to escalatory policies 

when faced with military losses, one would expect to see higher ratios for the option 

to escalate when countries are politically heavily invested in a mission.  

 

The third independent variable, changes in support, is used to operationalize shifts in 

popularity (and thus provides an indicator of changes in a government’s political 

security) by taking the average of monthly approval ratings (between government 

response 1 and 2, between 2 and 3, etc.) and then deducting the approval rate from 

the previous period (t-1) from the current. To account for the large differences in 

absolute percentages across countries, this variable is transformed into a dummy 

variable. For periods in which this difference is negative, a country’s government is 

deemed less secure of its position in office (0) and for periods without change or with 

positive change, a country’s government is deemed more secure in relation to the 

previous period. In this case, the variable expresses, and thus changes in support, 

and serves as one of the main indicators of political security for governments on a 

short-term basis. The difference in absolute levels between two-party systems (such 

as, the United States) and multiparty systems (such as, Scandinavian countries and 

Canada with a tradition of minority governments) are significant. For instance, in a 

two-party system like the United States, an approval rate of 45% for President Trump 

at the time of his inauguration is historically low. However, in a multiparty system, 

such as the Netherlands, 46% of voters supporting the coalition is the highest score 

in the period 1990-2016. The approval rating data comes from an original dataset I 

built comprising monthly polling data (1990-2014) from all the countries in my 

sample. For European countries, I used the monthly average of available polling data 

from several bureaus. To ensure that changes in the polls are not related to changes 

in the number of polling agencies used to calculate a monthly average, I created a 

dummy variable that indicates whether in any given month the average is made up 

from different polling agencies than the month before (1) or not (0). I found no 

significant effect (see Appendix 1.2). 

 

There is widespread consensus in the literature that a country’s economic state 

greatly matters for approval rates, and thus a government’s standing (Lewis-Beck & 

Paldam, 2000; Nadeau, Lewis-Beck, & Belanger, 2012; Nadeau & Lewis‐Beck, 
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2001). Economist Okun operationalized how the average citizen is doing 

economically by adding seasonally adjusted unemployment rates to annual inflation 

rates (Welsch, 2007). Therefore, my fourth independent variable, the so-called 

misery index, serves as a control to ensure that effects attributed to military 

casualties are not an artifact of national factors, such as a worsening economy. I 

have incorporated the OECD standardized unemployment rates and inflation to 

create the so-called misery index monthly. This is in line with earlier empirical studies 

testing the diversionary use of force (Brulé & Williams, 2009; DeRouen, 1995; 

Ostrom Jr. & Job, 1986), and this variable is the average for the period between 

government response 1 and 2, between 2 and 3, and so forth.   

  

The fifth independent variable, conflict intensity, serves as an additional indication of 

casualty risk since the number of troops deployed do not always inform us on the 

levels hereof. For instance, 20 UN observers in Cyprus are deemed less risky than 

20 troops operating a weapons platform (such as an F-16) to monitor a no-fly zone. 

Therefore, and in line with the IMI dataset (Pickering & Kisangani, 2009), 

government responses during military missions involving only military observers are 

not incorporated in this analysis. To account for differences in casualty risk, I have 

attempted to code both the distance from the war zone and the activity within the war 

zone (e.g., by counting the number of operations conducted by a participating 

country), but I have ceased the collection of these data due to the lack of trustworthy 

data available through open sources. I will address this issue in two ways. As a first 

alternative, I use a control variable called conflict intensity (see Table 1). Since I 

expect that the level of intensity will influence the number of troops deployed (e.g., 

less troops will be sent to a post conflict missions, such as the UN mission in Cyprus, 

than in the first months of the Iraq War) and these levels can change throughout one 

conflict, I have incorporated the categorical variable from the UCDP/PRIO dataset as 

a control. This variable is based on the number of battle related deaths in a given 

year during a conflict. The variable is coded 0 (low) if there are 0-25 battle related 

deaths in a given year; 1 (minor) with 25-999 battle related deaths in a given year 

and 2 (war) if there are at least 1,000 battle related deaths in a given year (see: table 

1). The second alternative is to rerun the analysis on a mission level, and test on a 

non-UN mission sample (see Appendix 2.1). There are large differences in casualty 

intensity across missions. For instance, the maximum number of military casualties 
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for UN-missions in one government response period is nine while for NATO missions 

this is 20, and for (multi)national missions even 173. Since UN mandate renewals 

(for instance the current MINUSMA mission in Mali) can be deemed less risky than 

joining a coalition of the willing (for instance the Iraq invasion of 2003), this provides 

a second alternative to account for the variation in casualty risk of the government 

responses.  

 

Table 1. Operationalization of Main (In)dependent Variables 

Dependent 

variable 

Indicator Data source Observations per category 

Change 

 

Troop:population ratio t – 

troop:population ratio (t-1)  

 

1 = de-escalate (ratio <1 

soldier per 1,000,000 

inhabitants) 

2 = status quo (ratio = 

between 1 soldier per -

990,000 and 990,000 

inhabitants) 

3 = escalate (ratio>1 soldier 

per 1,000,000 inhabitants) 

See: 

codebook 

1= 678 

2= 260 

3= 704 

Independen

t variables 

Indicator Data source Mea

n 

St.Dev. Min. Max. 

Continuous variables 

Misery index Standardized on a monthly 

basis 

OECD 10.4

2 

3.88 2.23 29.17 

Government 

response 

Number of government 

responses on the ongoing 

involvement in the conflict 

(sum of government 

See: 

codebook 

13.1

9 

13.31 1 65 
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responses on during UN, 

NATO and (multi)national 

operations)  

Categorical 

 Operationalization Source Observation per category 

Military 

casualties 

Lag of military casualties  

 

0 = none 

1 = 1 or more 

See: 

codebook 

0 = 1,371 

1= 271 

Intensity 0. Low 

(0-25 battle related death in a 

given year) 

 

1. Minor 

(25-999 battle 

related deaths in a given year) 

 

2. War 

(at least 1,000 battle related 

deaths in a given year) 

 

UCDP/PRIO 

dataset  

0 = 743 

1 = 443 

2 = 456 

Changes in 

support 

Approval rating t – approval 

rating t-1 

 

0 = less secure than previous 

period (negative values) 

1 = more secure than previous 

period (positive values, or 

values of 0) 

See: 

appendix 1.1 

0 = 678 

1 = 964 

 

Estimation Technique 
My dataset contains time-series data characterized by a hierarchical structure: the 
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1,642 government responses on three types of missions (UN, NATO, or 

(multi)national) of eleven countries nested within 28 conflicts. Such repeated 

observations on a group of mission countries and conflicts can be conceptualized as 

multilevel data. Multilevel modeling can deal with the non-independent nature of the 

observation in clustered data (Hox, 1998; Stawski, 2013). However, the number of 

both missions (three) and countries (eleven) is too small of a sample size for valid 

estimation. Especially a small sample size “at level two leads to biased estimates of 

the (…) standard errors” (Maas & Hox, 2005:86). Hence, a mixed effect MLE model 

would likely suffer from omitted variable bias with regards to the country level 

estimators (Preacher, Zhang, & Zyphur, 2011). To account for the hierarchical 

character of my data, I will perform separate (clustered) analysis on conflict and 

country level to account for within-cluster correlation or heteroscedasticity (Hedeker, 

2003; Wooldridge, 2003). As a robustness check, I also ran an analysis on the 

mission level. The effects remain, but as expected, the main effects are driven by the 

relatively more intense NATO and (multi)national missions where countries are more 

often confronted with (larger numbers of) military casualties (see Appendix 2, 

robustness check 2). 

  My dependent variable consists out of three nominal outcome variables that 

correspond to the three different strategic options: de-escalate, keep the status quo, 

or escalate. Since the order of categories is unimportant, I will employ a multinomial 

logistical (MNL) regression, which allows me to estimate multiple logits where 

responding by either increasing or decreasing troop numbers is compared with the 

response of maintaining the status quo (the homogeneous baseline-choice category) 

(Bagozzi, 2016). In a nutshell: if we had two otherwise-average countries, with the 

only difference between them is one was confronted with military losses and the 

other was not, does this increase the probability of a specific outcome? MNL allows 

me to answer exactly this. 

 

Because some of my independent variables, such as military casualties and the 

intensity of the conflict, might be positively correlated, this model may have a 

multicollinearity problem that can inflate the confidence intervals upwards. To check 

for this, I ran several multicollinearity diagnostics, such as computing (1) the variance 

inflation factor (vif) and (2) a correlation matrix of the fitted coefficients in my model. 

These tests show no indication of multicollinearity (see Appendix 1.3).   
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My fourth hypothesis assumes a difference in response between insecure and 

secure governments to military casualties. Here, governments are considered secure 

with no changes or positive changes in their approval rating, and insecure with 

negative changes. In a nonlinear model such as this, there is more than one way to 

define an effect. Therefore, interpreting interaction in a nonlinear (logistical) model 

can be problematic since it is not possible to predict the conditional expected value 

of the dependent variable without the constant term (Ai & Norton, 2003; Fox & 

Andersen, 2006; Norton, Wang, & Ai, 2004). Instead, I analyze whether secure 

governments show significantly different outcomes than unpopular governments by 

calculating the differences in the average marginal effects (contrast of margins; Buis, 

2009).  

 

V. Do governments increase their commitment?  

Do democratic governments change their commitment by increasing troop numbers 

to a military intervention once confronted with military losses? My first three 

hypotheses test which strategy (de-escalate, status quo, or escalate) countries use, 

and if they use one of three strategies more often once confronted with military 

casualties. The results displayed in Table 2 shows that the chances of escalation do 

increase in comparison with the other two options (status quo or de-escalate).  

 

Models 1 and 2 display the results for the analysis in which standard errors are 

clustered for both conflict and country. This means I am not treating the 1,642 

observations as if they were 1,642 independent observations, but treating them as 

dependent on both the conflict and the country. Since coefficient scales in log odds 

can be difficult to interpret, Table 2 reports the coefficients of the odds ratios. In a 

multinomial regression, there are three different outcomes (de-escalate, status quo, 

or escalate) rather than two mutually exclusive categories. This means that the 

reported odds ratios are relative to one another, and report the factor by which the 

outcome can be predicted when the independent variable increases one unit. The 

interpretation of this relative odds ratio is as follows. An odds ratio > 1 indicates that 

the risk of the outcome falling in the comparison group (e.g., de-escalate or escalate) 

relative to the risk of the outcome falling in the referent group (status quo) increases 

as the variable increases. An odds ratio < 1 indicates the opposite: the risk of the 
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outcome falling in the comparison group relative to the risk of the outcome falling in 

the referent group decreases as the variable increases. So, what does this mean 

when we look at Table 2? 

  Model 1 shows the effects on the conflict level and model 2 on a country level. 

As Table 2 shows, both models report identical relative odds ratios, but since the 

standard errors are adjusted for either the 28 conflicts or the eleven countries in my 

sample, the confidence intervals change. The confidence intervals report the low and 

high probability for each variable. If the null value (which is in the case of odds ratios: 

OR = 1) is not contained within the 95% confidence interval, then the probability that 

the null is the true value is < 5%. 

  First, the option to de-escalate relative to the option to maintain the status 

quo. Once confronted with military casualties, it becomes 1.56 times more likely that 

a country will de-escalate and scale down the numbers of troops. However, the 

confidence interval shows that the lowest probability is negative (.7) and the highest 

is positive (3.51). This means that the true value of the chances that governments 

de-escalate once confronted with military casualties goes both ways: it can decrease 

(.7) and increase (3.51) the likelihood. In other words, we can consider the effect of 

military casualties to be insignificant in Table 2. Less ambiguous are the relative odds 

for the number of government responses. For every government response, the 

chance that it is a decision to de-escalate increases by 1.03. This indicates that even 

though there is a higher chance of escalating once confronted with military casualty, 

countries will tend to de-escalate as the number of responses given by a government 

during a certain conflict increases. The appendix (see Appendix 3.1) discusses the 

number of government responses as an artifact of the duration of an intervention. 

Even though in some rare instances (such as the UN mission UNPROFOR during 

the Yugoslav civil war) countries change troop numbers several times a month, the 

number of months a country is involved in a conflict, and the number of responses 

are highly correlated. Hence, a country that responded more often during a certain 

intervention is more likely to escalate instead of keeping the status quo than the 

country that responded less during the intervention. 

  Even though less deadly conflicts on average decreases the chances of de-

escalation, the effect is not significant. The same goes for negative changes in the 

misery index (indicating improving economic conditions) and government insecurity.  
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Table 2: Multinomial logit regression analysis of occurrence of military 

casualties and change in troop levels during an intervention 

   

Model 1: Basic model 

(Conflict level) 

 

Model 2: Basic model 

(Country level) 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds 

ratio 

Low-High probability Low-High probability 

De-escalation 

Military casualties 1.56 .700 – 3.51 .747 - 3.28 

Government 

response 

1.03* 1.01- 1.04 1.01 - 1.04 

Conflict intensity 1.06 .715 - 1.59 .882 - 1.29 

Misery index .991 .943 - 1.04 .941 - 1.04 

Secure 

government 

.997 .742 - 1.33 .705 - 1.41 

Constant 1.79 .647 - 4.98 .638 – 5.05 

Status quo Baseline outcome 

Escalation 

Military casualties 4.12* 1.53 - 11.07 1.59 – 10.65 

Government 

response 

1.00 .982 - 1.02 .991 - 1.01 

Conflict intensity 1.32 .769 - 2.29 1.11 - 1.58 

Misery index .998 .938 - 1.06 .941 - 1.06 

Secure 

government 

1.17 .858 - 1.61 .878 - 1.57 

Constant 1.51 .439 – 5.21 .543 – 4.21 

Wald (chi) 112.46*  

N (obs) 1,642  

Note. * p < .05. Multinomial logit regression analyses of changes in strategy, with standard errors 

clustered for both conflicts and countries.  I use observations from 28 conflicts and eleven countries 

(N (groups)), with a total of 1,642 strategic changes.  

 

Second, there is the option to escalate relative to keeping the status quo. The effect 
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of military casualties on the option to escalate is 4.12. This means that the 

occurrence of military casualties multiplies the odds of escalation (relative to the 

status quo, the base outcome) by 4.12, given that all the other factors in the model 

are held constant. In a nutshell: opting for escalation becomes 4.12 times more likely. 

The lowest probability of this option is 1.61 and the highest is 10.51, indicating that 

the chances to escalate increase. Or, in general, if a government were to be 

confronted with military casualties (in this model a one-unit increase), they are 

expected to fall into the escalation category as compared with the option to de-

escalate. The results are similar on a conflict level: being confronted with military 

casualties does not increase or decrease the chances to de-escalate, but does 

increase the chances of escalation. For instance, despite the relatively high numbers 

of military casualties during the Canadian involvement in Afghanistan in the summer 

of 2006 (e.g., Operation Mountain Thrust to quell the Taliban insurgency in the 

South, which cost the lives of four soldiers), and more Canadians opposing than 

supporting their government’s military involvement in Afghanistan , the Canadians 

upped their efforts. They led the operations in the Battle of Panjwaii a few months 

later (Operation Falcon Summit in December 2006) and by 2007, the Canadian 

efforts to rebuild Kandahar were fully underway. On a conflict level, during the war in 

Afghanistan, all countries in my sample lost military lives and opted to escalate, 

which could indicate that countries that participate in large scale ground wars expect 

to suffer losses and are therefore not always susceptible to public concern over 

military losses. For instance, and again using the Canadian example, it was not until 

2009 that the government faced serious public pressure over the Canadian Forces’ 

knowledge of abusive treatment of detainees in Afghanistan, which led to a public 

inquiry (Military Police Complaints Commission, 2009). 

  

At the conflict level, the direction of intensity indicates that increasing conflict 

intensity increases the chance of escalation. This means that deadly conflicts show 

more instances of escalation than keeping the status quo, than none deadly 

conflicts. For instance, when President Obama entered office in February 2009 there 

were 32,800 US troops in Afghanistan. A month later the deployment increased to 

35,900 troops which, according to President Obama, was “necessary to stabilize a 

deteriorating situation in Afghanistan, which has not received the strategic attention, 

direction and resources it urgently requires” (The White House, 2009:1).  
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Even though the relative odds ratios of domestic indicators, such as the misery index 

and secure government suggest that secure governments and good economic 

conditions increases chances of escalation, the confidence intervals of these 

indicators indicate the results are ambiguous. Whether secure governments respond 

differently than insecure governments (H4) whenever confronted with military 

casualties will be tested explicitly by model 3 in the next section. 

 

To determine the differences in effect for either the absence (0) or occurrence (1) of 

military casualties for each separate outcome (de-escalate, status quo, escalate), 

rather than the probability of the outcome relative to the base category (expressed 

by the relative odds ratios in Table 2), I have computed the marginal effects for each 

separate outcome (see Figure 2). By so doing, I can visualize whether the 

occurrence of military casualties significantly increases (or decreases) the chance of 

a certain outcome, and will explicitly test my first three hypotheses.  

   

Figure 2 shows the adjusted probabilities of military casualties for each strategic 

option. In these three graphs, I have computed the probability that an “average” 

country faced with military casualties will de-escalate, keep the status quo, or 

escalate to the probability of an “average” country that experiences no military 

casualties during the intervention will de-escalate, keep the status quo, or escalate. 

In a nutshell, Figure 2 shows that being confronted with military casualties 

significantly decreases (since the confidence intervals do not overlap) the chances of 

de-escalation, while significantly increasing the chances of escalation.  
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Figure 2: Adjusted probabilities of military casualties for each strategic option 

(country level) 

 
Note: * p < .05. Dots are average adjusted probabilities for that specific outcome in case of (1) no 

casualties and (2) casualties. Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.  

 

 

Table 3 summarizes the predictive margins as visualized by Figure 2. Once 

governments are confronted with military casualties, the chances of de-escalating by 

(partial) withdrawal significantly decreases by 16% (44 – 28). The average 

probability of keeping the status quo decreases by 16.3% (17 – 0.7) and is also 

significant. The most dramatic change is seen for the third strategic option: when not 

confronted with military casualties, the average probability of escalating is 38%, but 

increases to 64% (with 26%) once confronted with military casualties. Meaning that if 

we had two otherwise-average countries, with the only difference between them is 

one was confronted with military losses and the other was not, the probability of 

escalation for the country that experienced military casualties is 26% higher. 
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Table 3: Predictive margins of military casualties 

 

 De-escalate Status Quo Escalate 

 Margin C.I. Margin C.I. Margin C.I. 

No military casualties .44* .41-.46 .17* .14-.21 .38* .35-.42 

Military casualties .28* .24-.32 .07 .00-.13 .64* .55-.73 

 

Note: * p < .05. Margin is the average adjusted probability for that specific outcome in case of (1) no 

casualties and (2) casualties. C.I. represents the 95% confidence intervals.  

 

Since military casualties increase the likelihood of democratic governments sending 

in more troops, I can accept H1 on both the conflict and country level. At the same 

time, I found no support for the opposite, namely that military casualties significantly 

increase the chances of (partial) withdrawal or keeping the status quo. On the 

contrary, the predictive margins show the opposite effect: once confronted with 

military casualties the option of de-escalation or keeping the status quo becomes 

significantly less likely. I therefore reject H2 and H3.  

 

VI. Does a secure position in office matter? 

Does it matter if the government’s position in office is secure or not? Do they change 

strategies once confronted with negative (or positive) changes in approval ratings? 

Figure 3 shows the contrast in the predictive margins of military casualties for 

(in)secure governments. By comparing predictive margins, I determined whether 

secure and insecure governments significantly use different strategies once 

confronted with military casualties. Figure 3 shows  an effect only for secure 

governments. 

As in Figure 2, we see in Figure 3 below that the predictive margins of the option to 

de-escalate and those of maintaining the status quo are in the same direction. Contrary 

to the expectation as formulated in H4, the probability of de-escalating decreases 

significantly for secure governments, while the probability of escalating increases 

significantly for secure governments. This means that secure governments have a 

significantly higher chance of opting for escalation once they are confronted with 
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military casualties. For instance, President Chirac, when faced with a 5-point increase 

in the polls, decided to prolong and extend Operation Licorne with 1,500 troops on the 

Ivory Coast despite having lost two military lives. In late 1998, with approval ratings at 

an all-time high, President Clinton fired 75 missiles fired at Sudan and Afghanistan as 

retaliation for Al Qaida's US embassy bombings in East Africa, and deployed 2,300 

troops in Kuwait after Iraq refused UN inspections. These military actions coincided 

with the United States taking on a leading role in managing the recently erupted 

Kosovo crisis. Thus, I can reject H4 as well. 

 

Figure 3: Contrast of predictive margins of military casualties for (in)secure 

governments 

 
Note: * p < .05. These margins visualize the contrast between the average adjusted probability for 

secure and insecure governments once confronted with casualties. C.I. represents the 95% 

confidence intervals. 
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VII. Robustness checks 

I have conducted several robustness checks: (1) clustering on a mission level and 

controlling for biased estimations by (2) rerunning the model with a continuous 

variable of military casualties, (3) excluding the United States, and (4) resampling 

(jack knife) and (5) using the option to escalate as the baseline category. In all 

instances, the main effects hold.  

  

To account for the variation in casualty risk during military deployments, I have 

controlled for conflict intensity and clustered on a mission level. Again, the main 

effects hold. However, when rerunning the analysis on a NATO and (multi)national 

mission sample only the confidence intervals become significantly smaller. My data 

does not allow further entanglement of the underlying mechanisms responsible for 

this effect. It could be the result of the higher number of military casualties during 

those missions, the scope of those missions (e.g., less often motivated by 

humanitarian reasons), or both.  

  

The second robustness check accounts for the differences between countries in 

terms of military lives lost. The main effect partially holds only for numbers below 

eight casualties. Only three countries in my sample experienced such high numbers: 

France (three observations), the United Kingdom (one observation), and the United 

States (24 observations), which makes it difficult to ascertain whether the 

disappearance of these effects is due to the high number of casualties or related to 

country-bound traits (e.g., both France and the United States are presidential 

systems). 

  

The third and fourth robustness checks are to further investigate possible country-

bound effects, and account for possibly large differences between the countries in 

my sample. Since the United States has significantly more observations where it was 

confronted with military casualties compared with the other countries in my sample, I 

have rerun the analysis excluding this outlier. The results are in the same direction 

and remain significant. The chances of opting for escalation becomes even higher, 

7.8 times,  which can be related to low levels of military casualties in the non-US 
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sample, as indicated in the second robustness check. When controlling for biased 

estimates by resampling, the main effects also hold on both levels.  

  

The fifth robustness check uses de-escalation as a baseline category to ensure that 

the results hold for the outcome of de-escalation and keep the status quo are less 

likely. They do. 

 

VIII. Conclusion and discussion 

To summarize my findings (also see Table 4), I accept H1 since the chances of 

governments opting for the strategy of escalation increases whenever they have 

been confronted with military casualties. This means I can reject H3, which predicted 

the opposite. I also reject H2: the chances of maintaining the status quo whenever 

confronted with military casualties do not change significantly. The most interesting 

finding is the rejection of H4 by obtaining a significant result in the opposite direction. 

Contrary to my expectations, whenever confronted with military casualties the secure 

governments are more likely to opt for the strategy of escalation rather than the 

insecure strategy.   

 

Table 4. Summary of effects of the event of military casualties on strategy 

 If confronted with casualties 

 In general Insecure 

Governments 

Secure 

governments 

De-escalate - 0 - 

Status Quo Baseline category 

Escalate + 0 + 

 

In addition, I found secure governments to be more prone to escalation during 

military interventions once confronted with military losses. This is the most surprising 

finding. The expectation that insecure governments are more prone to escalation 

stems from both prospect theory and the diversionary use of force literature. The 

latter predicts that leaders who risk losing effective control over office, and therefore 

power, are more likely to gamble for resurrection by redirecting the public’s attention 
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to a common foreign enemy (Allen, 2014; Goemans & Fey, 2009). Prospect theory’s 

main prediction is that individuals confronted with losses will take higher risks (for an 

overview on how this can be linked to political decision making, see Vis, 2011). The 

diversionary use of force studies examines government decision making under 

conditions that qualify as a domain of loss (e.g., declining popularity or economic 

crisis) in a prospect theoretical sense (this argument was made in Chapter 1). 

Hence, if a leader is becoming less secure of their position in office, we would expect 

to see an increase in commitment. Still, it is important to note that the result of 

popular governments only escalating has consequences for the diversionary use of 

force. Not for prospect theoretical predictions.  

 

In this study, the dependent variable is the use of military force (just as in the 

diversionary use of force literature). The main dependent variable in prospect theory, 

however, is risk acceptance. These are inherently different variables. After all, there 

are possible limitations in the assumption that a risky choice (e.g., increasing troop 

numbers and escalating) in of itself implies risk acceptance. An action is not the 

same as the propensity to take risks (Bueno de Mesquita, 1981; O’Neill, 2001). For 

instance, a state’s policy choice that seems risky at first can be nuanced by other 

explanatory variables, such as alliances (e.g., other states backing the response). 

Ideally, one would address this issue by tracking the decision-making process, but 

the question is whether this is doable in large-n settings. This means that escalation 

by secure governments could indicate they either (1) assume they can afford the 

losses and send in more troops, or (2) send in more troops to play it safe and avoid 

future losses that might change their secure status in office. In other words, it is 

difficult to ascertain which option is the riskiest gamble a government can take, 

escalate or de-escalate. In the first case, a government runs the risk of being faced 

with even more losses, and subsequent public backlash that might eventually 

endanger political survival. Yet, de-escalating might signal to the electorate that the 

leader was wrong to intervene in the first place, which could be interpreted as a sign 

of admitting incompetence. Unfortunately, my data only allows for the systematic test 

of the outcome in terms of used strategy, not for any underlying motivations or 

reasoning. Hence, we can only draw inferences based on the outcomes and not on 

the underlying preferences at play. This means that even though my analyses show 

that countries tend to escalate once faced with casualties, it is not certain whether 
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this outcome is driven by mechanisms driving escalated commitment, such as loss 

aversion.  

  

Nonetheless, these results do pose some challenges for the diversionary use of 

force. Even though some studies found advanced democracies to be more prone to 

the use of force (Brulé & Williams, 2009; Pickering & Kisangani, 2005b), others 

found domestic turmoil to decrease the chances of the use of military force (Mitchell 

& Prins, 2004). These mixed findings on whether democracies use diversionary 

policies could be explained by strategic interaction. It is more difficult for democratic 

states to target rivals in economic (or political) bad times. The needs of democratic 

leaders because of their openness are more often clear to their rivals, so potential 

diversionary targets have a high incentive to maintain a low profile to avoid conflict 

(Clark, 2003; Gent, 2009; Meernik, 2005; Miller, 1999). I have argued, in line with 

Miller (1999), that if democracies do employ diversionary tactics we expect to see it 

in the escalation within an ongoing dispute, rather than in the initiation of new ones. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, diversionary use of force theory is “bedeviled by 

strategic conflict avoidance” (p. X). 

 

These analyses provide an attempt to use insights from case studies on American 

decision making during military interventions, to systematically test recurring 

mechanisms such as escalated commitment. By so doing, I tested whether the 

United States, as is often expected, is indeed an outlier amongst Western 

industrialized democracies, and found no substantial support for this assertion. 

Certain phenomena, such as being prone to escalatory policies, are sometimes 

attributed exclusively to the United States (since inferences are drawn based on a 

US sample) while these findings hole that regimes operating in similar incentive 

structures reveal similar mechanisms (Bueno De Mesquita et al., 2003; Pickering & 

Kisangani, 2005b, 2010).  

 

Despite the limitations of this study, such as modelling strategic interaction, I 

systematically compared domestic indicators that, according to literature, effect 

strategies and conclude that industrialized democracies all tend to escalate in 

conflicts after having lost military lives. 
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APPENDIX ONE:  
Codebook: Government Responses to Military 

Interventions  
Dataset 1990 – 2014 

 
This dataset on military interventions is a collection of government responses during 

military interventions, as well as additional tactical (e.g. specific unit deployed) and 

institutional (e.g. NATO or UN mission) information. The data has been assembled in 

the context of a PhD project in the HIGH RISK POLITICS research program at the 

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam18. The dataset contains daily data for 11 OECD-

countries from 1990-2014, and is suited for cross-sectional, longitudinal, pooled time 

series and survival analysis.  

 

Additional datasets used for the paper in this project contain additional political and 

economic variables (such as monthly approval rates and consumer confidence 

indicators) but since these were not the main focus of the project they are limited in 

scope. When using data from this dataset, please quote as: 

 

Kuijpers, D. (2016) Government Responses to Military Interventions Dataset, 1990-

2014, Amsterdam – Vrije Universiteit 

 

I. Background and Definitions 

This codebook is complementary to the chapter that introduces a new dataset that I 

have built: the Government Responses to Military Interventions Dataset. It codes 1,642 

government responses to 494 military interventions undertaken by 11 OECD-countries 

in the period 1990-2014. Where other datasets focus on the event of conflict of military 

intervention happening (or not) with one-year or six month intervals, this dataset 

approaches military intervention as a series of political responses on participation in a 

particular conflict. The first unit of analysis is the initial response by deciding to 

intervene, and the others are the follow-up responses on that interventions. 

                                                             
18 This research is supported by a VIDI grant from the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO, 
grant nr.: 452 – 11- 005) 
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Existing datasets such as the UCDP/PRIO dataset, Correlates of War, International 

Military Intervention datasets indicate whether an intervention took place or not within 

a certain time-interval (Eriksson, 2015; Ghosn & Palmer, 2003; Pickering & Kisangani, 

2009). The subsequent responses of governments to the intervention once they have 

already intervened are not studied. To fill this gap in the field of foreign policy analysis, 

I have updated and extended the Kisangani and Pickering International Military 

Intervention (IMI) dataset (Pickering & Kisangani, 2009)for the period 1990-2014 for 

11 OECD-countries. I have done so by (1) reconstructing the follow-up government 

responses during interventions coded in their dataset, and (2) added missing 

interventions retrievable through open sources to the dataset. Moreover, I have (3) 

split the multinational missions that were coded as UN or NATO missions on a country 

level. By doing so, scholars will be able to systematically evaluate not only how 

democratic governments use the instrument of foreign military intervention (Pickering 

& Kisangani, 2009), but also how democratic governments respond to events once 

they have already intervened and study under what circumstances countries deploy 

troops through either UN, NATO or unilateral missions. 

 

Since the International Military Interventions dataset (2009) served as the basis for 

this dataset, the operational definition is similar to those of Pearson et al., namely by 

defining military interventions as as “the movement of regular troops or forces 

(airborne, seaborne, shelling, etc) of one country inside another, in the context of some 

political issue or dispute” (Pearson & Baumann, 1993:1; Pickering & Kisangani, 2009). 

Entities that are not part of the regular uniformed military (such as paramilitaries or 

government backed militias) are excluded. In addition, since this dataset in particular 

codes political decisions all the events are purposeful and do not include random 

border crossings or unintentional confrontations between forces. Soldiers (semi 

permanently) stationed in foreign basis (e.g. the American base in Aviano, Italy) are 

excluded, unless they are actively engaging in a mission (e.g. once the earlier 

mentioned air force base is used in a NATO air operation). Like in the IMI-dataset, 

military advisors are only included if they actively participate in direct combat 

(Kisangani & Pickering, 2008).  
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A new response starts whenever the intensity (e.g. number of troops) or scope (e.g. 

changes in UN Security Council mandates) of the intervention changes due to a 

particular political decision or a change in political mandate. As a consequence, an 

intervention consists out of several responses: (1) initial decision to intervene; (2) 

(de)escalate (several operationalizations possible: in terms of troops, changes in type 

of troops or mandate) ; (3) retreat. For instance, the German contribution for NATO 

operation Dead Eye in August, 1995 to disrupt old Soviet integrated air systems in 

former Yugoslavia consisted out of 8 Tornado planes. The next month Germany 

responded by contributing extra non-NATO forces and one BR-1150 for the follow-up, 

named Operation Deliberate Force. Both operations are, however, part of the overall 

German intervention in Former Yugoslavia.  

 

In contrast to the IMI-dataset, multinational interventions are not treated as one 

intervention by one international actor: each participating country is separately coded. 

Even though differentiating unilateral and multinational interventions follows earlier 

practices (Regan, 2002; Pearson & Baumann, 1993; Pickering & Kisangani, 2008) this 

approach does not allow for state level comparison within multinational missions by 

keeping track of each member state’s contribution. Since the EU only mentions the 

total number of troops deployed, not on a nation state level, EU military operations 

were excluded from the sample. 

 

II. Variable list 

Intervener country 

code 

intervening country – country codes are in accordance with 

Correlates of War and the updated IMI-dataset. For full list: 

see Appendix 1. 

 

Canada (20); France (220); Germany (265); Italy (325); 

Spain (230); Sweden (380); Netherlands (210); Norway 

(385); United Kingdom (200); United States (2) 

Target country code target country – country codes are in accordance with 

Correlates of War and the updated IMI-dataset. For full list: 

see Appendix 1. 
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Countries are coded according to their status at the start 

of the intervention. E.g. for the interventions in Croatia, 

Bosnia and Kosovo target country is coded as 345 (Former 

Yugoslavia) since these were contested territories at the 

time the intervention started. 

 

Start Starting date - year/month/day.  This is an eight (8) digit 

number, e.g. 19900101 stands for January 1, 1990. Even 

if the operation started before 1990, it will be coded as 

January 1, 1990. 

End Ending date, This is also an eight (8) digit number.  For 

example, 20051231 stands for December 31, 2005. If the 

mission is still ongoing it ends in the dataset on December 

31, 2015 

Troops Number of troops assigned to operation 

Killed Number of soldiers killed during operation (if known) 

Mission type 1 = ad hoc 

2 = NATO 

3 = UN 

4 = WEU 

Troop type 1 = air force (patrol) 

2 = naval (patrol) 

3 = naval + air (combat) 

4 = ground (combat) 

5 = air + ground (combat) 

6 = naval + ground (combat) 

7 = full deployment 

Operation Detailed information on the operation 

Source Links to open data sources 
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III. Additional variable information 

Troops 
Information on the number of troops is retrieved through open sources and (as much 

as possible) from official governmental sources such as the Department/ Ministries of 

Defense. Some institutions, e.g. the Dutch DoD, has provided access to weekly 

operational reports, or provide operational information online, e.g. NATO “placemats” 

(for the post 9/11 interventions) and UN monthly reports (from 1990-2015) that provide 

information on the number of contributed troops per participating country on a 

(bi)monthly basis. Whenever such data was unavailable through open sources, 

available information on the operation was used in order to estimate the number of 

troops. This was done by using averages of these standard troop numbers assigned 

to different levels within the military organization: 

 

NATO 

standardiz

ed military 

mark (APP-

6A) Symbol Name Nature Strength Constituent units Commander  

XXXXXX region, theater Comman

d 

1,000,00

0–

10,000,0

00 

4+ army groups general, army 

general, five-

star general 

or field 

marshal 

XXXXX army group, 

front 

Comman

d 

400,000–

1,000,00

0 

2+ armies general, army 

general, five-

star general 

or field 

marshal 

XXXX army Comman

d 

100,000–

200,000 

2–4 corps general, army 

general, four-

star general 
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or colonel 

general 

XXX corps Formatio

n 

20,000–

50,000 

2+ divisions lieutenant 

general, 

corps general 

or three-star 

general 

XX division Formatio

n 

6,000–

20,000 

2–4 brigades or 

regiments 

major 

general, 

divisional 

general or 

two-star 

general 

X brigade Formatio

n 

3,000–

5,000 

2+ regiments, 3–6 

battalions or 

Commonwealth 

regiments 

brigadier, 

brigadier 

general, 

brigade 

general, or 

one-star 

general 

(sometimes 

colonel) 

III regiment or 

group 

Formatio

n 

1,000–

3,000 

2+ battalions or 

U.S. Cavalry 

squadrons 

colonel 

II infantry 

battalion, U.S. 

Cavalry 

squadron, 

Commonwealt

h armoured 

regiment or 

Unit 300–

1,000 

2–6 companies, 

batteries, U.S. 

Cavalry troops, or 

Commonwealth 

squadrons, 

Argentine 

lieutenant 

colonel 
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Argentine Army 

regiment/artiller

y 

group/battalion 

squadrons/compani

es 

I infantry 

company, 

artillery battery, 

U.S. Cavalry 

troop, 

Commonwealt

h armour or 

combat 

engineering 

squadron or 

Argentine 

cavalry 

squadron or 

engineering 

company 

Subunit 80–250 2–8 platoons or 

Commonwealth 

troops 

chief warrant 

officer, 

captain or 

major 

••• platoon or 

Commonwealt

h troop 

Sub-

subunit 

26–55 2+ Section, or 

vehicles 

warrant 

officer, first or 

second 

lieutenant 

•• section or 

patrol 

- 12–24 1-2+ squad or 3-6 

fireteams 

sergeant 

• squad or crew - 8–12 2-3 fireteams or 1+ 

cell 

staff sergeant 

Ø fireteam - 4 n/a lance 

corporal to 

sergeant 

Ø fire and 

maneuver team 

- 2 n/a any/private 

first class 
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Sources: Globalsecurity.org; US Department of Defense; Wikipedia 

 

This dataset accounted for differences between countries, and the additional 

information provided by the “operation” variable uses the (NATO) standard ranking. 

This is important to mention since some countries use traditional names which can 

lead to confusion: e.g. British/Canadian armored regiments (battalion) are divided into 

squadrons (companies) and troops (platoons), while American cavalry squadrons 

(battalions) are divided into troops (companies) and platoons. This leads, in short, to 

the following: 

Typical units 
Typical 

numbers 

Typical 

commander 

fireteam 3–4 corporal 

squad/ 

section 
8–12 sergeant 

platoon 15–30 lieutenant 

company 80–150 
captain/ 

major 

battalion 300–800 lieutenant colonel 

regiment/ 

brigade 
2,000–4,000 

colonel/ 

brigadier general 

division 10,000–15,000 major general 

corps 20,000–40,000 lieutenant general 

field army 80,000+ general 

army group 
2+ 

field armies 

field marshal/ 

5 star general 

region/ 

theater 
4+ army groups Six-star rank 

Sources: Globalsecurity.org; US Department of 

Defense; Wikipedia 
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Several estimation techniques were used. One, by combining different sources. For 

instance, country contributions for the SFOR operations were mentioned by listing 

percentiles of the total deployment by a RAND-report (Larson et al., 2004). Since 

other contribution countries, such as Italy (“Ministro della Difesa - contributo 

nazionale,” 2016) and the Netherlands (“Ministerie van Defensie - Missies,” 2016), 

have online databases providing detailed information on previous and ongoing 

missions – it is possible to calculate the number of troops for the other participating 

countries by using the percentiles mentioned in the RAND-report. 

Second, by estimating the number of troops involved by looking at the units 

mentioned. For instance, with Operation Volcano in Afghanistan (February, 2007) the 

United Kingdom deployed the 42 Commando, M-company (10-11 troop), one 

company with elements from the 59 Commando Royal Engineers + ISTAR 2x 

Apaches. Even though there is no mention in sources of the exact number of troops, 

this deployment information provides enough detail to come up with a rough 

estimation of the number of troops. Two company (2x80 troops=160) and 2 Apaches 

that function as an ISTAR (which stands for Intelligence, Surveillance, Target 

Acquisition & Reconnaissance)- platform (two platoons = 30 troops) comes down to 

an estimated 190 troops.  

  Thirdly, rough estimates were made by looking at the deployed hardware. This 

provided especially useful for naval and air operations. For these type of operations 

(such as NATO operation Sharp Guard) there are often online lists available that 

provide in detail which material was deployed. As for Sharp Guard for instance, the 

Canadian contribution consisted out of deploying the  the HMCS Iroquis and the 

HMCS Preserver; a Lockheed CP-140 Aurora; AWACS and a support Forward 

Logistic Site (FLS). According to Wikipedia-sites, a destroyer of this particular class 

houses max. 280 soldiers (2x 280 troops), while 15 persons are needed to operate a 

Lockheed CP-140 Aurora. NATO websites and information from earlier operations 

(such as the Dutch DoD weekly reports - that did provide for several instances the 

number of persons deployed for NATO AWAC support from Aviano, Italy) allowed to 

estimate the number of persons for the NATO Forward Logistic Site for AWAC on 

(average) 15 persons as. It is thus estimated that the Canadian contribution for 

NATO Operation Sharp Guard consisted out of an estimated 590 troops.   

Fourth, by looking at the number of troops deployed in earlier and similar 

operations, and using the earlier number of troops as an estimation for the follow-up. 
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For instance, during the first months of the intervention in Afghanistan, American and 

British troops were involved in a campaign in the Shahi Kot Valley to oust Taliban 

and Al Qaeda forces. Sources mention 1,000 US troops involved in Operation 

Anaconda drawn from the Navy SEALs (Teams 2, 3, and 8), Air Force Combat 

Controllers and Pararescuemen, and Army Special Forces. During the direct follow-

up of that mission, the Jacana Operations (consisting out of Operation Ptarmigan; 

Operation Snipe; Operation Condor; and Operation Buzzard) US troops continued 

their efforts by supporting the leading British 45 Commando, and providing air 

support and a smaller number of special forces. The number of involved US troops is 

thus estimated at 1,000 for the Jacana Operations as well. 

 

Military casualties 
The data on the number of the military casualties suffered on a monthly basis is 

gathered through open sources and (as much as possible) from official governmental 

sources such as the Department/Ministries of Defense. They are assigned to the 

specific operation and/or deployment in the dataset as well. For UN-missions these 

should be treated as estimates: the UN only reports the number of soldiers getting 

killed on a yearly basis, and their numbers even include civilian personnel. In order 

to circumvent this issue as much as possible, and estimate was being made based 

on the total number of soldiers getting killed on a monthly basis minus those getting 

killed during NATO and ad hoc operations. Since there are often simultaneous 

missions deployed during a conflict (e.g. a NATO-mission, a UN-mission and a 

national contribution to an ad hoc international coalition), and the EU is not 

incorporated in our sample the UN-numbers should be regarded as estimates. 

 

Country Source Notes 

Canada National Defense and 

Canadian Armed Forces 

For data pre-2002 the 

veteran website “Canadian 

Peacekeeper Honour Roll” 

was used 

Denmark Danish Department of 

Defense (see: provided 

excel sheet of the DoD 

Information provided by the 

Danish DoD was cross-

references with veteran 
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available on project website 

– highriskpolitics.org under 

“research”) 

website “Drabssager I 

Denmark” 

France French Department of 

Defense 

 

Germany Bundeswehr  Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Italy Italian Department of 

Defense  

Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Norway Norwegian Department of 

Defense  

Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Netherlands Dutch Department of 

Defense (weekly reports 

available for inspection at 

the Institute for Military 

History in the Hague; excel 

sheet retrievable on project 

website – 

highriskpolitics.org under 

“research”) 

Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia and 

Dutch Public Broadcasting 

(NOS) 

Spain Spanish Department of 

Defense  

Information cross-

references with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Sweden Swedish Armed Forces Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

United Kingdom British Armed Forces  Requested FOI Act 2000 

with reference 

FOI2016/050403 (see: 

excel sheet available on 
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project website – 

highriskpolitics.org under 

“research”) 

United States Peacetime casualties  Only those killed during 

missions abroad are 

incorporated in our dataset. 

 

Cross-referenced with DoD 

data available and reports 

to congress (CRS)  

 

Troop type 
Since troop numbers do not always inform us on the level of casualty risk (e.g. there 

is a clear difference between 250 soldiers in a frigate monitoring foreign waters, and 

250 soldiers on the ground setting up parameters), the variable “troop type” provides 

a first attempt to informs us on which force(s) (air, naval or ground) are deployed. 

However, this does not mean that the lower the number, the lower risk associated with 

that specific type of deployment.  

Troop type  

Air force (patrol) 1 

Naval force (patrol) 2 

Air (+ naval) force (combat) 3 

Ground force (combat) 4 

Air + ground force (combat) 5 

Naval + ground (combat) 6 

Full deployment 7 

 

However, this variable can help scholars to identify which countries in a NATO or UN 

setting provide what kind of troops. More detailed information is provided in the 

Operation variable, where scholars can see what type of frigates and/or fighter planes 

are deployed. 
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Operation and Source 
In the original Excel document, the variable “Operation” provides as much as details 

known about the operation in question. The following column (“source”) provides links 

to the open sources that were used to attain this information.  

 

Appendix 1 table: COW country codes 

CCode State name CCode State name 

2 United States of America 165 Uruguay 

20 Canada 200 United Kingdom 

31 Bahamas 205 Ireland 

40 Cuba 210 Netherlands 

40 Cuba 210 Netherlands 

41 Haiti 211 Belgium 

41 Haiti 211 Belgium 

42 Dominican Republic 212 Luxembourg 

42 Dominican Republic 212 Luxembourg 

51 Jamaica 220 France 

52 Trinidad and Tobago 220 France 

53 Barbados 221 Monaco 

54 Dominica 223 Liechtenstein 

55 Grenada 225 Switzerland 

56 St. Lucia 230 Spain 

57 

St. Vincent and the 

Grenadines 232 Andorra 

58 Antigua & Barbuda 235 Portugal 

60 St. Kitts and Nevis 240 Hanover 

70 Mexico 245 Bavaria 

80 Belize 255 Germany 

90 Guatemala 255 Germany 

91 Honduras 260 German Federal Republic 

92 El Salvador 265 German Democratic Republic 

93 Nicaragua 267 Baden 

94 Costa Rica 269 Saxony 
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95 Panama 271 Wuerttemburg 

100 Colombia 273 Hesse Electoral 

101 Venezuela 275 Hesse Grand Ducal 

110 Guyana 280 Mecklenburg Schwerin 

115 Suriname 290 Poland 

130 Ecuador   

135 Peru 300 Austria-Hungary 

140 Brazil 305 Austria 

145 Bolivia   

150 Paraguay 310 Hungary 

150 Paraguay 315 Czechoslovakia 

155 Chile   

160 Argentina 316 Czech Republic 

317 Slovakia 438 Guinea 

325 Italy 439 Burkina Faso 

327 Papal States 450 Liberia 

329 Two Sicilies 451 Sierra Leone 

331 San Marino 452 Ghana 

332 Modena 461 Togo 

335 Parma 471 Cameroon 

337 Tuscany 475 Nigeria 

338 Malta 481 Gabon 

  482 Central African Republic 

339 Albania 483 Chad 

341 Montenegro 484 Congo 

343 Macedonia 490 Democratic Republic of the Congo 

344 Croatia 500 Uganda 

345 Yugoslavia 501 Kenya 

345 Yugoslavia 510 Tanzania 

346 Bosnia and Herzegovina 511 Zanzibar 

347 Kosovo 516 Burundi 

349 Slovenia 517 Rwanda 

350 Greece 520 Somalia 
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  522 Djibouti 

352 Cyprus   

355 Bulgaria 530 Ethiopia 

359 Moldova 531 Eritrea 

360 Romania 540 Angola 

365 Russia 541 Mozambique 

  551 Zambia 

366 Estonia 552 Zimbabwe 

  553 Malawi 

367 Latvia 560 South Africa 

368 Lithuania 565 Namibia 

  570 Lesotho 

369 Ukraine 571 Botswana 

370 Belarus 572 Swaziland 

371 Armenia 580 Madagascar 

372 Georgia 581 Comoros 

373 Azerbaijan 590 Mauritius 

375 Finland 591 Seychelles 

380 Sweden 600 Morocco 

385 Norway 600 Morocco 

385 Norway 615 Algeria 

390 Denmark 616 Tunisia 

390 Denmark 616 Tunisia 

395 Iceland 620 Libya 

402 Cape Verde 625 Sudan 

403 Sao Tome and Principe 626 South Sudan 

404 Guinea-Bissau 630 Iran 

411 Equatorial Guinea 640 Turkey 

420 Gambia 645 Iraq 

432 Mali 651 Egypt 

433 Senegal 651 Egypt 

434 Benin 652 Syria 

435 Mauritania 652 Syria 
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436 Niger 660 Lebanon 

437 Ivory Coast 663 Jordan 

  666 Israel 

991 Sumatra 670 Saudi Arabia 

  678 Yemen Arab Republic 

  679 Yemen 

  680 Yemen People's Republic 

  690 Kuwait 

  691 Bahrain 

  694 Qatar 

  696 United Arab Emirates 

  698 Oman 

  700 Afghanistan 

  701 Turkmenistan 

  702 Tajikistan 

  703 Kyrgyzstan 

  704 Uzbekistan 

  705 Kazakhstan 

  710 China 

  712 Mongolia 

  713 Taiwan 

  730 Korea 

  731 North Korea 

  732 South Korea 

  740 Japan 

  740 Japan 

  750 India 

  760 Bhutan 

  770 Pakistan 

  771 Bangladesh 

  775 Myanmar 

  780 Sri Lanka 

  781 Maldives 
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  790 Nepal 

  800 Thailand 

  811 Cambodia 

  812 Laos 

  816 Vietnam 

  817 Republic of Vietnam 

  820 Malaysia 

  830 Singapore 

  835 Brunei 

  840 Philippines 

  850 Indonesia 

  860 East Timor 

  900 Australia 

  910 Papua New Guinea 

  920 New Zealand 

  935 Vanuatu 

  940 Solomon Islands 

  946 Kiribati 

  947 Tuvalu 

  950 Fiji 

  955 Tonga 

  970 Nauru 

  983 Marshall Islands 

  986 Palau 

  987 Federated States of Micronesia 

  990 Samoa 
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APPENDIX TWO: 
CHAPTER THREE ROBUSTNESS ANALYSES 

 

I. DATA 

Dependent variable 
My dependent variable (polls) consist out of data gathered in collaboration with 

colleagues Mariken van der Velden (VU University, Amsterdam) and Gijs 

Schumacher (UvA, Amsterdam). The table below demonstrates the sources for each 

country in my sample. The polls are based on a monthly average of all available 

polling data for the period 1990-2014. 

 

Table 1: Polling agencies used by country 

Country Source 
Canada Strategic Council 

Nanos Research 
EKOS Politics 
Ipsos-Reid 
Decima Research 

Denmark Wilke 
Voxmeter 
Epinion 

Germany Forsa 
INSA 
Enmid 

Italy Euromedia 
UNICAB 
SWB 

Norway Infact 
Sentio 
TNS Gallup 
Norfakta 
Norstat 

Netherlands TNS NIPO 
Ipsos Synovate 
Peil.nl 

Spain ENCUASTAMOS 
Metroscopia 
Centro des Investigaciones Sociologicas (CIS) 

Sweden Demoskop 
Ipsos 
Sifo 
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YouGov 
United Kingdom YouGov/The Times 

Ipsos MORI 
BMG Research 

United States Gallup 
 

 

In order to make sure that changes in the polls are not related to changes in the 

polling agencies that make up the monthly average, I’ve created a dummy variable 

which indicates whether in any given month the average is made up from different 

polling agencies than the month before (1) or not (0). As table 2 shows: there are no 

significant effects. 

 

Table 2: Regression analysis of change in used polling data agencies on the 

change in polls (both governing and opposition parties 

Y ∆polls B SE 

Polls dummy .009 .026 

Constant -.007 .012 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

16,387 

103 

 

Wald .12  

P=<.05 

 

To ensure my model captures the causal relationship as assumed in my hypotheses, 

I’ve run a Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity diagnostic for endogeneity after 

estimating my instrumental variables through two-stages least squares (2SLS, see 

table 3). Here, I have taken my duration as the dependent variable (Y1), military 

casualties as the suspected endogenous explanatory variable (Y2) and popularity as 

the instrumental variable. The results of the subsequent endogeneity test are 

insignificant, which means we can accept H0: all the IV’s are exogenous. Since this 

analysis is run on the full sample (comprising polling data for both governing and 

opposition parties) the number of observations is larger than in the main paper (16,422 

instead of 3,728). 

 

Table 3: Durbin-Wu-Hausman test for endogeneity 
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Instrumental variables (2SLS) regression 

 B SE 

Military casualties .871* .200 

Misery -1.40* .105 

Honeymoon -2.59* .583 

Constant 70.84* 1.16 

N (obs)  16,422 Instrumented: military casualties 

Wald 224.84* Instruments: misery; honeymoon; polls 

Tests of endogeneity 

Robust score chi2(1)            =  .671592  (p = 0.4125) 

Robust regression F(1,16417)    =  .669342  (p = 0.4133) 

 

Independent variable 
My first independent variable measures the number of soldiers killed during military 

interventions on a monthly basis. This data is gathered through open sources and 

(as much as possible) from official governmental sources such as the 

Department/Ministries of Defense. 

 

Table 4: Sources used for soldiers killed by country 

Country Source Notes 

Canada National Defense and 

Canadian Armed Forces 

For data pre-2002 the 

veteran website “Canadian 

Peacekeeper Honour Roll” 

was used 

Denmark Danish Department of 

Defense (see: Excel sheet) 

Information provided by the 

Danish DoD was cross-

references with veteran 

website “Drabssager I 

Denmark” 

France French Department of 

Defense 
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Germany Bundeswehr  Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Italy Wikipedia 

 

Information cross-

referenced with veteran 

website (fortunatogaltieri.it); 

United Nations yearly 

numbers, and for the 

interventions in Iraq and 

Afghanistan with 

icasualties.org  

Norway Wikipedia List is based on one 

published by the Norwegian 

newspaper VG Nyheter and 

Aftenposten, cross 

referenced with Norwegian 

medals for the fallen 

(Forsvarets medalje for 

falne) 

 

Netherlands Dutch Department of 

Defense (weekly reports 

available for inspection at 

the Institute for Military 

History in the Hague) 

Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia and 

Dutch Public Broadcasting 

(NOS) 

Spain Wikipedia List is based on database 

by Spanish newspaper El 

Pais 

Sweden Wikipedia List based on Sveriges 

dödbok 1947-2006 

(published by the Sveriges 

Släktforskarförbund) and 

the in memoriam website of 
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the Swedish union for 

veterans 

United Kingdom British Armed Forces  Requested FOI Act 2000 

with reference 

FOI2016/050403 

United States Peacetime casualties  Only those killed during 

missions abroad are 

incorporated in our dataset. 

 

Cross-referenced with DoD 

data available and reports 

to congress (CRS)  

 

II. Robustness analyses 

As a robustness analyses, and in chronological order as discussed in the main 

paper, I’ve rerun all my models: (1) controlled by position in office; (2) replace the 

misery-index by monthly fluctuations in consumer confidence (ΔCCI); (3) number of 

troops related to the country’s population; (4) running a fixed effect with lagged 

dependent; (5) controlling for the period after 9/11, and the Gulf War; (6) by country 

(7) with a duration dummy, (8) a re-run of the analysis with a third operationalization 

of the main independent variable (Δ intensity) that measures the change in the 

number of soldiers killed in relation to the total number of troops send abroad, (9) 

controlled for conflict intensity by incorporating battle-related-deaths, (10) controlled 

for cumulative number of military casualties, and (11) government ideology (right-left 

scale). Table 5 below shows a short summary of the main effects. 

 

Table 5: Summary of effects of the change in soldiers killed to changes in polls 

 (1) Opposition  

parties 

(2) Consumer  

confidence 

(3) Troops: 

population 

 Effect Duration Effect Duration Effect Duration 

Military 

casualties 

+ >150 months + <50 months + <25 months 
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    - >125 months - >125 

months 

ΔCasualty 

growth 

  + <50 months + <50 months 

    - >150 months - >150 

months 

 

 (4) Fixed effects (5.1) 9/11 (5.2) Gulf War 

 Effect Duration Effect Duration Effect Duration 

Military casualties + 

- 

<75 months 

>150 months 

[before] 

+ 

 

 

6-14 months 

 

+ 

 

6-64 

months 

 ΔCasualty 

growth 

+ 

- 

<75 months 

>150 months 

[after] 

- 

 

>100 months 

  

 

 (6)Country (6) Duration dummy (8) Casualty 

intensity 

 Effect Duration Effect Duration Effect Duration 

Military casualties + 

- 

<75 months 

>150 months 

+ 

- 

<28 months 

>74 months 

+ 

- 

<13 

months 

>55 

months 

 ΔCasualty 

growth 

+ 

- 

<75 months 

>150 months 

+ 

- 

<20 months 

>147 months 

  

 

 (9) Conflict 

intensity 

(10) Cumulative 

casualties 

(11) Left/right 

Government 

 Effect Duration Effect Duration Effect  

Military casualties + 

- 

<13 months 

>55 months 

0  0  

 ΔCasualty 

growth 
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(1) Robustness check: Opposition parties 

To check whether the rally effects is indeed exclusively bound to governing parties, 

I’ve created a dummy variable separating parties in office (1) from those in 

opposition (0). Running the analysis on the sub-sample of opposition parties 

subscribes my earlier findings. Model 1 and 2 shows the effects for opposition parties 

for both military casualties and casualty growth, visualized in figure 1. As to be 

expected, figure 1 shows the opposite effect for opposition parties: they do not 

experience a rally effect, but whenever confronted with casualties later on in the 

intervention they experience higher approval ratings. This would suggest that (since 

our results for governing parties show the opposite) voters indeed view military 

casualties as a sign of incompetence on which opposition parties can potentially 

capitalize. The direction of the effect for the misery index changes as well: higher 

levels of the misery index (signaling a worsening economic conditions) corresponds 

with higher approval ratings. Interestingly enough, when operationalizing military 

losses as the rate of change of military casualties: the effects disappear. This 

suggest that relative changes in casualty levels have no effect for opposition parties. 

 

Table 6. Regression analysis military casualties and casualty growth on 

changes in the polls of opposition parties 

  

Two way interaction model 

1: 

Military casualties 

(opposition parties) 

 

Two way interaction model 

2: 

Casualty growth 

(opposition parties) 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties -.007 .004   

∆ Casualty growth   -.045 .038 

∆ Misery Index .060* .024 .061* .024 

Duration -.000 .000 -.000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

.000* .000 .000 .000 
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∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

    

Honeymoon -.385 .245 -.385 .246 

Constant .018 .015 .008 .015 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

12298 

102 

 12302 

102 

 

Wald 21.20* 10.46 

P=<.05 

 

Figure 1: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for opposition parties   

 

 

(2) Robustness check: replacing the misery index for consumer confidence 

As a second robustness check, I’ve replaced the misery index with the consumer 

confidence index (CCI). The CCI is based on “households' plans for major purchases 
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and their economic situation, both currently and their expectations for the immediate 

future” (OECD, 2016). Since this data was not available for Norway at the OECD, 

I’ve used the CCI-data from the Central Bureau of Statistics of Norway (SSB).  

  The reason to control for CCI is twofold. First, unemployment rates do not 

account for those who are involuntarily stuck in part time jobs, nor does it incorporate 

the people who simply gave up on job hunting. Second, and when using the misery 

index, unemployment has a larger impact on unhappiness than inflation, leading to 

an underestimation of unhappiness attributable to unemployment (Tella, Macculloch, 

& Oswald, 1809). Since I am interested in voter’s sentiments, CCI is an adequate 

alternative measure since it measures how voters themselves experience the 

country’s state of the economy rather than using indicators (such as inflation and 

unemployment) of which we assume they have an effect on sentiments (Eichenberg 

et al., 2006; O’Connor et al., 2010). Even though insignificant, the direction of the 

effect of consumer confidence goes in the opposite direction of what we might 

expect: higher levels of consumer confidence are associated with lower levels of 

approval. It could be that issues as inflation and unemployment are more linked to 

government policies than consumer confidence. Using consumer confidence instead 

of the misery index does not, however, influence my main results as visualized in 

figure 2. 

 

Table 7. Regression analysis military casualties and casualty growth on 

changes in the polls for governing parties (controlled for consumer 

confidence) 

  

Two way interaction model 

3: 

Military casualties 

 

 

Two way interaction model 

4: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .018* .006   

∆ Casualty growth   .255* .086 

∆ Consumer confidence -.094 .127 -.089 .127 
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Duration -.000 .000 -.000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

.000* .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.002* .000 

Honeymoon .021 .022 .023 .022 

Constant -.078 .040 -.041 .040 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4039 

39 

   

Wald 13.97*  

P=<.05 

   

Figure 2: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties   
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(3) Troop:population ratio 

To check whether the effects hold once we control for the number of troops in 

relation to the total population of a participating country, I’ve created an extra control 

variable (true_troop) which divides the number of troops by the total population of the 

country (see: figure 3). The effects thereof are not significant. As table 5 and figure 5 

shows, all the effects remain constant and the earlier found effects hold  

Figure 3: Distribution of the troop:population (ratio) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8. Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes in 

the polls controlled for troop:population – ratio 

  

Two way interaction model 

5: 

Military casualties 

 

Two way interaction model 

6: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .017* .006   
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∆ Casualty growth   .253* .086 

∆ Misery -.152* .067 -.157* .067 

Duration .000 .000 -.000 .000 

Troop : population 110.983 225.794 86.27 204.54 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000 .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.002 .000 

Honeymoon .023 .022 .025 .022 

Constant -.102 .050 -.063 .049 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

Wald 19.11* 17.80* 

P=<.05 

 

Figure 4: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties controlled for troop:population 
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(4) Robustness check: Fixed effects-model 

For country comparative analysis such as this one, an alternative to an FGLS 

regression would be a fixed effects approach since it allows to test within a small 

sample size while controlling for country level heterogeneity (Möhring, 2012). 

Whether to use of a fixed effect model is not so much a question of statistical 

specification, but rather a conceptual one (Bryan & Jenkins, 2013). A fixed effect 

(within) approach would suggest I expect a certain uniqueness within each country, 

and would be more suitable to test hypothesis that are aimed at explaining possible 

difference in outcome related to the institutional structure. As table 8 and figure 5 

shows, the results are similar, and the main effects hold. 
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Table 9. Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes in 

the polls (fixed effects) 

  

Two way interaction model 

7: 

Military casualties 

 

Two way interaction model 

8: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Lagged polls -.095* .007 -.089* .007 

Military casualties .040* .007   

∆ Casualty growth   .373* .102 

∆ Misery -.112 .081 -.129 .082 

Duration -.002* .000 -.004* .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000 .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.003* .000 

Honeymoon .055 .030 .058 .030 

Constant 2.42* .264 2.45 .263 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

F 25.24* 22.15* 

P=<.05 
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Figure 5: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties (fixed effects) 

 

(5) Robustness check: before and after 9/11 

 

The reasons the check whether there are differences before and after 9/11 are 

twofold. First, 9/11. In the 1990s most interventions (e.g. those in former-Yugoslavia) 

were humanitarian missions with relatively little risk for soldiers. But after 9/11 most 

interventions were large-scale large-risk ground operations to first bring about 

regime change, and eventually quell counterinsurgencies. This brings about three 

effects. (1) The post 9/11 interventions have a much higher death toll than those in 

the 1990s. (2) Public opinion towards humanitarian missions may differ from 

missions aimed at regime change. In addition, literature has identified a post-9/11 

rally effect in presidential approval rates (Hetherington & Nelson, 2003; Schubert et 
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al., 2002), and media outlets (Dimitrova & Stromback, 2005; Dimitrova & Connolly-

Ahern, 2007). 

  Since pre-911 missions such as the intervention in Kosovo saw little to no casualties, 

the first operationalization of military casualties (absolute numbers on a monthly basis) are 

used in model 10 and 11. Contrary to the main consensus in literature: there is a rally effect 

in the beginning of missions but only in the pre-911 period. Since the Gulf War intervention is 

the only one I my sample not overlapping with other simultaneous interventions, I’ve ran a 

separate analysis for this conflict (see: table 11, model 12). Here we see an increased positive 

effect from the 7th month (February, 1991) onwards: that month, coalition troops initiated 

Operation Desert Storm and moved into Iraq. This type of conditionality is in line with empirical 

findings on the perceived success of a mission (Boettcher & Cobb, 2006; Eichenberg, 2005; 

Gelpi & Feaver, 2006). This advance was swifter than anticipated and by the end of the month, 

Iraqi troops began retreating from Kuwait.  

 

Table 10: Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes 

in the polls before and after 9/11 

  

Two way interaction model 

9: 

Before 9/11 

 

Two way interaction model 

10: 

After 9/11 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .016 .015 .002 .007 

∆ Misery -.152* .067 -.154* .067 

Duration .000 .001 .000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

.002 .003 -.000 .000 

Honeymoon .025 .022 .022 .022 

Constant -.085* .032 -.067 .037 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 
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Wald 18.18* 11.83 

P=<.05 

 

Figure 6: Average marginal effects of military casualties on polls for governing 

parties before and after 9/11 

 

 

Table 11: Regression analysis of military casualties on changes in the polls 

during the Gulf War 

  

Two way interaction model 

11: 

Military casualties 

Y ∆polls Β SE 

Military casualties -.026 .028 

∆ Misery -.010 .063 
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Duration -.148* .022 

Military casualties x 

duration 

.011* .004 

Honeymoon .027 .021 

Constant -.009 .029 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

1891 

19 

 

Wald 72.55* 

P=<.05 

 

Figure 6: Average marginal effects of military casualties on polls for governing 

parties during the Gulf War 
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(6) Robustness check: controlled for country  

 

To check whether the rally effects are related to country characteristics, I control  

(besides fixed effects in robustness check 2.4) for country. The effects hold. 

  Models 12 and 13 show the effects for military casualties and casualty growth. 

An increase in the number or in the rate of change of soldiers killed during a mission, 

translates into a higher standing in the polls. An increase in the misery index (and 

thus a worsening economic situation) translates into a lower standing in the polls. As 

for the country dummies, the effects are not significant. 

 

Table 12: Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes 

in the polls during the war in Afghanistan 

  

Two way interaction model 

12: 

Military casualties 

 

Two way interaction model 

13: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .018* .006   

∆ Casualty growth   .263* .087 

∆ Misery -.152* .067 -.157* .067 

Duration .000 .000 -.000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000* .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.000* .000 

Country (Germany as 

reference) 

    

Canada -.112 .144 -.118 .145 

Denmark .014 .109 .005 .110 
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Italy .178 .220 .181 .221 

Netherlands -.075 .117 -.082 .118 

Norway -.008 .122 -.023 .122 

Spain -.017 .145 -.036 .146 

Sweden .050 .119 .030 .119 

United Kingdom -.057 .146 -.047 .148 

United States -.034 .166 -.110 .150 

Honeymoon .022 .022 .025 .022 

Constant -.082 .093 -.032 .094 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4,017 

39 

 4,017 

39 

 

Wald 22.36 21.35 

 

Figure 7: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties (controlled for country) 
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(7) Robustness check: including the duration dummy 

To check whether the rally effects still hold (that I expect to find only at the beginning 

of the intervention) I’ve created a duration dummy which divides all the active 

engagements (>0) from those countries that were abstaining from intervening (0). 

The effects hold. 

  Models 14 and 15 show the effects for military casualties and casualty growth. 

An increase in the number or in the rate of change of soldiers killed during a mission, 

translates into a higher standing in the polls. An increase in the misery index (and 

thus a worsening economic situation) translates into a lower standing in the polls. As 

for the duration dummy, active engagement has a negative effect on the polls for 

governing parties (because the values of the dummy are set to zero), but is not 

significant. 

 

Table 13. Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes 
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in the polls /w duration dummy 

  

Two way interaction model 

14: 

Military casualties 

 

Two way interaction model 

15: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .019* .006   

∆ Casualty growth   .255* .086 

∆ Misery -.144* .068 -.151* .068 

Duration .001* .000 .000 .000 

Duration dummy -.139 .080 -.104 .080 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000* .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.002* .000 

Honeymoon .022 .021 .024 .022 

Constant -.012 .060 .006 .060 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

Wald 21.95* 19.43* 

P=<.05 
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Figure 8: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties  /w duration dummy 

 

 

(8) Robustness check: measured by intensity  

Do parties respond to the event of soldiers getting killed, or is the effect stronger if 

the intensity of the conflict is higher? This second independent variable, ΔIntensity, 

measures the intensity of the conflict by dividing the number of soldiers getting killed 

by the number of troops that a country in question has deployed. As figure 9 shows, 

this does not make much of a difference: governing parties still go up in the polls 

once confronted with military casualties. 

 Table 14 shows the results of the regression analysis with conflict intensity 

(soldiers killed: troops) as a dependent variable. An increase in intensity has a 

temporary positive effect on the polls for governing parties, and a negative on the 

opposition. As for the misery index and duration, governing and opposition parties 

demonstrate opposite (but non-significant) effects.  

 

Table 14. Regression analysis of change in casualty intensity (soldiers killed : 
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troops) on approval rates 

  

Two way interaction model 

16: 

Military casualties 

Y ∆polls Β SE 

∆ Intensity .981* .403 

∆ Misery -.033 .033 

Duration -.000 .000 

∆ Intensity x duration -.006 .005 

Honeymoon -.015 .011 

Constant -.021 .021 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 

Wald  

P=<.05 

 

Figure 9: Average marginal effects of casualty intensity on polls for governing 

parties 
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(9) Robustness check: Conflict intensity 

 

A control variable called intensity accounts for the dynamics of the conflict itself. 

Since I expect that the level of intensity will influence the commitment (e.g. less 

troops will be send to a post conflict missions such as the UN mission in Cyprus, 

than in the first months of the Iraq War) and these levels can change throughout one 

conflict I’ve incorporated the categorical variable from the UCDP/PRIO dataset as a 

control. This variable is based on the number of battle related deaths in a given year 

during a conflict. The variable is coded 0 (low) if there are 0-25 battle related deaths 

in a given year; 1 (minor) with 25-999 battle related deaths in a given year and 2 

(war) if there are at least 1,000 battle related deaths in a given year.  For the years 

2009-2014 this variable is updated. As models 17 and 18 in table 15 show, the 

(main) effects remain. Increased conflict intensity has a negative effect on approval 

ratings but is not significant. Both military casualties as casualty growth both have a 
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significant positive effect on approval ratings (see: figure 10), while a positive 

increase in the misery index (indicating worsening economic conditions) has a 

significant negative effect on approval ratings. As in all my models, I found no proof 

of an early term honeymoon effect.  

 

Table 15. Regression analysis of change in soldiers getting killed on changes 

in the polls /w duration dummy 

  

Two way interaction model 

17: 

Military casualties 

 

Two way interaction model 

18: 

Casualty growth 

 

Y ∆polls Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .019* .005   

∆ Casualty growth   .296* .097 

∆ Misery -.150* .074 -.161* .074 

Duration .000 .000 .000 .000 

Military casualties x 

duration 

-.000 .000   

∆ Casualty growth x 

duration 

  -.000 .000 

Honeymoon .011 .026 .014 .026 

Conflict intensity -.009 .066 -.026 .066 

Constant -.131 .120 -.049 .120 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

4017 

39 

 4017 

39 

 

Wald 19.80* 18.09* 

P=<.05 
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Figure 10: Average marginal effects of military casualties and casualty growth 

on polls for governing parties controlled for conflict intensity 

 

 

(10) Robustness check: Cumulative casualties 

 

Since fair share of the literature on the effect of military casualties on public opinion 

operationalize the military casualties by looking at the cumulative number of casualties 

during conflict, I added a control variable called cumulative casualties that accounts 

for this. However, it is important to note that this robustness check answers a different 

puzzle. Studies using cumulative casualties have used the theory of investment to 

explain varying levels of casualty tolerance (e.g. Koch, 2011). Here it is argued that 

increasing costs in a conflict, such as military casualties, can increase the probability 

that voters will support the incumbent. With increasing costs, voters will become (just 

as the incumbent they voted for) less willing to admit the intervention was a mistake. 

Even though it is related to explaining differences in casualty tolerance, this analysis 
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answers a different research question. Where the main paper looks into the question 

of whether the public responds to rally events in times of international crisis, and 

supports the incumbent when faced with losses, this robustness check answers 

whether increasing costs (rather than the confrontation with losses) can help explain 

casualty tolerance.  

  However, cumulative number of casualties also display the total number of 

casualties suffered for those months there were not any. This includes the period in 

which countries participated in missions during the so-called post-conflict 

reconstruction phase (e.g. in Kosovo and former Yugoslavia). Even though the conflict 

intensity itself is low during these deployments and therefor the number of months in 

which there are no casualties are high, the cumulative casualties show the highest 

number of casualties possible at the end of the conflict as well. To make sure I have 

accounted for this, I made sure there were no observations in my sample where the 

conflict intensity was 0 (<25 battle related deaths). As table 16 shows, there are no 

significant effects.  

 

Table 16. Regression analysis of cumulative military casualties on changes in 

the polls  

  

Two way interaction model 

19: 

Cumulative military 

casualties 

Y ∆polls Β SE 

Cumulative military 

casualties 

-.000 .000 

∆ Misery .000 .008 

Duration -.000 .000 

Honeymoon .023 .022 

Constant -.063 .092 

N (obs) 4019  
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N (groups) 39 

Wald 2.9* 

P=<.05 

(11) Robustness check: Government ideology (left/right) 

 

Empirical findings using individual level data suggest that partisanship matters: voters 

tend to become more casualty tolerant once “their” party is in government (Berinsky, 

2009; Dalton & Weldon, 2007; Fordham, 1998a; Koch & Sullivan, 2010). Additional 

research shows that political party who have a certain “ownership” over issue (e.g. 

right parties over security, left parties over social issues) also make themselves more 

susceptible for electoral punishment (Schumacher, 2011). Even though my data does 

not allow to disentangle such effects, and voting intention data informs us on the entire 

selectorate (all voters) and does not allow to run separate analysis on the winning 

coalition (those who voted for the party in government), it is not possible to draw any 

inferences on individual voter behavior from this data. It is possible, however, to control 

for party ideology of the governing parties. If indeed right wing parties are punished in 

the polls once voters are confronted with negative consequences of military policy 

(such as military casualties), we should be able to see a negative effect hereof in the 

polls. Table 17 shows the results of a regression analysis of the effect of military 

casualties for left and right wing governments. As figure 11 shows, there is no 

significant effect suggesting that all parties (despite their ideology) gain from military 

casualties suffered in the beginning of the intervention – but get punished once the 

intervention drags on.  

 

Table 17. Regression analysis of military casualties on changes in the polls  

  

Two way interaction model 

19: 

Military casualties x Right/left 

 

Two way interaction model 20: 

Military casualties x duration 

(controlled for ideology) 

Y ∆polls Β SE B SE 

Military casualties -.000 .010 .018* .005 
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∆ Misery -.153* .073 -.153* .073 

Duration -.090 .074 .000 .000 

Left / Right -.003 .001 -.000 .001 

Military casualties x 

Left/Right 

.000 .000   

Military casualties x 

Duration 

  -.000* .000 

Honeymoon .024 .024 .026 .024 

Constant .001 .065 -.091 .045 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

3552 

35 

  

Wald 8.06 17.49* 

P=<.05 

 

Figure 11: Effect of military casualties on the polls (left/right governments) 
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APPENDIX THREE: 

CHAPTER FOUR ROBUSTNESS ANALYSES 
 

 

I. DATA 

 

Dependent variable 
The operationalization of our dependent variable (commitment) consist out of data 

provided by the Comparative Party Manifesto dataset where we deducted the 

number of negative references form the positive ones (Y) to measure tone.  

 

Table 1: Operationalization dependent variable 

 Military (positive) Military (negative) 

CMP coding per104 per105 

Includes statements 

concerning: 

- Need to maintain or 

increase military 

expenditure; 

- Need to secure 

adequate manpower 

in the military; 

- Need to modernize 

armed forces; 

- Need for 

rearmament and 

self-defense. 

- Decreasing military 

expenditures; 

- Disarmament; 

- Reduced or 

abolished 

conscription. 

 

Independent variable 
Our first independent variable measures the number of military casualties during 

military interventions on a monthly basis. This data is gathered through open sources 

and (as much as possible) from official governmental sources such as the 

Department/Ministries of Defense. 
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Table 2: Sources used for independent variables “Military Casualties” and 

“Genocide” 

Military casualties 

Country Source Notes 

Canada National Defense and 

Canadian Armed Forces 

For data pre-2002 the 

veteran website “Canadian 

Peacekeeper Honor Roll” 

was used 

Denmark Danish Department of 

Defense (see: Excel sheet) 

Information provided by the 

Danish DoD was cross-

references with veteran 

website “Drabssager I 

Denmark” 

France French Department of 

Defense 

 

Germany Bundeswehr  Information cross-

referenced with open 

source list on Wikipedia 

Italy Wikipedia  

Norway Wikipedia  

Netherlands Dutch Department of Defense 

(weekly reports available for 

inspection at the Institute for 

Military History in the Hague) 

Information cross-referenced 

with open source list on 

Wikipedia and Dutch Public 

Broadcasting (NOS) 

Spain Wikipedia  

Sweden Wikipedia  

United Kingdom British Armed Forces  Requested FOI Act 2000 with 

reference FOI2016/050403 

United States Peacetime casualties  Only those killed during 

missions abroad are 

incorporated in our dataset. 
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Cross-referenced with DoD 

data available and reports to 

congress (CRS)  

Genocide 

Rwanda (1993) United Nations 

Human Rights Watch 

 

Srebrenica (1996) Potocari Memorial Centre  

Darfur (2004) Coalition for International 

Justice (CIJ) records 

United Nations World Health 

Organization (mortality rates 

2005) 

Recognized by US Congress 

in 2004 

 

 

II. Robustness analyses 

As a robustness analyses, we rerun all our models (1) excluding the United States, 

(2) whether parties have changed their strategy before and after 9/11, (3) for 

absolute numbers rather than the log-variants of our independent variables of 

military casualties. The results of these analyses can be found in table 3. 

 

Table 3: Summary of main effects including robustness checks 

 Main Effects Excluding US Absolute numbers 

Political ideology Opposition Government 

party 

Opposition Governme

nt party 

Opposition Government 

party 

All parties + - 0 0 + 0 

Left-wing parties + 0 0 0 + 0 

Right-wing parties + - + - + 0 

Ecologist/Socialist 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 Before 9/11 After 9/11 

Political ideology Opposition Government 

party 

Opposition Government 

party 

All parties + - + - 

Left-wing parties 0 - + - 

Right-wing parties + - + - 
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Ecologist/Socialist - 0 0 0 

 

We decided to exclude the United States as a first robustness check not only 

because they are a statistical outlier in our sample, but also since the country itself is 

– especially in comparison with Europe - more orientated to the right. Here, we see 

that even though the effects are in the same direction, they are only significant for (a) 

right-wing parties and (b) opposition parties.  

  Running the analysis for a pre-9/11 sample shows no change for opposition 

parties, apart from socialist and ecological parties who become more negative. Once 

government party, both left-wing and right-wing parties become more negative. This 

effect holds for the post 9/11 period, and shows that left-wing and right-wing parties 

in opposition become more positive towards the military. 

 When controlling for absolute numbers, rather than the log variants, the 

effects are the same but become less significant. Only the effect for left-wing and 

right-wing  opposition parties hold. 

   

(1) Robustness check: Excluding the United States 

Model 3 includes only the main effects of our analyses. Here, the number of military 

casualties and the government party variable are no longer significant.  

   Model 4 introduces the interaction between military casualties, government 

party and party family (also see figure 1). Here we replicate the findings for right-

wing parties (more positive in opposition, more negative in government), but fail to 

replicate the findings for left-wing parties.  

 

Table 4. Regression analysis of the number of military casualties and change 

in position on the military excluding the United States 

  

Model 3 

Basic model 

Twoway interaction 

 

Model 4 

Threeway interaction  

(party family) 

Y1 ∆position Β SE B SE 

Military casualties .367 .225 -.025 .135 
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Government party .038 .052 .212 .539 

Government party x military 

casualties 

-.136 .079 .050 .214 

Party family 

(Left-wing parties as ref) 

    

Right-wing parties -.268* .110 -.512 .391 

Ecological/Socialist .094 .139 .554 .488 

Party family x military casualties     

Right-wing parties   .188 .145 

Ecological/Socialist   -.174 .179 

Government party x party family     

Right-wing parties   .332 .608 

Ecological/Socialist   2.93 3.52 

Government party x party family 

x military casualties 

    

Right-wing parties   -.359 .234 

Ecological/Socialist   -.768 .122 

Post 9/11 .302* .106 .467* .110 

Wardeaths -.047* .008 -.043* .008 

∆ Seatshare 1.34 .565 1.13 .583 

Constant .035 .175 .030 .372 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

314 

63 

 314 

63 

 

Wald 111.33* 185.57* 
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Figure 1. Interactions effects of military casualties for different samples. 

 

 

 

(2) Robustness check: before and after 9/11 

Our main effects (governing parties are pro-military until confronted with military 

casualties) hold for before and after 9/11. When running this check with and without 

the United States, the effects only hold for after 9/11. Unfortunately, it is not clear 

whether this can be explained by the higher number of military casualties after 9/11 

or other issues related to post 9/11 foreign policy agenda such as several 

controversies surrounding these missions, or the relatively extensive duration of 

these post 9/11 interventions.  
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  When running the analysis with the three-way interaction between 

government party x military casualties and party family separately for the pre- and 

post-9/11 period (see figure 1), we replicate most results from the general analysis. 

Only the effect for left-wing government parties is insignificant pre-911. In sum, 

despite qualitative (type of missions) and quantitative (military casualties) differences 

between the pre- and post9-11 period the findings are largely the same.   

 

Table 5: Regression analysis of the military casualties and change in position 

on the military before 9/11  

  

Model 5 

Twoway interaction 

 

Model 6 

Threeway interaction  

(party family) 

Y1 ∆position Β SE Β SE 

Military casualties .137* .052 .044 .075 

Government party .577* .205 1.42* .181 

Government party x military 

casualties 

-.364* .079 -.400* .120 

Party family 

(Left wing parties as ref) 

    

Right wing parties -.496* .101 -.515* .167 

Ecological/Socialist .080 .110 .764* .254 

Party family x military casualties     

Right wing parties   .207* .094 

Ecological/Socialist   -.273* .126 

Government party x party family     

Right wing parties   -.975* .316 

Ecological/Socialist   -2.68 4.73 

Government party x party family x     
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Table 6: Regression analysis of the military casualties and change in position 

on the military after 9/11  

military casualties 

Right wing parties   -.028 .160 

Ecological/Socialist   1.36 1.65 

Wardeaths -.062* .004 -.066* .005 

∆ Seatshare -.403 .417 .037 .428 

Constant .083 .186 -.025 .096 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

228 

64 

 228 

64 

 

Wald 4038.38* 2937.56* 

  

Model 7 

Basic model 

 

Model 8 

Threeway interaction  

(party family) 

Y1 ∆position Β SE B SE 

Military casualties .372* .046 .663* .093 

Government party 1.14* .228 3.51* .638 

Government party x military 

casualties 

-.544 .086   

Military casualties x government 

party 

  -.980* .164 

Party family 

(Left-wing parties as ref) 

    

Right-wing parties -.033 .129 1.76* .535 
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(3) Robustness check: Absolute numbers instead of log-variants 

Model 8 includes the two-way interaction from our basic model. Here, the number of military 

casualties is positive but significant. Now, the government party variable is no longer 

significant.  

  Model 9 introduces the interaction between soldiers getting killed, position government 

party and party family. Here the effects hold but only for opposition parties: left-wing and right-

wing parties become more positive on the military once confronted with military casualties. It 

Ecological/Socialist .561 .476 4.81* 1.00 

Party family x military casualties     

Right-wing parties   -.198 .121 

Ecological/Socialist   -1.19* .312 

Government party x party family     

Right-wing parties   -2.43* .689 

Ecological/Socialist   -3.95 .487 

Government party x party family x 

military casualties 

    

Right-wing parties   .411* .192 

Ecological/Socialist   .771 .152 

Wardeaths -.011 .015 .012 .022 

∆ Seatshare 1.13 .484 1.43* .666 

Constant -.522* .170 -2.50* .507 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

88 

28 

 88 

28 

 

Wald 99.59* 118.53* 
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is no surprise that the effects are weaker here, because the absolute number of military 

casualties is extremely skewed. 

 

Table 7: Regression analysis of the number of military casualties and change 

in position on the military with absolute numbers 

  

Model 9 

Twoway interaction 

 

Model 10 

Threeway interaction  

(party family) 

Y1 ∆position Β SE B SE 

Military casualties .000* .000 .000* .000 

Government party -.078 .092 .161 .173 

Government party x 

military casualties 

-.001 .000 -.001 .001 

Party family 

(Left-wing parties as ref) 

    

Right-wing parties -.299 .081 -.137 .106 

Ecological/Socialist .306 .130 471* .194 

Party family x military 

casualties 

    

Right-wing parties   .001* .001 

Ecological/Socialist   -.011 .007 

Government party x party 

family 

    

Right-wing parties   -.678* .206 

Ecological/Socialist   1.98 .158 

Government party x party 

family x military casualties 

    

Right-wing parties   -.000 .001 
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APPENDIX 3: Inherited and chosen conflicts  

What about a party’s initial commitment to a mission? Many opposition parties 

supported military interventions abroad. Even though fair share of the parliaments in 

our sample (apart from Denmark and Germany) have no formal veto powers, they 

are able to create legal conventions by voting over expeditionary missions (as has 

been done by Canadian and British parliament, Lagassé, 2016; Wagner, Peters, & 

Glahn, 2010). Despite the lack of formal legal powers, the vote of British parliament 

against military intervention in Syria was respected by then prime minister Cameron 

which led to the United Kingdom not taking part in the intervention. Even in 

democracies where parliaments have limited (or no) war powers, they are able to 

pressure governments out of their initial decision to intervene since a parliamentary 

vote on the matter can be translated to a vote of non-confidence towards the 

Cabinet. Military missions that do take place thus have, in general, majority support. 

For instance, parties in our sample who voted against the initial decision to initiate 

large-scale expeditionary missions were either ecologist (e.g. German Grünen 

against Afghanistan) or socialist (e.g. Italian communist against Iraq. In three 

instances, the government claimed the military intervention consisted out of logistical 

support (Dutch cabinet Kok and British cabinet Major in 1993 on Somalia) or that 

support was political and not military in nature (Dutch cabinet Balkenende in 2003 on 

Ecological/Socialist   -.054 .084 

Post 9/11 .707* .086 .685* .087 

Wardeaths -.000* .000 - .000* .000 

∆ Seatshare 1.11* .496 1.19* .402 

Constant -.558* .082 -.624* .106 

     

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

326 

65 

 326 

65 

 

Wald 516.27* 535.11* 
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Iraq) in order to circumvent a parliamentary vote on the matter. In these rare cases, 

opposition parties were no co-deciders on the issue. In general, blocking a large 

scale interventions by opposition parties is rather the exception than the rule (for an 

overview, see: table 8). 

 

III. Decision making procedure per country 
 

NL: post 2002 “artikel 100 procedure”,  Parliament agrees with mission or not (formally 
seen no part of decision making process on military interventions, de facto support for 
Cabinet proposal needed in order to avoid crisis); 

FRA: Chef des Armées – French FP decisions presidential prerogative, sometimes president 
asks for or refuse vote. 

GER: Bundestag has to agree (veto) 
NOR: Government formally consults parliament (Storting), de facto co-decision 
SWE: Parliamentary consent not necessary for UN and OSCE missions 
DEN: No consent needed for UN peacekeeping missions, otherwise: parliament + foreign 

affairs committee 
ITA: inconclusive, government tends to make use of a special clause of the constitution, 

which allows it to issue decrees that have the force of law – constitutional court rulings 
inconclusive (decision making process described per conflict) 

SPA: government free to decide whether or not asks parliamentary approval (decision 
making process described per conflict) 

USA: Congress has the power to declare war, the president to deploy troops in order to repel 
attacks against the United States – not obliged to ask Congress approval 

UK: no prior consultation of parliament needed 
 
CAN: government can deploy troops without consulting parliament, nevertheless sometimes 

consulting procedure or voting on the matter 
 
Table 8 : Voting on large scale interventions in the post-Cold War period, indication 
support and opposition by parliamentary voting 
 

Voting on Libanon 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
Netherlands Van Agt 1979-1985 

(CDA – VVD) 
PvdA, D66, SGP, 
CPN, PPR, GPV, 
BP, DS’70 

PSP 

Balkenende II 2006-2008 
(CDA, VVD, D66) 

LPF, PvdA, Gl, SP, 
D66, CU, SGP 

 

France Mauroy 1984 
(PS) 
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Chirac 2005 
(UMP) 

  

Chirac 2006 
(UMP) 

  

Germany Merkel 2006 
(CDU/CSU – SPD) 

FDP, PDS, Grune  

Norway Nordli 1978-1998 
(A/Ap) 

Høyre, KrF, 
Senterpartiet, 
Sosialistisk 
Venstreparti, 
Venstre 

 

Sweden Faldin I – 1978 
(CP) 

Centerpartiet, 
Folkpartiet 
liberalerna, 
Moderata 
samlingspartiet 

 

 Reinfelt - 2006 Moderata 
samlingspartiet; 
Centerpartiet;  
Folkpartiet 
liberalerna; 
Kristdemokraterna 

 

Denmark Rasmussen II - 2006 Venstre; Det 
Konservative 
Folkeparti 

 

Italy Prodi – 2006 
(L’Ulivo) 

all parties (after 
initial flip-flop Partito 
della Liberta; 507 
votes in favor of the 
mission, 20 against) 

 

Spain Zapatero 2006 
(PSOE) 

 Bloque 
Nacionalista 
Galego 

Canada Trudeau – 1978 
(Liberal Party) 

 Deployed 
without debate 

 
 

Second Gulf War 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
United Kingdom Major – 1990 

(Conservatives) 
  

United States Bush – 1990 
(Republicans) 

Democratic Party  

The Netherlands Lubbers III – 1990 
(CDA, PvdA) 

 GroenLinks, SP 

France Mitterand – 1990 
(PS) 

full approval from 
parliament 

Le Movement des 
Citoyens (PS defense 
minister Jean- Pierre 
Chevènement quit 
over French military 
involvement, started 
new political party 
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Norway Syse Cabinet 1990 Høyre, Senterpartiet, 
Kristeleg Folkeparti 

 

Sweden Carlsson II 
(SAP) 

No consent needed 
for UN and OSCE 
mandated missions 

 

Denmark Schluter III Det Konservative 
Folkeparti, Venstre, 
Det  Radikale 
Venstre 

Socialistisk Folkeparti, 
Fremskridtspartiet 

Italy Andreotti VI Democrazia 
Cristiana, Partito 
Socialista Italiano, 
Partito Repubblicano 
Italiano, Partito 
Socialista 
Democratico 
Italiano, Partito 
Liberale Italiano 

Partito Comunista 
Italiano 

Canada  Consulting co-
decision procedure 
with parliament (UN 
resolution) 

 

 
 
 

Balkan war 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
United Kingdom Major 1990 

(Conservatives) 
Government against 
British intervention: 
UN- and NATO 
mission only 

 

United States Bush 1990 
(Republican) 

Democratic Party  

 Clinton 1993 
(Democratic Party) 

Republican Party: 
but UN and NATO 
missions only 

 

Netherlands Lubbers III 1992 
(CDA, PvdA) 

Intervention 
requested by the 
opposition (motie-
Van Traa/Vlijmen) 

 

France Mitterand 1992 
(PS) 

Government against 
French intervention: 
UN- and NATO 
mission only 

 

Norway Brundtlandt III 1992 
(Arbeiderpartiet) 

UNPROFOR 
formally debated in 
parliament, NATO-
mission not 

 

Sweden Bildt 1992 
Moderata 
samlingspartiet, 
Centerpartiet,   

No consent needed 
for UN 
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Folkpartiet 
liberalerna, 
Kristdemokraterna 

Denmark Schluter IV 1992 
Det Konservative 
Folkeparti, Venstre 

No consent needed 
for UN 

 

Italy Andreotti VII 1991 Democrazia 
Cristiana, Partito 
Socialista Italiano, 
Partito Repubblicano 
Italiano, Partito 
Socialista 
Democratico 
Italiano, Partito 
Liberale Italiano 

 

Canada  Consulting co-
decision procedure 
with parliament (UN 
resolution) 

 

 
 

Somalia 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
United Kingdom Major 1992 

(Conservatives) 
Only limited logistic 
and political support: 
officially “no 
participation in  the 
operation” 

 

United States Bush 1992 
(Republican) 

Democratic Party  

Netherlands Lubbers III 1992 
(CDA, PvdA) 

Only limited logistic 
and political support: 
officially “no 
participation in  the 
operation” 

 

France Mitterand 1992 
(PS) 

Team up with US-
mission UNITAF 

 

Norway Brundtlandt III 
(Arbeiderpartiet) 

 Hoyre & 
Fremskrittpartiet 

Sweden Bildt Cabinet 1992 
 

Moderata 
samlingspartiet, 
Centerpartiet,    
Folkpartiet 
liberalerna, 
Kristdemokraterna 

 

Denmark Schluter IV 1992 Schluter IV, Det 
Konservative 
Folkeparti, Venstre 

 

Italy Amato I - 1992 Democrazia 
Cristiana, Partito 
Socialista Italiano,  
Partito Socialista 
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Democratico 
Italiano, Partito 
Liberale Italiano 

Canada Mulroney 1992 pushing for broader 
UN role “new style” 
humanitarian-military 
involvement: team 
up with US-mission 
UNITAF. Co-
decision (UN) 

 

 
 

Afghanistan 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
United Kingdom Blair 2001  

(Labour) 
  

United States Bush 2001 
(Republicans) 

Democratic Party  

Netherlands Balkenende I “demissionair” 
cabinet: no role 
parliament 

SP 

France Chirac 2001 
(Rassemblement 
pour la Rep.) 

  

Norway Stoltenberg 2001 
(Arbeiderspartiet) 

  

Sweden Perssons 2002 
(Sveriges 
socialdemokratiska 
arbetareparti) 

  

Denmark Rasmussen I 
(Det Konservative 
Folkeparti, Venstre) 

  

Italy Berlusconi II 2001 Forza Italia, Alleanza 
Nazionale, Lega 
Nord, Unione di 
Centro, Nuovo 
Partito Socialista 
Italiano, Partito 
Repubblicano 
Italiano 

Democratici di Sinistra 

Canada Chrétien 2001 
(Liberal party) 

Parliament not 
informed 

 

Germany Schroder 2001 
(SPD – GR) 

 (Partly by) Grunen, 
SPD 

 
 

Iraq 
 
Country Cabinet Supported by Opposed by 
United Kingdom Blair 2001   
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(Labour) 
United States Bush 2001 

(Republicans) 
Democratic Party  

Netherlands Balkenende II  2003  Groenlinks and SP 
 

Norway Bondevik II (Høyre, 
Kristelig Folkeparti, 
Venstre) 

Officially no 
participation, late 
2004: small 
contingent 

Det Norske  
Arbeiderpartiet 

Denmark Rasmussen I 2003 All parties for 
deployment navy 
only 

 

Italy Berlusconi II 2003 
 

President Ciampi 
against 
(independent), prime 
minister Berlusconi 
in favor (Forza Italia): 
deployment ground 
troops in second 
phase, logistics in 
first 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX FOUR: 
ROBUSTNESS ANALYSES CHAPTER FIVE 

 

I. Data 

 

Conflicts 
The analyses in this paper are based on 1,642 decisions made by 11 OECD-countries from 

1990-2014 during 28 conflicts. Not all countries participated in all of these 28 conflicts (see: 

table 1).  

 

Table 1: Conflicts and participating countries 

Conflict Participating countries 

Afghanistan Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Angola Canada, France, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 

United States 
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Cambodia Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Central African Republic Denmark, France, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden 

Congo Canada, Denmark, France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, 

Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Cyprus Canada, Denmark, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 

United Kingdom 

East-Timor Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

El Salvador Canada, Denmark, France, Italy, Norway, Spain, Sweden 

Ethiopia Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Georgia Denmark, France, Germany, Sweden, United Kingdom, 

United States  

Guatemala Canada, France, Germany, Norway, Spain, Sweden, 

United Kingdom, United States 

Haiti Canada, France, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Iraq Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Ivory Coast Canada, France, Spain, Sweden 

Kosovo Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Lebanon/Golan Heights Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United States 

Liberia Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Mali Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Morocco (Polisario front) Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Mozambique Canada, Netherlands, Norway 

Nicaragua Canada, Germany, Spain, Sweden 

Rwanda Canada, France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain 

Sierra Leone Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Norway, Spain, 

Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 
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Somalia Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Sudan  Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

Yugoslavia Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, 

Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, United States 

 

For further on the indicators used in this paper which stem from the original dataset (troop 

numbers and military casualties) see: codebook; additional variable information. 

 

Polls 
One of my independent variable (polls, used to operationalize popularity) consist out of data 

gathered in collaboration with colleagues Mariken van der Velden (VU University, 

Amsterdam) and Gijs Schumacher (UvA, Amsterdam). Table 2 below demonstrates the 

sources for each country in my sample. The polls are based on a monthly average of all 

available polling data for the period 1990-2014. 

 

Table 2: Polling agencies used by country 

Country Source 
Canada Strategic Council 

Nanos Research 
EKOS Politics 
Ipsos-Reid 
Decima Research 

Denmark Wilke 
Voxmeter 
Epinion 

Germany Forsa 
INSA 
Enmid 

Italy Euromedia 
UNICAB 
SWB 

Norway Infact 
Sentio 
TNS Gallup 
Norfakta 
Norstat 

Netherlands TNS NIPO 
Ipsos Synovate 
Peil.nl 

Spain ENCUASTAMOS 
Metroscopia 
Centro des Investigaciones Sociologicas (CIS) 

Sweden Demoskop 
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Ipsos 
Sifo 
YouGov 

United Kingdom YouGov/The Times 
Ipsos MORI 
BMG Research 

United States Gallup 
 

 

In order to make sure that changes in the polls are not related to changes in the polling 

agencies that make up the monthly average, I’ve created a dummy variable which indicates 

whether in any given month the average is made up from different polling agencies than the 

month before (1) or not (0). As table 3 shows: there are no significant effects. 

 

Table 3: Regression analysis of change in used polling data agencies on the change 

in polls (both governing and opposition parties 

Y ∆polls B SE 

Polls dummy .009 .026 

Constant -.007 .012 

N (obs) 

N (groups) 

16,387 

103 

 

Wald .12  

P=<.05 

 

 

II. Robustness analyses and multicollinearity tests 
 

Because some of my independent variables (such as military casualties and the intensity of 

the conflict) might be positively correlated to my dependent variable, this model may have a 

multicollinearity problem that can inflate the confidence intervals upwards. To check for this, I 

have ran several multicollinearity diagnostics, such as computing (1) the variance inflation 

factor (vif) (2) a correlation matrix of the fitted coefficients in my model.  

  Table 4 shows there is no VIF-value greater than 10, so based on this test alone: no 

regressor requires further investigation. Table 5 is a correlation matrix test which shows the 

duration variable (the number of months a country is involved in a certain mission) is highly 

correlated with the decision variable (the number of decisions taken by a country on a 

certain mission). Because of this, I have decided to control for decision-variable only in my 

model. The other regressors show no indication of multicollinearity.  
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Table 4: Variance inflation factor for each regressor 

Variable VIF 1/VIF 

Duration 2.44 .410 

Decision 2.41 .414 

Misery 1.04 .963 

Military casualties 1.02 .977 

Popularity 1.02 .984 

Mean VIF 1.58  

 

Table 5: Correlation matrix regressors 

 Change Military 

casualties 

Decision Duration Misery Popularity 

Change 1.0000      

Military 

casualties 

.2004 1.0000     

Decision -.1836 -.1209 1.0000    

Duration -.2326 -.1212 .7639 1.0000   

Misery .0472 .0350 -.1676 -.1864 1.0000  

Popularity .0589 .0896 -.0695 -.0956 .0259 1.0000 

 

 

As a robustness analyses, and in chronological order as discussed in the main paper, I’ve 

rerun all my models: (1) clustering on a mission level, and controlling for biased 

estimations by (2) rerunning the model with a continuous variable of military 

casualties (3) excluding the United States and (4) resampling (jack knife) and (5) use 

the option to escalate as the baseline category. 

 

Table 6: Summary of effects of the change in soldiers killed to changes in polls 

 

 (1) Mission Level (2) Continuous variable (3) Ex - US 

 Main Popular 

governments 

Main Popular 

governments 

Main Popular 

governments 

De-escalate - - - - - - 

Status Quo 0 - 0 - - - 
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Escalate + + + + + + 

 

 (4) Resampling (5) De-escalate as 

baseline 

 Main Popular 

governments 

Main Popular 

governments 

De-escalate - - - - 

Status Quo - - 0 - 

Escalate + + + + 

 

 

(4) Robustness check: Mission level 

In order to account for differences in casualty risk, an attempt has been made to code both 

the distance from the warzone and the activity within the war zone (e.g. by counting the 

number of operations conducted by a participating country) but I have ceased the collection 

of this data due to a lack of trustworthy data available through open sources. As an 

alternative, I have used a control variable called conflict intensity to account for the 

international component. Second, I have rerun the analysis on a mission level to account for 

the differences in casualty risk on a mission level. For instance, the maximum number of 

military casualties for UN-missions in one decision period is 9 while for NATO missions this 

is 20, and for (multi)national missions even 173. Since UN-mandate renewals (for instance 

the current MINUSMA mission in Mali) can be deemed less risky than joining a coalition of 

the willing (for instance the Iraq invasion of 2003), this provides a second alternative to 

account for the variation in casualty risk of the decisions made. Third, I rerun the analysis for 

NATO and (multi)national missions only. 

  Table 7 shows that all the main effects hold. Interestingly, on a NATO and 

(multi)national sample only the confidence intervals becomes smaller.  

 

Table 7: Multinomial logit regression analysis of occurrence of military casualties and 

change in troop levels during an intervention (mission level) 

  

Model 4: Basic model 

(Mission level) 

 

Model 5: excl. UN missions 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds ratio 

Low-High prob Relative 

risk ratio 

Low-High prob 

De-escalation 
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Military casualties 1.61 .539 – 4.42 1.23 .656-2.31 

Decision 1.02 1.00 – 1.04 1.01 .997-1.03 

Conflict intensity .914 .747 – 1.11 .937 .688-1.27 

Misery index .975 .955 - .994 .963 .907-1.02 

Popularity .939 .800 – 1.10 .969 .616-1.52 

Constant 3.43 2.38 – 4.96 4.41 1.84-10.57 

Status quo Baseline outcome 

Escalation 

Military casualties 4.12 1.01-16.79 2.57 1.20-4.71 

Decision 1.00 .975-1.03 .994 .976-1.01 

Conflict intensity 1.13 .773 – 1.66 1.22 .900-1.67 

Misery index .985 .939 – 1.03 1.01 .957-1.07 

Popularity 1.09 .793 – 1.51 1.29 .820-2.05 

Constant 2.74 1.23 – 6.09 1.90 .800-4.53 

Wald chi   

N (obs) 1,642  

 

Figure 1 shows the predictive margins and while the main effect holds (whenever confronted 

with military casualties, the chance significantly increase that governments prefer to 

escalate) the second option of keeping the status quo turns insignificant. This means that on 

a mission level, whenever countries are confronted with casualties there are no significant 

changes for this strategy: some governments prefer to keep the status quo, while others do 

not. In addition, the confidence intervals increase for those instances in which the 

governments gets confronted with military casualties indicating that the estimates are less 

precise. 

 

Figure 1: Predictive margins of military casualties for each strategic option (mission 

level) 
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Figure 2 shows the effect of casualties on preferred strategies for unpopular and popular 

governments. Again, all the main effects for popular governments hold.  

 

Figure 2: Contrast of predictive margins of military casualties for (un)popular 

governments 
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(5) Robustness check: Military casualties as a continuous variable 

 

Table 8 shows the results of the analysis on both a conflict and country level. The second 

operationalization, is a lag of military casualties. I have chosen not to log it to avoid 

elimination of variation in patterns. The main effects hold but only for numbers below 

8 casualties. There are only three countries in my sample that experienced such high 

numbers: France (3 observations), United Kingdom (1 observation) and United 

States (24 observations) which makes it difficult to ascertain whether the 

disappearance of these effects are due to the high number of casualties or related to 

country-bound traits (e.g. both France and the United States are presidential 

systems). To visualize the effects, the predictive margins in figure 3 show the effects 

of military casualties, in which 10 represents a casualty toll of 10 soldiers (or more). 

 

Table 8: Multinomial logit regression analysis of fluctuations in military casualties and 

change in troop levels during an intervention 

   

Model 6: Basic model 

(Conflict level) 

 

Model 7: Basic model 

(Country level) 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds ratio 

Low-High prob Low-High prob 

De-escalation 

Military casualties 

(lag, continuous) 

1.072 .955-1.20 .965 – 1.19 

Decision 1.02 1.00-1.04 1.01 – 1.03 

Conflict intensity .925 .590-1.44 .813 – 1.05 

Misery index .975 .923-1.02 .939 – 1.01 

Popularity .934 .678-1.28 .642 – 1.35 

Constant 3.43 1.07-10.96 1.87 – 6.31 

Status quo Baseline outcome 

Escalation 

Military casualties 

(lag, continuous) 

1.27 1.06-1.54 1.04 – 1.57 

Decision 1.00 .983-1.03 .991 – 1.02 

Conflict intensity 1.15 .604-2.19 1.01 – 1.30 
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Misery index .989 .924-1.05 .947 – 1.03 

Popularity 1.01 .728-1.40 .729 – 1.40 

Constant 2.60 .598-11.34 1.49 – 4.54 

Wald chi 116.23*  

N (obs) 1,642  

 

Figure 3: Predictive margins of military casualties for each strategic option 

(continuous lag) 

 

 

(6) Robustness check: excluding the United States 

 

Table 9 shows the result of the analysis on both a conflict and country level for a non-US 

sample. Again, the main effect holds but for the option to de-escalate is less ambiguous and 

turns significant. Like in the basic model which includes the United States, the main effects 

are the same on both conflict and country level. Also the domestic indicators in this model – 

such as the misery index and popularity – show ambiguous results. The number of decisions 

increases the chance of de-escalation in these models as well. Interestingly enough, for non-

US countries the conflict intensity seems to not influence the preferred strategy.  
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Table 9: Multinomial logit regression analysis of occurrence of military casualties and 

change in troop levels during an intervention (excl. United States) 

   

Model 8: Basic model 

(Conflict level) 

 

Model 9: Basic model 

(Country level) 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds ratio 

Low-High prob Low-High prob 

De-escalation 

Military casualties 2.69 1.25 – 5.75 1.21 - 2.97 

Decision 1.02 1.00 – 1.04 1.00 - 1.03 

Conflict intensity .874 .580 – 1.31 .768 - .995 

Misery index .966 .916 – 1.01 .929 – 1.00 

Popularity .861 .639 – 1.16 .574 – 1.29 

Constant 4.23 1.72 – 10.41 2.32 – 7.68 

Status quo Baseline outcome 

Escalation 

Military casualties 7.84 3.16 – 19.41 2.95-20.79 

Decision 1.00 .983 – 1.02 .988 – 1.01 

Conflict intensity 1.09 .611 – 1.95 .974 – 1.23 

Misery index .971 .905 – 1.04 .924 – 1.02 

Popularity .994 .719 – 1.37 .725 – 1.36 

Constant 3.44 .976 – 12.15 1.84 – 6.41 

Pseudo R2 .050*  

N (obs) 1,447  

The predictive margins on a country level are plotted in figure 4 which shows that the main 

effect holds, and smaller confidence intervals which suggest that non-US countries provide 

more accurate prediction. The chances of countries opting for escalation has even increased 

to an average of 7.84 times higher. This could be related to the low level of military 

casualties in the non-US sample of which the effects are strongest (see: robustness check 

2). 

 

Fiure 4: Predictive margins of military casualties for each strategic option (excl. US
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Figure 5 shows the effect of casualties on preferred strategies for unpopular and popular 

non-US governments. Again, all the main effects for popular governments hold.  

 

Figure 5: Contrast of predictive margins of military casualties for (un)popular 

governments 
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(7) Robustness check: re-sampling 

To make sure outliers (such as the United States, but potentially also France and the United 

Kingdom) do not drive the effects, I have rerun the analysis while using a resampling 

technique (jack knife). Again, all the main effects hold. However, when looking at the relative 

risk ratios, the effect is only significant on a conflict level. Here, it is important to note that 

these are conditional odds and these indicates not the likelihood in general. It states the 

relative probability of opting for a certain strategy for those countries who suffered military 

casualties, compared to the relative probability of countries that did not suffered military 

casualties in otherwise similar circumstances. To determine the effect of military casualties in 

the probability scale we need to take a look at the marginal effects (see: figure 6). Here we 

see that the main effect holds. 
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Table 10: Multinomial logit regression analysis of occurrence of military casualties 

and change in troop levels during an intervention (resampling) 

   

Model 10: Basic model 

(Conflict level) 

 

Model 11: Basic model 

(Country level) 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds ratio 

Low-High prob Low-High prob 

De-escalation 

Military casualties 1.61 .549 – 4.74 .498 – 5.22 

Decision 1.02 1.00 – 1.04 1.01 -1.03 

Conflict intensity .914 .534 – 1.56 .779 – 1.07 

Misery index .975 .916 – 1.03 .908 – 1.04 

Popularity .939 .657 – 1.34 .591 – 1.49 

Constant 3.43 .859 – 13.73 1.40 – 8.38 

Status quo Baseline outcome 

Escalation 

Military casualties 4.12 1.03 – 16.38 .916 – 18.53 

Decision 1.00 .969 – 1.03 .984 – 1.01 

Conflict intensity 1.13 .471 – 2.73 .982 – 1.31 

Misery index .985 .890 – 1.09 .893 – 1.08 

Popularity 1.09 .741 – 1.62 .754 – 1.59 

Constant 2.74 .374 – 20.13 .931 – 8.09 

Wald chi   

N (obs) 1,642  
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Figure 6: Predictive margins of military casualties for each strategic option 

(resampling) 

 

Figure 7 shows the effect of casualties on preferred strategies for unpopular and popular 

non-US governments. Again, all the main effects for popular governments only hold.  

 

Figure 7: Contrast of predictive margins of military casualties for (un)popular 

governments 
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(8) De-escalation as a baseline category 

 

This fifth robustness check uses de-escalation as a baseline category to ensure the 

results are in the same direction. Table 11 show they do: the occurrence of military 

casualties significantly increases the likelihood of escalation. 

 

Table 11: Multinomial logit regression analysis of occurrence of military casualties 

and change in troop levels during an intervention (resampling) 

   

Model 12: Basic model 

(Conflict level) 

 

Model 13: Basic model 

(Country level) 

Outcome variable Relative 

odds ratio 

Low-High prob Low-High prob 

De-escalation Baseline outcome 

Status Quo 

Military casualties .619 .306 – 1.25 .285 – 1.34 

Decision .976 .960 – 993 .965 - .987 

Conflict intensity 1.09 .697 - .1.71 .951 – 1.25 
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Misery index 1.03 .972 – 1.08 .987 – 1.06 

Popularity 1.06 .773 – 1.46 .725 – 1.56 

Constant .290 .091 - .929 .157 - .537 

Escalation 

Military casualties 2.55 1.58 – 4.10 1.86 – 3.50 

Decision .977 .966 - .988 .967 - .988 

Conflict intensity 1.24 .880 – 1.75 1.15 – 1.33 

Misery index 1.01 .969 – 1.05 .988 – 1.03 

Popularity 1.16 .956 – 1.42 .914 – 1.49 

Constant .799 .446 – 1.43 .565 - .1.12 

Wald chi 98.55*  

N (obs) 1,642  

 

 

 

 


